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App. 0397

available short-circuit current 

able electric power from the source. Notes: (I) The 
sound pressure apparent at a distance of I meter can 
be found by multiplying the sound pressure observed 
at a remote point where the sound field is spherically 
d ivergent by the number of meters from the effective 
acoustic center to that poiut. (2) The available power 
response is a function not only of the transducer but 
also of some source impedances. either actual or 
nominal, the value of which must be specified. See: 
loudspeaker. 176 

available short-circuit current (at a given point in a 
circuit) (prospective short-circuit current). The max
imum current that the power system can deliver 
through a given circuit point to any negligible-imped
ance short-circuit applied at the given point, or at any 
other point that will cause the highest current lo flow 
through the given point. Notes: (I) This value can be 
in terms of either symmetrical or asymmetrical: peak 
or root-mean-square current, as specified. (2) In some 
resonant circuits the maximum available short-circuit 
current may occur when the short circuit ii placed at 
some other point than the given one where the avail
able current is measured. I 03 

available short-circuit test current (at the point of 
test) (prospective short-circuit test current). The 
maximum short-circuit current fnr any given setting of 
a testing circuit that the test power source can deliver 
at the point of test, with the te~t oirouit short-circuited 
by a link of negligible impedance at the line terminals 
of the device to be t~•tt>rl. Nnte: This value can be in 
terms of either symmetrical or asymmetrical, peak or 
root-mean-square current, as specified. 103 

available signal-to-noise ratio (at a point in a circuit). 
The ratio of the available signal power at that point to 
the available random noise power. See: signal-to-noise 
ratio. 328 

available time (electric drive) (Industrial control). The 
period during which a system has the power turned on, 
is not under maintenance, and is known or believed to 
be operating correctly or capable of operating correct
ly. See: electric drive. 206 

avalanche (gas-filled radiation counter tube). The cu
mulative process in which charged particles accelerat
ed by an electric field produce additional charged par
ticles through collision with neutral gas molecules or 
atoms. It is therefore a cascade multiplication of ions. 
See: amplifier. 96, 125 

avalanche breakdown (or a semiconductor device)(· 
charyed-purticle detectors)(germanium gomma-ray 
detectors). A breakdown that is caused by the cumu• 
lative multiplication of charge carriers through field
induced impact ionization. 119,1 18, 245,528 

avalanche impedance (semiconductor). See: break
down impedance; semiconductor. 

avalanche photodiode (APD)(fiber optics). A photodi
ode designed to take advantage of avalanche multipli
cation of photocurrent. Note: As the reverse-bias volt· 
age approucht,s Llic lu eakdnwn voltage, hole-electron 
pairs created by absorbed photons acquire sufficient 
energy to create additional hole-electron pairs when 
they collide with ion's; thus a multiplication (signal 

72 average luminance 

gain) is achieved. See: photodlode; PIN phot.odiode. 
433 

average absolute burst maKnltude (uulllu ~ml olectroa• 
coustics). The average of the instantaneous burst mag
nitude taken over the burst duration. Sec: figure under 
burst durotion. See: bunt (audio and e.h,rtroacous
tics). I 76 

avera11e absolute 11ulse am11litude. The averaec of the 
absolute value of the instantaneous amplitude taken 
over the pulse duration. 254 

average bundle gradient ( overhead-power-line corona 
and radio noise). For a bundle of two or more subcon
ductors, the arithmetic mean of the average gradients 
of the individual subconductors. 411 

average crossing rate (ACR)(l)(electromagnetic site 
survey). The average number of crossings in the posi
tive direction of a given level v 1 per unit time. (See 
Figure "Typical Noise Envelope of a Man-Made Ra
dio-Noise Process".) 457 
(2)(control of system electromagnetic compatibili
ty). The average number of pulses crossing a specified 
level (zero, if not specified) in the positive-going di
rection per unit time. 495 

average current (periodic current). The value of the 
current averaged over a full cycle unless otherwise 
specified. See: rectification. 237, 66 

average detector (overhead-power-line corona and ra
dio noh~). A rl~t~c.tor, the output voltaic of which 
approximates the average value of the envelope of an 
applied signal or noise. Notes: (I) This detector func
tion is often identified on radio noise meters as field 
intensity (Fi). (Field intensity is deprecated; field 
strength should be used.) (2) Field intensity (Fl) (field 
strength) setting on some radio noise meters produces 
on the meter scale the average value of the logarithmic 
detector. 411 

average electrode current (electron tube). The value 
obtained by integrating the instantaneous electrode 
current over an averaging time and dividing by the 
averaging time. See: electrode current (electron 
tube). 125 

average forward-current rating (rectifier circuit ele• 
ment). The maximum average value of forward cur
rent averaged over a full cycle, permitted by the 
manufacturer under stated conditions. 
208 

average information content (per symbol) (informa
tion rate Crom a source, per symbol). The average of 
the information content per symbol emitted from a 
source. Nole: The term entropy rate is also used to 
designate average information content. See: informa
tion theory. 61 

average inside air temperature ( of enclosed switch
aear) (power switchgear). The average terr.pcrature of 
the surrounding cooling air which comes in contact 
with the heated parts of the apparatus within the en
closure. 103 

average luminance (illu111inallug enginet',ring). Lumi
nance is the property of a geometric ray. Luminance 
as measured by conventional meters is averaged with 
respect to two independent variables, area and solid 
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dimension, critlcol mating 265 direct address 

dimension, criticol meting (standard connector). 
Those longitudinal and transverse dimensions assur
ing nondestructive mating with a corresponding stan
dard connector. I 10 

diminished-radix co111plement (mathe111J1tics of com
puting). The complement obtained by subtracting 
each digit of a given numeral from the largest digit in 
the numeration sr-itcm. For example, ones comple
ment in binary notation, nines complement in decimal 
notation. Sec: radbc complement. 564 

dimming reactor (thyristor). A reactor that may be 
inserted in a lamp circuit at will for reducing the lumi
nous intensity of the lamp. Not£: Dimming reactors 
nrc normally used to dim hcndlomps, but niay be ap
plied to other circuits, sue!, as gauge lamp circuits. 

328 
diode (1) (electron tube). A two-electrode electron 

tube containing an anode and n cathode. Sec: equJvn
lcnt diode. 125 
(2) (semiconductor). A semiconductor device hoving 
two terminals and c1.h.ibiting a noolinenr voltage-cur
rent cha.ractcris1ic; in more-restricted usage, o semi
condutor device that has the asymmetrical voltage
curreot characteristic exemplified b}' a single p-n 
junction. See: semiconductor. 245 

diode characteristic (mtdt1elcctrodc tube). The com-
posite electrode characteristic taken with all elec
trodes except the cathode connected together. 

125 
diode equivalent. The imaginary d iode consisting or the 
cathode of a triode or multigrid tube and a virtual 
anode to which is a1>plicd o composite controlling 
voltage such that the cathode current is lhc same as in 
the triode or multigrid tube. 1.25 

diode runetion generator (analog co111putcrs). A func
tion generator thal uses the transrer characteristics o r 
resistive networks con taining biased diodes. The de
sired function is approximated by linear segments 
whose values arc manually inserted by means of 
potentiometers and switches. 9 

diode ruses (semiconductor rectifiers). Fuses of special 
characteristics connected in series with one or more 
semiconductor rectifier diodes to disconnect the 
semiconductor rectifier diode in case of' failure and 
protect the other components of the rectifier. Note: 
Diode fuses may also be employed to provide coor
dinated protection in case of overload or short-circuit. 
Sec: semiconductor rectifier stock. 208 

diode laser. Sec: injection laser diode (ILD). 
dip (electroploting). A solution used for the purpose of 

producing a chemical reaction upon the surface of n 
mcUII. Sec: electroplating. 328 

diplex operation (data transmission). Th" simulta• 
neous transmission· or reception of two signals using a 
specified common feature, such as a single antenna or 
n single carrier. 59 

diplex radio transmission. The slm.ultaneous transmis
sion of two signals using a common carrier wave. Sec: 
radio tnnsmlssion. I I I 

dip needle. A dcvi9e for indicating the angle between 
the magnetic liekj and the horizontal. Sec: magnetom
eter. 328 

dipole. See: dipole antenna; folded dipole antenna; 
e lcctricdipole; magnetic dipole. 

dipole antenna ( I) (onteru1as). Any ooc of a class of 
antennas producing II radiation pattern approximating 
that of an elementary clec1ric dipole. Note: Common 
usage considers the dipole antenna 10 be a metal ra
diating structure which supports a line current distri
bution similar Lo that of a thin straight wire so en;,r
gizcd that the curren t has a node only at each end. 
Syn: doublet nnteunn. 111 
(2) (d oto transmission). Any one of a class of anten
nas producing the radiation paltern upproximating 
that of an elementary e lectric dipole. Note: Common 
usage considers a dipole antenna to be o metal radiat
ing structure which supports a line current distribution 
similar to that of a thin strajght wire a ½ wavelength 
long so energized that the current ha; two nodes, one 
at each of l he far ends. 59 
(3) (ove rhead-power-line corona aad radio noise). 
Any one of o class of antennas having a radiation 
pattern approximating that of an elemen1ary electric 
dipole. Now: Common usage considers the d;polc an
tenna to be a metal radiating or receiving structure 
which s upports a line-current distribution similar to 
that of a thin straight wire, a half wavelength long, so 
that the current has a node at each end of the antenna. 

411 
dipole molecule. A molecule that possesses a dipole 

moment as a result of the permanent separation of the 
centroid of positive charge from the centroid of nega
tive charge for the molecule as a whole. 2 10 

dip plating. Sec: immersion plating. 
dip soldering (soldered connections). The process 

whereby Mscmblics arc brought in oontac< with the 
surface of molten solder for the purpose of making 
soldered connections. 284 

direct ac converter (cycloconverter)(self-commutated 
converters). The alternating current (ac) conversion is 
accomplished directly, without an i11tcrmcdiate link 
having different r,ower charocteristics, such as direct 
current (de) or high-frequency ac. 584 

direct-a cting machine voltage reguJator {power 
switchgear). A machine voltage regulator having a 
voltage-sensitive clement which acts directly without 
interposing power-operated means to control the ex
citation of an clcc1ric machine. I 03 

direct-acting overcurrent trip device. See: direct re• 
lease (series trip); indirect release (trip); overeurrent 
release (trip). 

direct-acting overcurrcnt trip device current rating 
(trip do~lccs for nc oud general -purpose de low-volt• 
oge power circuit brcokers). The value of current des
ignated by lhe manufacturer on which trip clement 
calibration marks are based. 560 

direct-acting recording instrumen t. A recording io
strumen l in which the marking device is mechanically 
connected to, or directly operated by, the primary 
detector. Sec: instrument. · 328 

direct address (computing systems). An address that 
specifics the location of an operand. See: onc•level 
nddrcss. 2 5 5. 77 
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double-winding synchronous generator 289 drift 

ductively connected to it flows in both directions. 
Note: The terms single-way and double-way provide 
a means for describing the effect of the rectifier circuit 
on current flow in transformer windings connect to 
rectifier circuit elements. Most rectifier circuits may 
be classified into these two general types. Double-way 
rectifier circuits are also referred to as bridge rectifier 
circuits. See: rectification; rectifier circuit element; 
_power rectJficr; single-way rectifier circuit; bridge 
rcctilier circuit. 208 

double-winding synchronous generator. A generator 
that has two similar windings, in phase with one an· 
other, mounted on the same magnetic structure but 
not connected eleccrically, designed to supply power 
to two independent external circuits. 63 

doughnut (electronic device). Set:: toroid. 
dovetail projection. A tenon, commonly flared; used 
for example, to fasten a pole to the spider. Sec: s tator. 

63 
dove toil slot. (I) A recess along the side of a coil slot 

into which a coil-slot wedge is inserted. (2) A flaring 
slot into which a dovetail projection is engaged; used 
for example, to fasten a pole to the spider. See: stator. 

63 
dowel (dowel pin). A pin fitting with close tolerance 

into a hole in abutting pieces to establish and maintain 
accurate alignment of parts. Frequently designed to 
resist a shear load at the interface of the abutting 
pieces. 63 

downconverter (nonlinear, active, ond nonreciprocal 
waveguide components). A heterodyne frequency 
conversion device that converts an input signal to a 
lower frequency output signal. - 530 

down lead (lightning protection), The conductor con
necting an overhead ground wire or lightning conduc
tor with the grounding system. Sec: direct-stroke pro• 
tection (lightning). 64 

downl.ight (illumi11~tin8 engineerins). A •mall direct 
lighting unit which directs the light downward and can 
be recessed, surface mounted, or suspended. 167 

down link (communication satellite). A transmission 
link carrying information from a satellite or spacecraft 
to earth. Typically down links carry telemetry, data 
and voice. 8 3 

down time. (1) (station control and data acquisition). 
The time during which a device or system is not capa
ble of meeting performance requirements. 403 
(2)(supervisory control, data acquisition, and auto• 
matlc control). The time during which a device or 
system is not capable of meeting performance reg uire
ments. 570 

downward component (illuminating engineering). 
That portion of the luminous flux from a luminaire 
which is emitted at angles below the horiwntal. 

167 
downward modulation. Modulation in which the ins

taneous amplitude of the modulated wave is never 
greater than the amplitude of the unmodulated carrier. 

339 
DR. See: dead recko,ning. 
draft gauge (na,lgation aid terms). A hydrostatic in• 

strument installed in vessels to indicate the depth to 
which a vessel is submerged. 526 

drag-in (electroplating). The quantity of solution that 
adheres to cathodes when they are introduced into a 
bath. See: electroplating. 328 

drag magnet. See: retarding magnet. 
drag-out {electroplating), The quantity of solution that 
adheres to cathodes when they are removed from a 
bath. See: electroplating. 328 

drain (1) (general). The current supplied by a cell or 
battery when in service. See: battery {primary or sec
ondary). 328 
(2) (metal-nitride-oxide field-effect transistor). Re
gion in the device structure of an insulated-gate field· 
effect transistor (IGFE1) which contains the terminal 
into which charge carriers flow from the source 
through the channel. It has the potential which is more 
attractive than the source for the carriers in the chan
nel. 386 

drainage (corrosion). Conduction of current (positive 
electricity) from an underground metall ic structure by 
means of a metallic conductor. 205 

drainage unit (wire-line communication facilities). 
Center-tapped inductive device designed to relieve 
conductor-to-conductor and conductor-to-ground 
voltage stress by draining extraneous currents to 
ground. It is also designed to serve the purpose of a 
mutual drainage reactor forcing simultaneous protec
tor-gap operation. 414 

drain line (rotating machinery) (beari•g oil system). 
A return pipe line using gravity flow. See: oil cup 
(rotating machinery). 63 

drawbar pull (cable plowing). The effective pulling 
force delivered. 52 

drawbridge coupler. Sec: movable-bridge coupler. 
drawdown (power operations). The distance that the 

water surface of a reservoir is lowered from a given 
elevation a.5 the result of the withdrawal of water. 

516 
drawout-mo unted de,icc (power switchgear). One 
having disconnecting devices and in which the remov
able portion may be removed from the stationary por• 
tion without the necessity of unbolting connections or 
mounting supports. See: stationary-mounted device. 

103 
0 region (radio wave propagation). The region of the 
terrestrial ionosphere between about 40 and 90 km 
altitude responsible for most of the attenuation of ra• 
dio waves in the range l to 100 MHz. 146 

drift {l){navigation aid terms). (A) Drift angle, (B) 
component of a vehicle's ground speed perpendicular 
to heading and (C) distance a craft is moved by current 
and wind. 526 
{2) (rotating machinery), A long-time change in syn• 
chronous-machine resulting system error resulting 
from causes such as aging of components, self-induced 
temperature changes, and random phenomena. Note: 
Maximum acceptable drift is normally a specified 
change for a specified period of time, for specified 
conditions. 63 
(3) (industrial control). An undesired but rela tively 
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electroacoustic transducer 317 electrode bias 

point 
Ss = sound pressure in newtons per square meter 

per volt applied at the input terminals pro
duced at a distance 6 meters from the arbi
trary reference point 

f = frequency in hertz 
p =density of the medium in kilograms per cubic 

meter 
8 = distance in meters from the arbitrary refer-

ence point on or near the transducer to the 
point in which the sound pressure established 
by the transducer when emittinjl is evaluated. 

See: loudspeaker. 176 
electroacous tic transducer (electric system). A trans
ducer for receiving waves and delivering waves to an 
acoustic system, or vice versa. See: loudspeaker; 
transducer. 176 

electrobiology. The study of electrical phenomena in 
relation to biological systems. 192 

electrocardiogram. The graphic record of the variation 
with time of the voltage associated with cardiac activi
ty. See: electrocorticogram (electrobfalogy); clcc· 
trodermogram (electrobiology); Galvani's experi
ment (electro biology); spindle wave (electrobiology); 
vector electrocardiogram (electrobiology). 192 

electrocardiographic waves, P, Q, R, S, and, T (medi
cal electronics)(in electrocardiograms obtained from 
differential electrodes placed on the right arm and 
left leg). The characteristic tracing consists of five 
consecutive waves: P, a prolonged, low, positive wave: 
Q, brief, low, negative: R, brief, high, positive: S, brief, 
low, negative, and T, prolonged, low, posiii-l.-e. 

192 
electrocautery (electrotherapy). An instrument for 
cauterizing the tissues by means of a conductor 
brought to a high temperature by an electric current. 
Sec: electrotherapy. 192 

electrochemical cell. A system consisting of an anode, 
cathode, and an electrolyte plus such connections 
(electric and mechanical) as may be needed to allow 
the cell to deliver or receive electric energy. 

223, 186 
electrochemical equivalent (element, compound, radi
cal, or ion) (1) (general). The weight of that substance 
iovolved in a specified electrochemical reaction dur
ing the passage of a specified quantity of electricity, 
such as a faraday, ampere-hour, or coulomb. 328 
(2) (oxidation). The weight of an element or group of 
elements oxidized or reduced at JOO-percent efficien
cy by a unit quantity of electricity. See: olcctrochem
istry. 205 

electrochemical recording (facsimile). Recording by 
means of a chemical reaction brought about by the 
passage of signal-controlled current throl.gh the sensi
tized portion of the record sheet. See: recording (fac
simile). 12 

electrochemical series. Sec: electromotive series. 
electrochemical valve. An electric valve consisting of a 

metal in contact with a solution or compound across 
the boundary of which current flows more readily in 
one direction than irl the other direction and in which 

the valve action is accompanied by chemical changes. 
328 

electrochemical valve metal. A metal or alloy having 
properties suitable for use in an electrochemical valve. 
See: electrochemical valve. 328 

electro chemistry. That branch of science and tech
nology that deals with interrelated transformations of 
chemical and electric energy. 328 

electrocoagulation (medical electronics). The clotting 
of tissue by heat generated within the tissue by im
pressed electric currents. I 92 

electrocorticogram (medical electronics). A graphic 
record of the variation with time of voltage taken from 
exposed cortex cerebra. 192 

electroculture (medical electronics). The stimulation 
of growth, flowering, or seeding by electric means. 

192 
electrocution. The destruction of life by means of elec-

tric current. I 92 
electrode (l) (electrocbemistry). An electric conduc• 
tor for the transfer of charge between the external 
circuit and the electroactive species in the elcctcolyte. 
Note: Specifically, in an electrolytic cell, an electrode 
is a conductor at the surface of which a change occurs 
from conduction by electrons to conduction by ions or 
colloidal ions. See: electrolytic cell; electrochemical 
cell. 186 
(2) (electron tube). A conducting element that per
forms one or more of the functions of emitting, col
lecting, or controlling by an electric field the move
ments of electrons or ions. 125 
(3) (biological electronics) (reference, inactive, dif• 
{use, disJ>"rslve, Indifferent electrode). (A) A pickup 
electrode that, because of averaging, shunting, or oth
er aspects of the tissue-current pattern to which it 
connects, shows potentials not characteristic of the 
region near the active electrode. (B) Any electrode, in 
a system of stimulating electrodes, at which due to its 
dispersive action, excitation is not produced. (C) An 
electrode of relatively large area applie<i to some in ex
citable nr distant tissue in order to complete the circuit 
with the active electrode that is used for stimulation. 

192 
electrode, accelerating (electron-beam tube). Sec: ac
celerating electrode. 

electrode admittance (ith electrode of an 11-clectrode 
electron tube). The short-circuit drivin~· point admit
tance between the jth electrode and the reference 
point measured d irectly at thejlh e lectrode. Note: To 
be able to determine the intrinsic electronic merit of 
an electron tube, the driving-point and transfer admit• 
lances must be defined as if measured directly at the 
electrodes inside the tube. The definitions of electrode 
admittance and electrode impedance are included for 
this reason. See: electron-tube admittances. 125 

electrode alternating-current resistance (electron de
vice). The real component of the electrode impedance. 
See: self-impedance. 190 

electrode bias (electron tubes). The voltage at which 
an electrode is stabilized under operating conditions 
with no incoming signal, but taking into account the 
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895•0n sealed system 407 gate-controlled turn-on time 

os-oil sealed system (power and distribution trans• 
g former). A system in which the interior of the tank is 
sealed from the atmosphere, over the temperature 
range specified, by means of an auxiliary tank or tanks 
to form a gas-oil seal operating on the manometer 
principle. 53 

gnsoline dispensing and service station (National 
Electrical Code). A location where gasoline or other 
volatile flammable liquids or liquified flammable gases 
are transferred to the fuel tanks (including auxiliary 
fuel tanks) of self-propelled vehicles. 256 

gasoline-electric drive. Sec: gas-electric drive. 

885.pressure relay (power switchgear). A relay so con
structed that it operates by the gas pressure in the 
protected equipment. 103 

gasproof. So constructed or protected that the specified 
gas will not interfere with successful operation. 

103 

11asproof or vaporproof (rotating machinery). So con• 
structed that the entry of a specified gas or vapor 
unde r prescribed conditions cannot interfere with 
satisfactory operating of the machine. See: asynchro
nous machine. 63 

aos ratio. The ratio of the ion c urrent 'n a tube to the 
electron current that produces it. See: electrode cur• 
rent. 190 

11as seaJ (rotating machinery). A sealing arrangement 
intended to minimize the leakage of gas to or from a 
machine along a shaft. Note: It may be incorporated 
into a ball or roller bearing assembly. 63 

11assing. The evolution of gases from on,c; or more of the 
electrodes during electrolysis. See: electrolytic cell. 

328. 
gas system (rotating machinery). The combination of 

parts used to ventilate a machine with any gas other 
than air, including facilities for charging and purging 
the gas in the machine. 63 

gastight (1) (lightning protection). So constructed that 
gas or air can neither enter nor leave the structure 
except through vents or piping provided for the pur
~~- 2~ 
(2) (power switchgear). So constructed that the speci• 
fied gas will not enter the enclosing case under speci
fied pressure conditions. I 03 

gas tube. An electron tube in which the pressure of the 
contained gas or vapor is such as to affect substantially 
the electrical characteristics of the tube. 190 

gas-tube relaxation oscillator (arc-tube relaxation os
cillator). A relaxation oscillator in which the abrupt 
d ischarge is provided by the breakdown o f a gas tube. 
See: oscillatory circuit. 328 

11as-tube surge arre&ter (11as-tube protective devices). 
A gap, or gaps, in an enclosed discharge medium, 
other than air at atmospheric pressure, designed to 
protect apparatus or personnel, or both, from high 
transient voltages. 490 

gas-turbine-electric drive. A self-contained system of 
power generation and application in which the power 
generated by a ga~ turbine is transmitted electrically 
by means of a gerlerator and a motor (or multiples of 
these) for propulsion purposes. Note: The prefix gas-

turbine·electric is applied to ships, locomotives~ cars, 
buses, etcetera, that are equipped with this drive. See: 
electric locomotive. 328 

gate (l)(microwave)(nonlineor, acthe, and nonrecip• 
rocal waveguide components). In elementary form, a 
two-port switch having a single-pole, single-throw 
function. See: bang snuffer. 530 
(2)(X-ray energy spectrometers). A device or ele
ment that, depending upon one or more specified in· 
puts, has the ability to permit or inhibit the passage of 
a signal. 471 
(3) (electronic computers). (A) A device having one 
output channel and one or more inp·Jt channels, such 
that the output channel state is completely determined 
by the contemporaneous input chanriel states, except 
during switching tra~ients. (B) A combinational logic 
element having at least one input channel. (C) An 
AND gate. (D) An OR gate. 235 
(4) (cryotron). An output element of a cryotron. See: 
superconductivity. 191 
(5) (navigation systems). (A) An interval of time dur
ing which some portion of the circuit or display is 
allowed to be operative, or (B) the circuit which pro• 
vides gating. See: navigation. 18 7, 13 
(6) (metal-nitride-oxide fie ld-effect transistor). This 
structural e lement of an insulated-gate field-effect 
transistor (lGFET) controls the current between 
source and drain by a voltage applie:i to its terminal. 

386 
gate-controlled deloy time (thyristor). The time inter

val, between a specified point at the beginning of the 
gate pulse and the instant when the principal voltage 
(current) has dropped (risen) lo a specified value near 
its initial value during switching of a thyristor from the 
OFF state to the ON state by a gate pulse. See: princi• 
pal voltage-current characteristic. 

243, 66, 208, 191 
gate-controlled rise time (thyristor). The time interval 

between the instants at which the principal voltage 
(current) has dropped (risen) from • specified value 
near its initial value to a specified low (high) value, 
during switching of a thyristor from the OFF state to 
the ON state by a gate pulse. Note: This time interval 
will be equal to the rise time of the ON state c urrent 
only for pure resis tive loads. See: principal voltage
current characteristic. 243, 66, 208, 191 

gate-controlled tnrn-off time (turn-off thyristor). The 
time interval, between a specified point at the begin
ning of the gate pulse and the instant when the princi• 
pal current has decreased to a specified value, during 
switching from the ON state to the OFF state by agate 
pulse. See: principal voltage-current characteristic. 

243, 66, 208, 191 
11ate-controlled tum-on time ( thyristor). The time in

terval, between a specified point at the beginning of 
the gate pulse and the instant when the principal volt
age (current) has dropped (risen) to a specified low 
(high) value during switching of a thyristor from the 
OFF state to the ON state by a gate pulse. Turn-on time 
is the sum of delay time and rise time. Sec: principal 
volta11e-cnrrent characteristic; delay time; rise time. 

243, 204, 208, I 91 
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Philips gauge 691 ,de 

reference has the polar axis vertical and the origin at 
or near the antenna. Under these conditions, a vertical 
dipole will radiate only theta G) polarization, and a 
horizontal loop will radiate only phi(<!>) polari7.ation. 
See: antenna. l l l. 246 

Philips gauge. A vacuum gauge in which the gas pres-
sure is determined by measuring the current in a glow 
discharge. See: instrume nt. 328 

phon. The unit of loudness level as specified in the 
definition of loudness level. See: loudspeaker. 

176 
phonograph pickup (mechanical reproducer). A me
chaaoelectrical transducer that is actuated by modu
lations present in the groove of the recording medium 
and that transforms this mechanical input into an 
electric output. Nocc: (!) Where no confusion is likely 
the term phonol!J'1lph pickup may be shortened to 
pickup. (2) A phonograph pickup generally includes a 
pivoted mounting arm and the tramducer itself (the 
pickup cartridge). 176 

phosphcne (electrical) (electrolheropy), A visual sen• 
sation experienced by a human subject during the pllS· 
sage of current through the eye. See: electrothera py. 

192 
phosphor. A substance capable of luminesocncc. Sec: 
cathode-ray tube; fluorescent lamp; radio novigat'ion; 
television. 328 

phosphor decay. A phosphorescence curve describing 
energy emitted versus time. See: oscillograph. 

185 
phos phorescence (Illuminating engineering). The 
e mission of light as the result of the absorption of 
radiation, and contir1uing for a noticeable length of 
time after excitation. 167 

phosphor screen. All the visible area of the phosphor on 
the cathode-ray tube faceplate. See: osclllograph. 

185 
phot (ph) (illuminating engineering), A unit ol' illum1-
nance equal to o ne lumen per square centimeter. The 
use of this unit is deprecated. 16 7 

photocathode. An elec trode used for obtaining a pho
toelectric emission when irradiated. See: electrode 
(electron tube); phototube. 117 

photocathode blue response. The photocmission cur
rent produced by a specified luminous flux from a 
tungsten filament lamp at 2854 kelvins color tempera
ture when the flux is filtered by a CS 5-58 blue filter 
of half stock thickness (1.75- 2.25 mm). This parame
ter is useful in characterizing response to scintillation 
counting sources. 117 

photocathode luminous sensitivity. Sec: sens itivity, 
cathode luminous. 

photocathodc response (diode-type camera tube). T he 
response of a photocathodc is the current emitted into 
vacuum per incident radiant power of specified spec
tral distribution. It is expressed in amperes watt_ , 
(A w- 1

). 380 
photocathodc, semitransparent. See: semitransparent 
photoeathode. 

photocathodc spectral quontum efficiency (diode-type 
comera tube), The rutio of the average number of 

electrons emitted to the number of photons in the 
input signal irradiance on the photocathode face as a 
function of the photon energy, frequency, or wave
length. 380 

photocathode spectral-sensitivity characteristic. Sec: 
spectral-sensitivity characteristic photocathodc. 

photocathode transit time. That portion of the photo
multiplier t ransit time corresponding to the t ime for 
photoelectrons to travel from the photocathodc to the 
first dynode. 117 

photocathode transit-time difCerence. The difference in 
transit time between electrons leaving the center of 
the photocathode and electrons leaving the photo
cathode at some specified point on a designated diam
eter. 117 

photocell (photoelectric cell). (!) A solid-state photo• 
sensitive electron device in which use is made of the 
variation of the current-voltage characteristic as a 
function of incident radiation. Sec: phototube. 

117 
(2) A device exhibiting photovoltaic or photoconduc• 
tive efCccts. See: phototubc. 244, 190 

photochemical radiation (illuminating engineering). 
Energy in the uluaviolet, visible and infrared regions 
to produce chemical changes in miteria ls. Note: Ex
amples of photochemical processes are accelerated 
fading tests, photography, photoreproduction and 
chemical manufacttJring. In many such applications a 
specific spectral region is of imponance. 167 

pbotoconductive cell. A photocell in which the photo• 
conductive effect is utilized. Sec: phototube. 

244, 190 
photoconductlve effect (photoconductivity). A photo
electric e ffect manifested as a change in the electric 
conductivity of a solid or a liquid and in which the 
charge carriers are not in thermal equilibrium with the 
lattice. Note: Many semiconducting metals and their 
compounds (notably selenium, seienides, and tcllu• 
rides) show a marked increase in electric cond uctance 
when electromagnetic radiation is incident on them. 
Sec: photoelectric effect; phototube; photovoltaic ef• 
feet; photoemissivc effect. 210, I 90 

pbotoconductlvity (fiber optics). The conductivity in
crease exhibited by some nonmetallic materials, re
sulting from the free carriers generated when photon 
energy is absorbed in electronic transitions. The rate 
at which free carriers are generated, the mobility of the 
carriers,and the length of time they persist in cond uct
ing states (their lifetime) are some of the factors that 
determine the amount of conductivity change. Sec: 
photoelectric effect. 433 

photoc urrent (fiber optics) . The current that flows 
lhrough a photosensitive device (such as a photodi• 
ode) as the result of exposure to radiant power. Inter
nal gain, such as that in an avalanche photodiode, may 
enhance or increase the current flow but is a distinct 
mechanism. See: dark current; photodiode. 433 

photodiode (fiber optics). A diode designed to produce. 
photocurrent by absorbing light. Photodiodes are used 
for the detection of optical power and for the conver
sion of optical power to el~ctrical power. See: ava-
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photoelectric beam-type smoke detector 692 photo-electron Irradiation dark current increase 

lanche photodlode (APD); photocurrent; PIN 
photodiode, 433 

photoelectric beam-type smoke detector (lire protec• 
tion devices). A device which consists of a light source 
which is projected across the area to be protected into 
a photosensing cell. smoke between the Jighl sour~e 
and the receiving photosensing cell reduces the light 
reaching the cell, causing actuation. 71 

photoelectric cathode. Sec: photocathode. 
photoelectric color-register controller. A photoclec• 
tric control system used as a longitudinal position 
regulator for a moving material or web to maintain a 
preset register relationship between repetitive register 
marks in the first color and reference positions of the 
printing cylinders of successive colors. See: photo
electric control. 206 

photoelectric control (industrial control). Control by 
means of which a change in incident light effects a 
control function. 206 

photoelectric counter (industrial control). A photo· 
electrically actuated device used to record the number 
of times a given light path is intercepted by an object. 
See: photoelectric control. 206 

photoelectric current. The current due to a photoelec• 
tric effect. See: photoelectric effect. 244, 206 

photoelectric cutoff register controller (industrial 
control). A photoelectric control system used as a 
longitu<liual pusitiuu ,egulator that maintains the po
sition of the point of cutoff with respect to a repeti
tively referenoed pattern on a moving material . See: 
photoelectric control. 206 

photoelectric directional counter. A photoelectrically 
actuated device used to record the number of times a 
given light path is intercepted by an object moving in 
a given direction. See: photoelectric control. 204 

photoelectric door opener. A photoelectric control 
system used to effect the opening and closing of a 
power-operated door. See: photoelectric control. 

204 
photoelectric effect (fiber optics). (1) External photo
electric effect: The emission of electrons from the 
irradiated surface of a material. Syn: photoemisshe 
effect. (2) Internal photoelectric effect: photoconduc
tivity. 433 

photoelectric emission (electron tube). The ejection of 
electrons from a solid or liquid by electromagnetic 
radiation. See: field-enhanced photoelectric emission. 

125 
photoelectric flame detector (fire protection devices). 
A device whose sensing element is a photocell which 
either changes its electrical conductivity or produces 
an electrical potential when exposed to radiant energy. 

71 
photoelectric lighting controller. A photoelectric relay 
actuated by a change in illumination to control the 
illumination in a given area or at a given point. See: 
photc>electrlc control. 206 

photoelectric loop control (industrial control). A pho
toelectric control system used as a positio~ regulator 
for a strip processing' line that matches the average 
linear speed in one sc!ction to the speed in an adjacent 

section to maintain the position of the loop located 
between the two sections. See: photoelectric control. 

206 
photoelectric plnholt< detectur. A photoelectric cv11trol 

system that detects the presence or minute holes in an 
opaque material. Set:: photoelectric control. 20~ 

photoelectric power system. See: photo,oltaic power 
system. 

photoelectric pyrometer (industrial control). An in
strument that measures the temperature of a' hot object 
by means of the intensity of radiant energy exciting a 
phototube. See: electronic control. 206 

photoelectric relay. A relay that functions at predeter
mined values of incident light. Sec: photoelectric con
trol. 206 

photoelectric scanner (Industrial control}. A single
unit combination of a light source and one or more 
phototubes with a suitable optical system. See: photo
electric control. 206 

photoelectric side-register controller (industrial con• 
trol) . A photoelectric control system used as a lateral 
position regulator that maintains the edge of, or a line 
on, a moving material or web at o fixed position. See: 
photoelectric control. 206 

photoelectric smoke-density control. A photoelectric 
control system used to measure, indicate, and control 
the density of smoke in a Oue 01· su,c~. Sec: photoelcc• 
tric control. 206 

photoelectric smoke detector (industrial control). A 
photoelectric relay and light source arranged to detect 
the µu:seuc<: uf u,ure than a predetermined omount of 
smoke in air. See: photoelectric control. 206 

photoelectric spot-type smoke detector (fire protec
tion devices). A device which contains a chamber with 
either overlapping or porous covers which prevent the 
entrance of outside sources of light but which allow 
the entry of smoke, The unit contains a light source 
and a special photosensitive cell in the darkened 
chamber. The cell is either placed in the darkened area 
of the chamber at an angle different from the light path 
or has the light blocked from it by a light stop or shield 
placed between the light source and the cell. With the 
admission of smoke particles, light strikes the particles 
and is scattered and reflected into the photosensitive 
cell. This causes the photosensing circuit to respond to 
the presence of smoke particles in the smoke chamber. 

71 
photoelectric system (protective signaling). An as
semblage of apparatus designed to project a beam of 
invisible light onto a photoelectric cell and to produce 
an alarm condition in the protection circuit when the 
beam is interrupted. See: protective signaling. 

328 
photoelectric tube. An electron tube, the functioning of 
which is determined by the photoelectric effect See: 
phototube. 190 

photo-electron. An electron liberated by the photo-
<:missiv" effect. See: photoelectric effect. 190 

photo-electron Irradiation dark current Increase (di• 
ode-type camera tube). That irreversible dark. cu, ,ent 
increase which is caused by bombardment of the 
charge storage target by photo- electrons. 380 
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pilot 697 PIN diode 

plates perpendicular to the cylinder, sp3ced less than 
one wavelength apart. Syn; cheese antenna. 11 1 

pilot (transmission system). A signal wave, usually a 
single frequency, transmitted over the system to indi
cate or control its characteristics. 328 

pilotage (navigation aid terms). The process of direct
ing a vehicle by reference to recognizable landmarks 
or soundings, or to electronic or other aids to naviga
tion. Observations may be by any means including 
optical, aural, mechanical, or electronic. 526 

pilot cell (storage battery). A selected cell whose con• 
dition is a.~sumed 10 indicate the condition o f the en
tire battery. See, battery (primary or secondary), 

328 
pilot channel, A channel over which a pilot is transmit-
ted. 328 

pilot circuit (industrial control). The portion of a con
trol apparatus or system that carries the controlling 
signal from the master switch to the controller. See: 
control. 206 

pilot director indicator. A device that indicates to the 
pilot information as to whether or not the aircraft has 
departed from the target track during a bombing run. 

328 
pilot exciter (l)(excitation systems for synchronous 
machines). The equipment providing the field current 
for the excitation of another exciter. 507 
(2)(rotatlng machinery) (electric installatlons on 
shipboard). The source of all or part of the field cur
rent for the excitation of another exciter. 63, 3 

pilot fit (spigot fit) (rotating machinery). A clearance 
hole and mating projection used to guide parts during 
assembly. 63 

pilot house control (illuminating engineering). A me
chanical means for controlling the elevation and train 
of a searchlight from a position on the other side of the 
bulkhead or deck on which it is mounted- 167 

pilot lamp. A lamp that indicates the condition of an 
associated circuit. In telephone switching, a pilot lamp 
is a switchboard lamp that indicates a group of Hne 
lamps, one of which is or should be lit. 328 

pilot light. A light, associated with a control, that by 
means of position or color indicates the functioning of 
the control. 328 

pilot line (conductor s tringing equipment), A light
weight line, normally synthetic fiber rope, used to pull 
heavier pulling lines which in turn are used to pull the 
conductor. Pilot lines may be installed with the aid of 
finger lines or by helicopter when the iosulators and 
travelers are hung. Syn: lead line; leader; P-line; straw 
line. 431 

pilot line winder (conductor stringing e,uipment). A 
device designed to payout and rewind pilot lines dur
ing stringing operations. It is normally equipped with 
its own engine which drives a drum or a supporting 
shaft for a reel mechanically, hydraulically or through 
a combination of both. These units are usually 
equipped with multiple drums or reel,, depending 
upon the number of pilot lines required. The pilot line 
is payed out from th.~ drum or reel, pulled through the 
travelers in the sag lection, and attached to the pulling 

line on the reel stand or drum puller. It is then re
wound to pull the pulling line through the travelers. 

431 
pilot protection (power switchgear). A form of line 

protection that uses a communication channel as a 
means to compare electrical conditions at the termi
nals of a line. I 03 

pilot streamer (lightning). The initial low-current dis
charge that begins when the-voltage gradient exceeds 
the breakdown voltage of air. Sec: direct•stroke pro
tection (lightning). 64 

pilot wire. An auxiliary conductor used in connection 
with remote measuring devices or for operating appa
ratus at a d istant point. See: center or distribution. 

64 
pllot0 wire-controlled network. A network whose 
switching devices are controlled by means of pilot 
wires. Sec: alternating-current distribution. 64 

pilot wire protection (power switchgear). Pilot protec
tion in which a metallic circuit is used for the commu
nicating means between relays at the circuit terminals. 
See: wire-pilot protection. 103 

pilot-wire regulator. An automatic device for control
ling adjustable gains or losses associated with trans
mission circuits to compensate for transmission 
changes caused by temperature variations, the control 
usually depending upon the resistance of a conductor 
or pilot wire having substantially the same tempera
ture conditions as the conductors of the circuits being 
regulated. See: transmission regulator. 328 

pinboard. A perforated board that accepts manually 
inserted pins to control the operation of equipment. 

255, 77, 54 
pinch (electron tubes). The part of the envelope of an 
electron tube or valve carrying the electrodes and 
through which pass the connections to the ele<;trodes. 
See: electron rube. 244, 190 

pinch effect (1) (rheostriction) . The phenomenon of 
transverse contraction and sometimes momentary 
rupture of a fluid conductor due to the mutual attrac
tion of the different parts carrying currents. Sec: elec
trothermics; induction heating. 210 
(2) (disk recording). A pinching of the reproducing 
stylus tip twice each cycle in the reproduction of later
al recordings due to a decrease of the groove angle cut 
by the recording stylus when it is moving across the 
record as it swings from a negative to a positive peak. 

176 
(3) (induction heating). The result of an electrome
chanical force that constricts, and sometimes momen
tarily ruptures, a molten conductor carrying current at 
h igh density. See: motor effect; skin effect. 14 

p-i-n detector (charged-particle detectors)(germanium 
gamma-ray detectors)(semiconductor radiation 
detectors)(X•ray energy spectrometers). A detector 
consisting of an intrinsic or nearly intrinsic region 
between a p and n region. 528, 23, 47 I 

PIN diode (fiber optics). A diode with a large intrinsic 
region sandwiched between p- and n-doped semicon• 
ducting regions. Photons absorbed in this region c re
ate electron-hole pairs that arc then separated by an 
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p-i-n diode attenuator 698 plain conductor 

electric field, thus generating an electric current in a 

load circuit. 133 
p-i·n diode attenuator (nonlinear, active, and nonre

ciprocal waveguide components). A device that pro
vides a predetermined value of attenuation in a trans
mission line in response to a precise value of bias. 

530 
p•i•n diode limiter (nonlinear, active1 and .nooreclp.-o• 
cal waveguide components). A passive microwave 
power limiter that utili,:es the nonlinear conductivity 
of p-i-n diodes. 530 

pin insulator. A complete insulator, consisting of one 
insulating member or an assembly of such members 
without tie wires, clamps, thimbles, or other accesso
ries, the whole being of such construction that when 
mounted on an insulator pin it will afford insulation 
and mechanical support to a conductor that has been 
properly attached with suitable accessories. Sec: insu
lator; tower. 64 

pin jack. A single-conductor jack having an opening for 
the insertion of a plug of very small diameter. 

341 
pink noise (speech quality measurements). A random 

noise whose spectrum level has a negative slope of IO 
decibels per decade. 126 

pins (electron tube or valve). Metal pins conm:cted to 
the electrodes that plug into the holder. They ensure 
the electric connection between the electrode$ :aind the 
external circuit and also mechanically fix the tube in 
its holder. See: electron tube. 244, 190 

pip. A popular term for a sharp deflection in a visible 
trace. Sec: radar. 328 

pipe cable. A pressure cable in which the container for 
the pressure medium is a loose-filling rigid metal pipe. 
See: pressure cable; oil-filled pipe cable; gas-filled 
pipe cable. 64 

pipe guide. A component of a switch operating mech
anism designed to maintain alignment of a vertical rod 
or shaft. 27 

pipellne (National Electrical Code)(electrical heating 
systems). A length of pipe including pumps, valves, 
flanges, control devices, strainers and/or similar 
equipment for conveying fluids. 256, 476 

pipelined transfer (FASTBUS acquisition and con
trol). The portion of a FASTBUS operation in which 
a master either sends data to or causes data to be sent 
by an attached slave on every transition of data sync. 
The slave acknowledges receipt of or sends data with 
every transition of data acknowledge. The master does 
not wait for an acknowledge signal from the slave 
before causing another data sync transition. 480 

pipe-ventilated (rotating machjnery), Sec: duct-venti• 
lated. 

pip-matching display (navigation)(navlgation aid 
terms). A display in which the received signal appears 
as a pair of blips, the comparison of the characteristics 
of which provides a measure of the desired quantity. 

526 
Pirani gauge. A bolometric vacuum gauge that depends 
for its operation _pn the thermal conduction of the gas 
present: pressure being measured as a function of the 

resistance of a heated filament ordimrily over a pres
sure range of 10- 1 

in 10- • cnnvcntional millimeter of 
mercury. Sec: instn1mcnt. 328 

piston (high-frequency communlcntion practice) 
(plunger). A conduc1ing plate movable along the in
side of an e11cluseu tra11smi,sion path and acting as a 
short-circuit for high-frequency currents. Sec: wave
guide. 328 

piston attenuator (waveguide). A variable cutoff atten
uator in which one of 1he coupling devices is carried 
on a sliding member like a piston. Sec: waveguide. 

244, 179 
pistonphone. A small chamber equipped witha recip
rocating piston of measurable displacement that per
mits the establishment of a known S<>und pressure in 
the chamber. See: loudspeaker. 176 

pit (rotating machinery), A depressed area in a foun-
dation under a machine. 63 

pitch (acoustics) (audio and electtoacoustlcs). The at
tribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds 
may be orde red on a scale extending from low to high, 
such as a musical scale. Notes: (!) Pitch depends pri
marily upon the frequency of the sound stimulus, but 
it also depends upon the sound pressure and wave 
form of the stimulus. (2) The pitch of a sound may be 
described by the frequency of that simple tone, having 
a specified sound pressure or loudness level, that 
seems to the average normal ear to produce the same 
pitch. (3) The unit of pitch is the met. 176 

pitch angle. See: pitch attHude. 
pitch attitude (navigation aid terms). The angle b~

twecn the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and the 
horizontal. Syn: pitch angle. 526 

pitch factor (rotating machinery). The ratio of the re
sultant voltage induced in a coil to the arid1metic sum 
of the magnitudes of the voltages induced in the two 
coil sides. See: armature. 63 

pits. Depressions produced in metal surfaces by non
uniform elcctrodeposition or from elcctrodissolution: 
for example, corrosion. See: electrodeposition. 

328 
pittlng (corrosion). Localii.cd corrosion taking the 
form of cavities at the surface. 205 

pitting factor (corrosion). The depth of the deepest pit 
resulting from corrosion divided by the average pene
tration as calculated from weight ios;. 205 

PIV. See: peak inverse voltage; peak reverse voltage 
(semiconductor rectifier). 

pivot-friction error. Error caused by friction between 
the pivots and the jewels: it is greatest when the in· 
strumcnt is mounted with the pivot axis horizontal. 
Nore: This error is included with other errors into a 
combined error defined in repeatability. See: moving 
element (instrument). 280 

pixel. See: picture element. 
place. In positional notation, a position corresponding 

to a given power of the base, a given cumulated prod• 
uct, or a digit cycle of a given length. It can usually be 
specified as the nth character from one end of the 
m1merical expression. 23, 

plain conductor. A conductor consisting of one metal 
only. See: conductors. 64 
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pi ( 1r) mode (magnetrons). The mode of operation f, 
which the phases of the fields of successive anode 
openings facing the interaction space differ by p radi
ans. See: ma11nctrons. 125 

pi ( 1r) network. A network composed of three branches 
connected in series with each other lo form a mesh, 
the three junction points forming an input terminal, an 
output terminal, and a common input and output ter
minal, respectively. See accompanying figure. See: 
network analysis. 210 

pi network. The junction point betw:en branches I 
and 2 forms an input terminal, that between branches 
I and 3 forms an output terminal, and that between 
branches 2 and 3 forms a common input and output 
terminal. 

pl (11) point. A frequency at which the insertion phase 
shift of an electric structure is 180 detrees or an inte
gral multiple thereof. 328 

pickle (corrosion) (electroplating). A solution or pro
cess used to loosen or remove corrosion products such 
as oxides, scale, and tarnish from a metal. See: electro• 
plating. 205 

pickling (electroplating) (1) (chemical). The removal 
of oxides or other compounds from a r.1etal surface by 
means of a solution that acts chemically upon the 
compounds. 
(2) (electrolytic). Pickling during which a current is 
passed through the pickling solution to the metal 
(cathodic pickling) or from the metal (anodic pick
ling). See: electroplating. 328 

pickoff (1) (gyro; accelerometer). A device which pro
duces a signal output, generally a voltage, as a function 
of the relative linear or angular displacement between 
two elements. 46 
(2) (test, measurement and diagnostic equipment). A 
sensing device that responds to movement to create a 
signal or to effect some type of contrnl. 54 

pickoff axis (dynamically tuned gyro) (inertial sen
sor). The axis of angular displacement between the 
rotor and the case that results in the maximum signal 
per unit of ro tation from the pickoff. 46 

pickup (I) (of a relay) (power switchgear). The action 
of a relay as it makes designated response to progres
sive increase of input As a qualifying term, the state 
of a relay when all response to progres;ive increase of 
input has been completed. Also used to identify the 
minimum value of an input quanti ty reached by 
progressive increases which will cause the relay to 
reach the pickup state from reset. Note: In describing 
the performance 

I 
of relays having multiple inputs, 

picture element 

-- ---r u ..... v-,,,.,u u.:,c:u ~o aenote contact operation , in 

which case pickup value of any input is meaningful 
only when related to all other inputs. 103 
(l) (electronics). A device that converts o sound, 
scene, or other form of intelligence into corresponding 
electric signals (for example, a micrnphone, a televi
sion camera, or a phonograph pickup). See: micro
phone; phonograph pickup; television. 178, 54 

pickup and seal voltage (magnetically operated de
vice) (industrial control). The min'mum voltage at 
which the device moves from its deenergized into its 
fully energized position. See: initial contact pressure. 

302 
pickup current. See: pickup value. 
pick-up factor (DF [direction finder] antenna sys

tcm)(navigation aid terms). An index of merit ex
pressed as the voltage across the receiver input imped
ance divided by the signal field strength to which the 
antenna system is exposed, the direct.on of arrival and 
polarization of the wave being such as to give max
imum response. 526 

pickup factor, direction-finder antenna system. An in
dex of merit expressed as the voltage across the re
ceiver input impedance divided by the signal field 
strength to which the antenna system is exposed, the 
direction of arrival and polarization of the wave being 
such as to give ma,imum response. See: navigation. 

278, 187, 13 
pickup spectral characteristic (color television). The 
set of spectral responses of 1he device, including the 
optical parts, that converts radiation to electric sig
nals, as measured at the output terminals of the pickup 
tubes. Note: Because of nonlinearity, the spectral 
characteristics of some kinds of pickJp tubes depend 
upon the magnitude of radiance used in the measure
ment. 18 

pickup tube. See: camera tube. 
pickup Yalue. The minimum input that will cause a 
device to complete contact operation or similar desig
nated action. Note: In describing the performance of 
devices having multiple inputs, the pi:kup value of an 
input is meaningful only when related to all other 
inputs. 103 

pickup voltage (or current) (magnetically operated 
device). The voltage (or current) at which the device 
starts to operate when its operating coil is energized 
under conditions of normal operatbg temperature. 
See: contactor. I, 206 

pico (p)(mathematics of computing). A prefh indicat-
ing ,0-12

. . 564 
pictorial format (pulse measurement). A graph, plot, or 
display in whic h a waveform is preserted for observa
t ion or analysis. Any of the waveform formats defined 
in the following subsections may be presented in the 
pictorial format. 15 

picture clement (pixel). The smallest area of a televi
sion picture capable of being delineated by an electric 
signal passed through the system or part thereof. Note: 
It has three important properties, namely P., the verti• 
cal height of the picture element: P., the horizontal 
length of the picrnre element, and P,, the aspect ratio 
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semiconductor 872 semiconductor radiation detector 

semiconductor. An electronic conductor, with resis-
1ivi1y in r.he range between metals and insulators, in 
which the electric-charge-carrier coaccntration in
creases with increasing temperature over some tem
pcroture range. Note: Ccrlain semico11ductors possess 
two types of carriers, namely, negative i:lcctrons and 
positive holes. 245 

somiconductor, corn_pcnsttted. A se.miconcf11ct,,r in 
which one type of impurity or imperfection (for Cllam
plc, donor} paritaUy cancel~ the electric effects of the 
other type of impurity or imperfection (for example, 
acceptor). See: semJconductor. 245, 23 

se111icon<luctor controlled rectifier (SCR). An nllcma
tive name used for the reverse-blockir.g triode-thyris
tor. Note: The name of the actual semiconductor ma
lerial (selenium, silicon, e1cetcrn) may be substituted 
in place of the word semiconductor in the name or 1he 
components. Sec: thyristor. 245 

semico11ductor converters, clossification. The rouow
ing designations are intended to dcscrioe the function
al charac1eris1ics of converters, but not necessarily the 
circuits or components used. Note: Forms A through 
D rcrer only to the converters. RotaLionnl direction or 
motors may be changed by field or armature reversal. 
( I) form A converter. A single converter unit in which 
1he direct current can now in nne direction only and 
which is not capable of inverting energy from the load 
to the ac supply. Operates in quadrant I only (semi
converter). 
(2) fnnn R converter. A double co:iverter unit in 
whjch the direct current can now in either direction 
but which is not capable of inverting energy from the 
load to the ac supply. Operates in quadrants I and fl! 
only. 
(3) form C converter. A single converter unit in which 
the direct current can flow in one direction only and 
which is capable of inverting energy from the load to 
the ac supply. Operates in quadrant J and JV. 
(4) form D converter. A double converter unit in 
whfoh the direc1 current can now in either direction 

. and which is capable of inverting energy from the load 
to the ac supply. Operates in quadrant I, II, III, and IV. 

. 121 
semiconductor device An electron device in which the 
characteristic distinguishing electronic conduction 
takes place within a semiconductor. S(;C: scmlconduc
lor. 210 

semiconductor device circuit bre3.ker (thyristor). A 
circuit breaker of special characteristics used to isolate 
or protect semiconductor devices fror.i ovcrcurrent. 

445 
semiconductor device fuse ( thyristor). A fuse of special 

characteristics connected in series wilh one or more 
semiconductor devices to isolate or protect the semi
conductor. 445 

semiconductor device lend inductance (nonlinear, ac
tive, and nonreciprocal waveguide components). The 
inductance of a semiconductor device associated with 
the strap, mesh, or wire connections used to contact 
the scmiconductof chip. In general, ~ larger cross
secLional coniuctjng area results in decreased lead in
ductance. 530 

semiconductor diode (circuits and systems). A two
terminal device formed of a semiconductor junction 
having a nonlinear characteristic which will conduct 
electric current more in one direction than in the 
other. 267 

semiconductor-diode parametric a,nplifier. A para
metric amplifier using one or more varactors. See: 
poromctric device. 1 91 

semiconductor, extrinsic (1) (general). A semiconduc
tor with charge-carrier concentration dependent upon 
impurities. See: semiconductor. 245 
(2) (power semiconductor). A semiconductor in 
which the concentrations of holes and electrons arc 
unbalanced by the introduction of impurities. 

266 
semiconductor frequency changer. A complete equip

ment employing semiconductor devices for changing 
from one alternating-current frequency to another. 
See: semiconductor rectifier stack. 208 

semiconductor, intrinsic (1) (general). A semiconduc
tor whose charge-carrier concentration is substantially 
the same as that of the ideal crystal. See: semiconduc
tor. 245 
(2) {power semiconductor). A semiconductor in 
which holes and electrons are created solely by ther
mnl cxcitotion ooross the energy gap. ln ~n inrrinsir. 
semiconductor the concentration of holes and elec
lru11s 111ust always be the same. 266 

semiconductor junction (light cmittiag diodes). A re
gion of transition between semicondur.tor rngions of 
different electrical properties. 162 

semiconductor laser. Sec: injection laser diode (ILD). 
semiconductor, n-type. An extrinsic semiconductor in 

which the conduction electron concentration exceeds 
the mobile hole concentration.Note: It is implied that 
the net ionized impurity concentration is donor type. 
See: semiconductor. 245 

semiconduc tor, n-type. An n-type semiconductor in 
whlch the ellcess conduction electron concentration is 
very large.Sec: semiconductor. 245 

semiconductor, n + •type. Ann-type semiconductor in 
which the excess co~duction electron concentration is 
very large. See: semiconductor. 245 

semiconductor, p 1 -type. A p•type semiconductor in 
which the excess mobile hole concentration is very 
large.See: semiconductor. 245 

semiconductor, p-type. An extrinsic semiconductor in 
which the mobile hole concentration exceeds the con
duction electron concentration.Note: Jt is implied that 
the net ionized impurity concentration is acceptor 
type. See: semiconductor. 245 

semiconductor power converter. A complete equip
ment employing semiconductor devices for the trans
formation of electric power. See: semiconductor recti• 
fier stack. 208 

semiconductor radiation detector (l)(germanlum 
gamma-ray detectors). A s~rnicouuUL:lur device that 
utilizes the production and motion of excess free 
charge carriers in the semiconductor for the detection 
and measurement of particles or photons of incident 
radiation. 528 
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sound power level, A-weighted 916 space 

sound power level, A-weighted (airborne sound mea• 
.~uremcnts on rotating electric machinery). The A
weighted sound power level, in decibels, is equaJ to the 
sound power level determined by weighti1111 c:"ch of 
the frequency bands. 129 

sound pressure (!)(power station noise control), The 
instantaneous pressure measured in a sound wave, that 
is, the variation in atmospheric pressure. 500 
(2)(trensmlsslon performance of telephone sets), The 
sound pressure at a point, is the total instantaneous 
pressure at that point, in the presenceofa sound wave, 
minus the static pressure at that point. 49 L 

sound pressure, effective {root-mean-square sound 
pressure). At a point over a time interval, the root
mean•square value of the instantaneous sound pres• 
sure at the point under consideration. In the case of 
periodic sound pressures. the interval must be an inte• 
gral number of periods or an interval long compared 
to a period. In the case of nonperiodic sound pres
sures, the interval should be long enough to make the 
value obtained essentially independent of small 
changes in the length of the interval. Note: The term 
effective sound pressure is frequently shortened to 
sound pressure. 176 

sound pressure, instantaneous {at a point). The total 
instantaneous pressure at that puint minus the static 
pressure at that point. Note: The commonly used unit 
is the newton per square meter. 176 

sound pressure level (t)(SPL)(measuremenl of sound 
pressure levels of ac power circuit breukt:rs). Twenty 
times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the 
pressure of a sound to the referenc.e sound pressure. 
Unless otherwise specified, the effective root•mean
square (rms) pres,'lure is used The reference sound 
pressure is 20 ,.,.Pa. Unit: decibel (dB). 552 
(2)(transmission performance of telephone sets). The 
sound pressure level, in decibels, of a sound is 20 times 
the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure 
or this sound to the reference pressure. The reference 
is one pascal (Pa). 491 

sound probe. A device that responds to some charac· 
tcristic of an acoustic wave (for example, sound pres
sure, particle velocity) and that can be used to explore 
and determine this characteristic in a sound field 
without appreciably altering the field. Note: A sound 
probe may take the form of a smaU microphone or a 
small tubular attachment added to a conventional mi• 
crophone. Sec: instrument. 176 

sound recording system. A combination of transducing 
devices and associated equipment suitable for storing 
sound in a form capable of subsequent reproduction. 
Sec: phonogroph pickup. 176 

sound reflection coefficient (surrace). The ratio of the 
sound reflected by the surface to the sound incident 
upon the surface. Unless otherwise specified, reflec
tion of ,ound energy in n diffuse sound ficlrl is as
sumed. 176 

sound reproducing system. A combina1ion of tru11tidu.:
lng devices and 'associated equipment for reproducing 
recorded sound. Sec: loudspeaker. 176 

sound spectrum analyz:er {sound analyzer), A device 
or system for measuring the band pressure level of a 
~ound as a function of fr~quency. 176 

sound tract (electrnacoustics). A ba11d that carries the 
sound record. In some cases, a plurality of such bands 
m~y be used. In sound film recording, the band is 
u.,ually along the margin of the film. Sec: phono11raph 
pickup. 176 

sound transmission coefficient (lntelface or partition). 
The ratio of the transmitted to incident sound energy. 
Unless otherwise specified, transmission of sound en
ergy between two diffuse sound fields is assumed. 

176 
source (1) Oaser-maser), Taken to mean either laser of 
laser-illuminated reflecting surface. 363 
(2) (metal•nitrlde•oxlde ficld•effect transistor). Re
gion in the device structure of an insulated-gate•field• 
effect transistor (I G FET) which contains the terminal 
from which charge carries flow Into channel toward 
the drain. It has the potential which is less attractive 
than the drain for the carriers in t~.e channel. 

386 
source efficiency (fiber optics), The ratio or emitted 
optical power of a source to the input electrical power. 

433 
source ground (signal-transmission system). Potential 

reference at the physical location of a source, usually 
the s ignal source. Sec, signal. 188 

source Impedance. See: Impedance, source; self.lmptd· 
ancc. 

source language (software). (A) A l1111guagc used to 
write source programs. (B) A language from which 
statements are translated. See: source programs; tar• 
get language. 434 

source/ load impedance (loudness r111lngs of telephone 
connections). For the purposes oflEEE Std 661-1979 
the source/load impedance used for determining 
loudness ratings (see 3.6-3.9) is considered to be 900 
.0 re$istive. S~e: lmpcdA.nce matching network; 

source/ load Impedance other then 900 n. 409 
s01trce node (network analysis). A node having only 
outgoing branches. 282 

s011rce program (software). (l) A computer program 
that must be compiled, assembled, or interpreted be· 
fore being executed by a computer (2) A computer 
program expressed in a source language. Sec: assem
ble; cont pile; computer; computer program.; interpret; 
object program; source language. 434 

source rcslst11ncc. The resistance presented to the input 
of a device by the source. Sec: measurement system. 

295 
source resistance ratlna. The value of source resistance 

that, when injected in an external circuit having esseo· 
tially zero resistance, wiU either {I) double the dead 
band, or (2) shift the dead band by one-half its width. 
Sec: mensurement system. 295 

spAcc (1) (data transmission). One oi the two possible 
conditions nfan clement (bit); an open line in a neutral 
circuit. In Mors~ Mde, a duration of two unit intervals 
between characters and six unit intervals bctwc;:n 
words. 59 
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transient voltage capability 1035 transition loss 

tions of change and is generally given in the forrn of 
a curve as a function of the duration of an applied 
pulse. See: principal voltage•current characteristic 
(principal characteristic); semiconductor rectifier 
stack. 191 

transient voltage capability (thyristor). Rated nonre
petitive peak reverse voltage. The maximum instanta
neous value of any nonrepetitive transient reverse 
voltage which may occur across a thyristor without 
damage. 445 

transimpedance (of a magnetic amplifier). The ratio of 
differential output voltage to differential control cur· 
rent. 171 

transinformatlon (of an output symbol about an input 
symbol) (information theory). The difference be· 
tween the information content of the input symbol and 
the conditional information content of the input sym• 
bol given the output symbol. Notes: (I) If x1 is an input 
symbol and Y; is an output symbol, the transinforma• 
tion is equal to 

(-logp(x,)) - [-logp(x,ly1)l 

"' log p(x; IJ,;) = log p(x;,YJ) 
p(x,) p(x, )p(y1 ) 

where p(XjY~ is the conditionlll probability that x1 was 
transmitted when y1 is received, and p(x,.,n is the joint 
probability of x1 and YJ (2) This quantity has been 
called transfened information, transmitted informa
tion, and mutual information. See: information theo
ry. 415 

transistor. An active semiconductor device with three 
or more terminals. It is an analog device. 245 

transistor, conductivity-modulation. A transistor in 
which the active properties are derived from minori• 
ty-carrier modulation of the bulk resistivity of a semi
conductor. See: semiconductor; transistor. 245 

transistor, filamentary. A conductivity-modulation 
transistor with a length much greater than its trans
verse dimensions. See: semiconductor; transistor. 

245 
transistor, junction. A transistor having a base elec• 

trode and two or more junction electrodes. See: tren• 
sistor. 245 

transistor, point-contact. A transistor having a base 
electrode and two or more point-contact electrodes. 
See: semiconductors; transistor. 245 

transistor, point-junction. A transistor having a base 
electrode and both point·contact and junction elec· 
trodes. See: transistor. 328 

transistor reset preamplifier (gennanlum gamma-ray 
detectors). A charge-sensitive preamplifier in which 
the charge that accumulates on the feedback capacitor 
is periodically d ischarged through a suitably located 
transistor. 5 28 

transistor, unipolar. A transistor that utilizes charge 
carriers of only one polarity. See: semiconductor; 
transistor. 245 

transit ( l)(navigation aid terms). A radio navigation 
sys1cm using low orbit satellites to provide world-wide 
coverage, with trahsmissions from the satellites at vhf 

(very high frequency) and uhf (ultra high frequency), 
in which fixes arc determined from measurements of 
1he Doppler shift of the continuous wave signal re• 
ceived from the moving satellite. 526 
(2) (conductor stringing equipment). An instrument 
primarily used during construction of a line to survey 
the route, set hubs and point on tangent (POT) loca
tions, plumb structures, determine downstrain angles 
for locations of anchors at the pull and tension sites, 
and to sag conductors. Syn: level; scope; site marker. 

431 
transit angle. The product of angular frequency and the 
time taken for an electron to travene a given path. 
Sec: electron emission. 190, 125 

transition (I) (data transmission). (A) (signal trans• 
mission). The change from one circuit condition to the 
other, that is. to change from mark to space or from 
space to mark. (B) (waveform) (pulse techniques). A 
change of the instantaneous amplitude from one am
plitude to another amplitude level. (Q (transition fre• 
quency) (disk recording system) (crossover frequen• 
cy) (turnover frequency). The frequency corr~spond• 
ing to the point of intersection of the asymptotes to the 
constant-amplitude and the constanH·elocity portions 
of its frequency response curve. This curve is plotted 
with output voltage ratio in decibels as the ordinate 
and the logarithm of the frequency as the abscissa. 

59 
(2) (pulse terms). A portion of a wave or pulse be· 
tween a first nominal state and a second nominal state. 
Throughout the remainder of this document the term 
transition is included in the term pulse and wave. 

transitional mode (seismic testing of relays). The 
change from the nonoperating to the operating mode, 
caused by switching the input to the relay from the 
nonoperating to the operating input, or vice versa. 

392 
transition dt11ation (pulse terms). The duration be· 

tween the pro,<imal point and the distal point on a 
transition waveform. 254 

transition frequency (disk recording system) (crossov• 
er frequency) (turnover frequency). The frequency 
corresponding to the point of intersection of the 
asymptotes to the constant-amplitude and the con• 
stant•velocity portions of its frequency response 
curve. This curve is plotted with output voltage ratio 
in decibels as the ordinate and the logarithm of the 
frequency as the abscissa. See: phonograph pickup. 

176 
transition joint (power cable joint). A cable joint 

which connects two different types of cable. 34 
transition load (r ectifier circuit). The load at which a 

rectifier unit changes from one mode of operation to 
another. Note: The load current corresponding to a 
transition load is determined by the intersection of 
extensions of successive portions of the direct-current 
voltage-regulation curve where the curve changes 
shape or slope. See: rectification; rectifier circuJt ele• 
ment. 66 

transition loss ( I) (wave propagation). (A) At a transi• 
tion or discontinuity between two transmission media, 
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r reference 

rence !COMMUN I A 
:he same frequency as 
,r in a color television 
,asew11h respect to the 
,e reference with which 
ce slenal is compared 
Ju latlon or demodu
uomtnance·sub<.:,air r ic:r 

reference; color-
1k.rOma·nans lkar-~·ar 

)MMUN I Any path that 
rominance signal In an 
stem [ ' krO,ma-nans 

IELECTRI A demodu
; lor television receiver 
) components of the 
he chrominance sljjnal 
-carrier frequency. Also 
ibcarrler demodulator 
id·or I 

ICOMMUN I The fre-
ince subcarrier. equal 

{ 
1krO•m~•n3ns ,fr~· 

IEU:Cl'RI Variable re
l blue mat rix channels 
,rimary signal levels in 
,r. I 'kro,mo•nMS 'ean 

IELECTRI A modulator 
:,lor television trans
~ chrominance signal 
v chrorninance compo-
1ance subcarrier Also 
-subcarrier modulator 
,ar l 
MMUN I One of the two 
I signal and O signal, 

,duce the total chroml
J\l color television sys
ier chrominance slgnal 

·1er !COMMUN I The 
rier whose modulation 
the monochrome signal 
lion in an analog color 
known as chromlnance 
,r subcaHler; subcarrier 
ar l 
modulator Srr chromi
'krO,m:.i,nans sab1kar•e• 

modulator S... chro-
1kr6 •ma•nans s;,b'kar•C 

1cillator Ste chromFt osc
s0b1kar-e•ar 18S·~1 lad•ijr l 
reference &oe chromi-

1 1krQ.ma-nans s3b 

chrominance v ideo s ig nal IUECTRJ Vol tageout, 
put rrom the red, green, or blue section OI 
a color televisloo camera or receiver matri( 
[ 'krO•mo-nons 'vld•e•o ,sii•n•l l 

chromium dioxide tape IUf.Cl'RI A magntllc: 
recordinQ tape developed primarily lo 1mpro\'f 
quality and brilliance of reproduction when Uiild 
in ca~settes operated at I~ Inches per setQnd 

14. 76 centimeters per second); requires special 
recorders that provide high bias. I 'kr6•me,orn 
di'ak,sid 'tap I 

chromium-gold metalllzlng IELECTRI A metal 
film used on a silicon or silicon oxide surfntt 
in semiconductor devices because it is noc 
susccp(lble 10 purple plague deterloratlonr 1 
layer o f chromium 1s applied first for a<lherenCI! 
1osl l 'con. then a layer of chmmlum-gold rnlxtutr 
and 'inal ly a layer of gold to which boodlnc 
contacts can be applied I :kro · m~••m 1,0,0 
'med••l •iz•io I 

chronlsto r l tLECl'RI A submlniatu,e cl"l'$t'd· 
time Indicator that uses electroplating prlndpi,s 
to totallie operating time of equipment up I~ 
several thousand hours I kro'nis·tar I 

chronometric encoder IELECTRI An encode<l!µII 
uses an electron ic counter to lime or collill 
electrical events and deliver In digital fo1111 
a number equivalent to the input l!"'~nlt~lk 
J 'kran-~,me•I rik en'kOchr l 

ch ronopher IEt,ECTRI Instrument for emlt11~C 
sta11datd lime signal lm11ulses from a stan<J?rd 
dock or timing device. { 'kran•o•for I 

chronotron I ""£CTR I A device that measures ml~ 
lim1crosecond Orne Intervals between pulses on• 
transmission line to determine the time betWi.~n 
the events which Initiated the pulses I 'krll~ 1 

,tr§J\J 
chute blades ICOMPUT SOI Thin metal bar,di 

whldi form channels to the varil1us l)OdlelJ d 
a sorter. { 'shOt ,bladz I 

C"I Sre command. control, communications. and 
Intelligence, { 'se 'th r~"i I 

CID S1t charge-injection device. r 
CIM &tcomputer input from microfilm. c-ompull 

integrated mAnufacturlne 
cinching [COMPUT SCJI Creases produ<:ed In mi: 

net le tape when the supply reel Is wou11d 8~_,. 
tension and suddenly stopped during pl•l"'·-
1 'sln •chio I 

C-lndicator S... C-display. 1 'se ,ln•do,kAd·•fi I 
ciphe r I COMMUN I A transposition o r subsiiull~ 

code ro,transmlttlng secret messages I sl• ,1 , 

cipher block chaining !COMMUN I A ICCh~Q' 
for Jlod< chaining In which each block 1:,, 

phertext is produced by adding. th1oust1o0 
EXCLUSIVE: OR operation, the pmvlou5i t<st 
or opheitext to the current lilocl< ol plan 
Abbreviated CBC I 'si for ,blak ,chan·•Q I ~\IOI' 

cipher feedback !COMMUN I An implcmer>1,.i;; 
of ci:)hertext autokeycipher in which the rel\~
" bits of the data encryption standard ( l)"7ion10 
r,ut 1rc added by the EXCLl/SIVF. 01< opera!> 11c•I 
N bllso[ plalntCXt lOJllOduce N bits ofdp ·t~ 
(wh~r-O N Is thu number al bits cnciphcrcd 8 

88 

1 cl and 1hese N lilts o l cir,hellcxt are fed back 
~fo(hcall!<>tith m by flrnt shifting 1h,• cur rent DES 
Input N bils 10 the left, and then appending 1he 
!{~its of cipher text to the rlaht-hand std~ <>f 1he 
;liiHed 1J>pu1 to pwduce a new OES Input, \I_Sc'tl 
IOI the next iterut"'" or the alKc:,r11hm I ,s, for 

>(jq,bak I 
t1p11or me chine !COMMUN I Meehan ica I or electri

o,1 apparal us 'or enciphenng and declphennB 
( 'sl,lar mo'shen I 

a1p11ortexl !COMMUN I A message which has been 

1130;formed b1 a cipher so that i t can be read 
onli by those privy to the secrets of the cipher 
I st far,tekstJ 

dphertext autokey cipher IL'OMMUNI A stream 
cipher in which the cryptographic bil stream 
11to•rated at a given time is determined by the 
d pherten generated at earlier times { 'sHar 
,toilst '1\d·cl,ke ,sl-far I 

Cjlplony ICOMMU" I A technique by which security 
,s accomplished by converting speech into a 
M!rlcs of on-off pulses and mixing these wi th the 
pUl5es supplloo by a key, g(!llerF.rtor, to recover 
ttte orlsln;jl ! f)OC<!h. the ldenllc.11 kt•y rnust 
c,i subrra<tcd 11nd the resultanl nn-<llf pulses 
rei:oo•ert~ Into the original speech pattern: 
unauthOrlltd I steners are unable to rcl'Qnstruct 
lM pla in text unless they have an identical 
~ y generator and the daily key setting : 'si• 
f• ,ne 1 

Clpliony equipment lf,lECl'RI Any CQUipmcnt at
Uthed to a radio transmitter. radio receiver, or 
t~l•Phonc for scrambling or unscrambling voice 
!lle$Sages. { 'sHa-ne l ,kwlp,mont I 

olrclo dlagrom IELECI A d ia~ram which grves a 
118phlcal solurion of equations fo r a lransmis
ticn line, giving the input impedance o( the line 
11 a l~nctlon of lood Impedance and electriaJI 
~Rth of the line I :sar•kal :di-,.~ram I 

~t.dot mode ltLECTRI Mode ol cathode-ray 
~tage <>f\'llmry div,its rn which one kind of dieit 
11 J'CP,csentc-d by a small circle of e~citallon o/ 
:itrecn, ,ind the <1thor kind by a slmllar drclo 

Clrttlh a concent·lc dot. I :sor kol :ct~t , mOd I 
11!1.tCJ Se, electric circuit !ELECTRO-

~] A complete wire, radio. or carrier cornmu-
n.,.,uons channel I 'sor•kol 1 

~h analyzer Se, volt-ohm-milliamme1cr 
~ r•hl ,an,a,liz-or I 

h board Sft printed circuit board I 's,r, ,., ,li6rd I ~r broaicer I Et.tCJ An electromagnetic device 
tem O()(,ns a c ircuit automatically when the cur
.llta,~,~<1ee<is a predetermined v~lue f 'sor,kat 

~h . 
c.t capacity lcOMMUNI Number of communl· 
cJ,~s channels wh ich can be handled by a given 

~h at the same time { 'sar-kat b'pas-od•e I 

1,nee:ona1t10111ng IELE<::m1 Test, analysis. en
t:ommln11. and installation actions to upgrade a 
i~UI Unlc:o11on.s c lrcuiL lo lf1t.!~l dll Vf..>t:lctliv11c1I 
$c rcrneot , .~1t1udes the reduction of noise, 
'Ind riual,i.ation of phase and level stability 
trn~Q~enly res~nse. and the correctio1, tlf 

nee discontinuities, bur does not in· 

89 

circuit switching 

dude normal maintenance and repair activities 
I 'sor•kot kon'dlsh-o•nio J 

circuit design let.EC! The art of specHying the 
components and interconnections of an electri-
c,11 network I 's,r,kat da':in I 

circuit diagram IELECI A drawing, using stan
dardized symbols, of t he arrangement and inter· 
connections or the conduclors and components 
of an electrrcal or electronic device o r lnstalla• 
lion Also known as schernatlc circuit diagram; 
wiring diagram I 'sar,kot ,di·a,gram I 

circuit efficiency IELECTRI DI an electron tube, 
the power delivered to a load at the output 
terminals of the output circuit at a desired 
frequency divided by the power delivered by the 
electron stream t o the o utput circuit at that 
frequency { 'sor-kot i 'fish ~n•se I 

circuit element Ste component I 's•r·k•t :el••· 
m~nt J 

circuit grade I COMMUN I A circuit rating defininR 
the ability to carry information: grades include 
telegraph, voice. and bread-band. { 'sor •k•t 
,grad I 

circuit Interrupter IELECI A device In a circuit 
breaker to remove energy froJTI an arc in order 
to extinguish It. { 'sor•k•t ,in,ta,rap·tor J 

circuit foadlng IELfCI Power d rawn from a circuit 
by an electric measuring Instrument. which may 
alter appreci:,bly the Quantity being measured. 
I 'sor•kot ,IOd•i Q I 

circuit noise I COMMUN I In telephone practice. 
the noise which Is brought to the receiver elec
trically from a telephone system. excluding no ise 
picked up acoustically by telephone transmitters. 
I 1sar•k~c 1nOiz l 

circuit noise level [COMMUN I Ratio of the c ircuit 
noise at that point to some arbitrary amount 
of circuit noise chosen as a reference; usually 
expressed In decibels above reference noise, 
signifying the reading of a clrcuit noise meter. 
or in adjusted decibels. signifying circuit noise 
meter reading adjusted to represent interfering 
effect under specified conditions I 'sar k~t 
1n6iz ,lcv 31 I 

circuit protection lctt:.CTRI Provision for auto· 
matlcally preventing excess or dangerous tern• 
peratures in a conductor and limiting the amount 
of energy liberated when an electrical fai lure 
occurs I 'sar-kot ru•'tek,shon J 

circuit reliability I COMMUN I The percent a l t ime a 
circuit was available to the userduringa specified 
period of t ime I 1s;n,kot ri,li•.l'bil -ad ,e I 

circultron I ELEC1'RI Combln3t ion of active and 
passive components mourted In a sinele enve
lope like that used for tubes, to serve as one 
or more complete operatirg stages I 'sar•kY• 
,tran I 

c ircuitry IELECI The complete combination of 
drcults us<.-'d in an electrical or electronic system 
or piece of equipment { 's•r•k• ·t re I 

c ircu ll shirt &e q1.:lll.t;;:l1ift j 'st1r •k~t ,~hlfl } 
c ircuit switching ICOMMUNI 1. The methoc ol 

providinG communication service through a 
switching faci lity, either from local users or 
from other switching facil ities 2. A met11oc of 
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dimension 

dimension ICOMPUT sol A declarative statement 
that specifies the width and height of an ;:irray of 
data items I dirnen Ch.ln } 

dimension doclorotlon ~totcmcnt ICOMP\JT :;en 
A FORTRAN statement idcntifyin& arrays and 
srw.c.ifyine thr: nurnlwr and hounds of the sub
scripts I do'men-cl1on-•I dek• lo'ra,shon ,st~t 
mont I 

diminution ICOMPUT sc11 Llmlti11g the negative 
effect o f an allack on c1 o:>rnpuler ~y~lem 
I ,dim•a'nu shan I 

DIMM )CO.APu·r SCtl A small circu it board that· 
holds scrn1conductor memory chips with two 
independent rows of input/output contacts De· 
ri,ed from dual in-line memory module 

dimmer I ELECI An electrica I or electronic control 
lor ,aryinc the intensity of a lamp or other light 
source I 'dim•or l 

dlna ICLECI-WI An airborne radar•jamming trans~ 
milter operating i n the band from 92 to 210 
megahertz with an output of JO w~tts. rndlotlng 
noise In one sid,i band for sµot or barra~e 
jamminl,t; the carrier and the olher side bar\d are 
suppressed f 'di •n• I 

D-lndlcator Set D-display { 'd~ ,ln-do,k.'id,or I 
diode ltLEG"RI 1. A twu-electrode electron lube 

containing an anode and a cathode. 2,. &?,· semi• 
conductor diode f 'di,Ocl I 

diode alternating-current switch Swtrigger diode 
{ 'di.6d t61•t;'.)r,nad-il) :k~r-:.nt 1SWlch} 

diode amplifier I E(.ECTR) A microwave amplifier 
usinc an IMPA"l1', TRAPATT or t1ansferred
electron diode in a rnvity, with a microwave 
circulator providing the inpuVoutput Isolation 
required for ampllflcalion; center frequencies are 
in t he gigahertz range. from about I to 100 
gigahertz. and power outputs are up to 20 watts 
continuous-wave or more than 200 watts puls~d. 
der.~ndine on thP di,vl!=:' 11~f'<i { '<iT/·1r~ •~m-pl:l 
1fT ~r l 

diode bridge IEw:rRI A series-parallel confic• 
oration of four d iodes, whose output polarity 
remains unch;inerd whMPvPr rhP input pnl~rity 
f 'di,6d ,brll I 

diode-capacitor transistor logic IEL£CTRI A cir
cuit thal uses diodes, capacitors, and transistors 
to provide logic functions ( :ct;,od k,:pas-ad,ar 
w,n1zis•tar 11Bi• ik t 

diode characteristic I EI.ECTR The composite 
electrode characteristic of an electron lube when 
all electrodes except the cathcde are cvnnectod 
! ()€ether, I 'di,&I ,kar·ik-to·'ris·tik I 

diode clamp Ste diode clamping circuit ( 'dT,od 
,klamp } 

diode clamping circuit 1£LECTRI A clamping cir
cu it in wh lch a diode provides a very low 
resistance whenever the potential at a certain 
point ri~;es above a cen~1in va lue in some circuits 
or falls below a certoin vc1lue in others Abo 
known as diode clamp. I :ct,,oo 'klamp·iu ,~or
kat I 

diode clipping circuit IEt.ECTRJ A clipping circuit 
in which a diode is used tis a swilch to petform 
the dipping action ( :ct,,6d '<lip•iU ,sar kat I 

diode-connected transistor IEU'.CTRJ A b' 
transistor In which two terminals ore shn~ 
give diode action { 'dt,Od k~:nek-tod I r to 
tor I •n~. 

diode c!emodulator IELECfRI A dcrnoouint 
in" one or more diodes to provlrll? a r or"'
out 1>ut whose average value is IJmP<>ru:'\1tt! 
the original modulation Also known a• d~ IQ 
detector I 'di,od de'maj -, ,lad-or I Odt 

diode detector Su diode demodulator I' 
dl'tek·t3r I rlJ,6ij 

dlodo drop St, diode forward voltage_ I 'dJ,"-' 
,drap I ~, 

diode forward voltage 1ru:c11<1 The "O)O .. 
across a semiconductor diode that Is car -.t 
current in the forward di rection, it is usual ~

1"i 
proximately constant over the range ol curr,~P. 
com monly u~(d Also known o:, dlod..::: drop;1!~ 
voltage, forward voltage drop f 'di,6d :rer-'11• • 
'vol,til I r. 

d iode /unction generator jfLECl'RI A lundJOQ 
genetat(,r I hat uses the ti:ans/er charactetlstks 
o f resistive networks cootalnln« biased cllod~ 
the desired funcl.lon ts approximated by llnl!W 
segments f 'di,Od 'fcok-sh,n ,len-o,r3d,., I 

diode gate 1£1.f.CTRI An /\ND Qal~ that U!es 
diodes as swilchlng elements. I 'dl,Od ,l!St I 

diode laser s,,, semiconductor laser I 'di,lltl 
,lai-or I 

diode limiter IELe.crnl Apeak-limlllngclrcu ten,. 
ploying a diode that becomes conductive when 
signc1 I peaks exceed a predetermined .-ah.1e 
I 1di16d 'lim-od•?r I 

diode logic IELECTRI An electronlc clrcuil usln,i 
current-steering diodes, such that lhc rd.lions 
b<atween input and output volUIQOS COrrl?Six,nd 
to AND or OR logiclunctions I '<li,Od ,l~l·lk I 

diode matrix )ELECTRI A two-dimensional array 
of diodes used for a variety of purposes such 
as decoding and road-only memory I 'd,,Od 
1rna-triks) 

diode mixer IEU:CTRI A mixer that uses a Cf)'slal 
or electron tube d iode, ii is senerally small 
enough to fit d irectly into ti r~dio·freq1Jency 
transmission line I 'di,od ,rnik-sar I 

diode modulator IEt.ECTRI A rnodulntor using 
one or more diodes to combine a mociu atlne: 
::;ignal with a carrier signal: used chiefy for 
low-level signaling because of Inherently poor 
efficiency, f 'di,od 'm/ii -~,liid or I 

diode pack )ELECTR) Combin.Jllonoltwo onrore 
diodes integrated into one solid block I dT,6<1 
,pak} 

diode peak detector IELECTRI Diode used In a 
circuit to indicate when peaks cxc..--eed a prede-
termined value f 'di,Od 'p~k di,lek,tar I 

diulltt1M11lut.J~ lt.i..l:.l:l'kl Vct<.:UUIII Lul,t! l1r1vh1g 8 
cliode and~ pentode i n the same envelope. 1 ldl 
16cl :pen,lod t 

diode recUller IEU:CTT<) A hall-wave rectifier of 
lwoelements between which current I lows In only 
one ciirect1011 I 1di1od ' rek•l"1IT•M I 

diode reotltler-ampllller meter IEU.CTRI The 
must widely used v~cuum tube vollrncte, il'r 
me.:lsurcment of alternalin~-currenr vnlta~c-: 
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h• aurie1 and modulal Ion fK,qucnclcs I ;rtnh 
t "sid,band lrnru'mish-on I 011>la-skloband tronsmlltod-carrler modulutlon d; double-slrlebitnd modulation I ;dob-ol :sid 

nd tronz,mld-•d :k;ir-e·ar ,ma j-a'la-shon I ,i.;,I0•9Ided board IEl-eCTRI A printed wiring 
dO;()llrd Ihal contains circuilry on both external 

I ycrs I ;dolnl ,sicl,od 'oord I 
; blo-sidcd disk ICOMl'l/I si..1I" dlslette thal 

d can t,cwriuunon b<)lh o( itssid<s I ;ctou-al lsid• 

llli 'disk I 
uble-&tream ampllllor IEI.ECIRI Microwave 

d~avellng-wave ampil(ler In which ampllllcat1on 
~curs throu~h i11ternctlon or Iwo elet1ron 
t,eams having different avemije velcx:ltles 
I id31>•,I ,6lr~m 'am•plo,fi•~r I 

double-stub tuner )ELP.CfROMACI lmpedancc-
"'"tchlng device. consist Inti o( two stubs. usually 
fixed 1h1ee•olghths ol a wavclcng1h apmt, In 
parallel with Iho main transmission lines 
(:d~t,.;,I 1stnb 1li:in•c:1r > 

ooublc-superhotorodyne roceptlon ltOMMUfr,I I 
Me<hod of 1eccpllon rn which two frequency 
conveners MC employed before llnal cletoctlon 
Also known as triple detection. I :dob,ol 
,sll·P•~het•ro,din rl'sep,sh•n I 

doublet antenna Su dipole an1cnna I 'dol,,lat 
an'ten•o l 

double-throw circuit breaker JELECI Circuit 
breaker b)I means ~r which a change in the circuit 
connections can be obtained by dosin1: either 
or two sets or cortacts I :d,b-ol ,thrc\ 'sor kat 
,br~k•OI I 

doublo-throw switch [ELECI A switch Ihat con
nects one set or two or more terminals to either 
of two other similar sets of terminals I :dab-ol 
,thro 'swlch I 

double-track lope recorder IEHC: AC'QOSI A I,1pe 
recordc1 with o rorordlnQ head lhal covers half 
the rape width. so two parallel tra<:ks arn be 
recorded on one tape Also known 11s dual-track 
tape recorde,, ha If-track taµe re<:orrfc, J :d,b-ol 
,trak 'tap ri,k6rd-•r I 

double lrlode IELECTRI An electron tube having 
two triodes in the same envelope Also known as 
duotrlode. I :dob-ol 'tri,Od I 

doublet trigger JELECt~I A trlGger slanal con
sisting of lwo pulses spocc<I a pocdetcrmlncd 
amount 101 coding r>urp0ses I 'dob-I,t .triQ•or I 

doublo-tuned amplRler (EI£CTRI Am1>llnerof one 
or more stage.~ In which each st•wc uses coupled 
circuits having two frequencies o( resonance. to 
oblaln wider bands Ihan thot;e obtainable with 
single tuning f idob-•I ,ttind 'am-plo,fT-or I 

dcubl,..tuned circuit )EI-ECTRI A circuit that is 
resonant to two adjacent frequencies, so that 
there are two approximately equal values of peak 
resPQnse. with a dip between f :dob·ol ,tUnd 
'sor-kot I 

doubltHune(I detector I ELEC"rRI A type of 
frequency-modulation discriminator In which 
the limiter output transformer has two 
secondaries, one tuned above the resting 
frequenty and the other tuned an cQual amount 
below. I id•b-ol tiind dl'tek-tor J 

drain 

double-winding synchronous gener111or lfl.ECI 
Synch,onous ~•n•!•~lor whk:h has Iwo si milar 
windings, In phase wHhoneanothcr, mounted on 
the same mognetlc struoure but. not c:onncctc<J 
electrically, designed co ,upply power lCI two ln
dt,pendenT external cir culls I :doll al :wrnd•lo 
:s19,kra-n-,s '!en•n11Jd,;,1 J 

double word l(crMPUTSCtl Aunli contolnln~tw1<:e 
DG many bll, J& a word I id•l•·al 'warn J 

double-word addressing IL'OMPUT scrJ An an· 
dros.<lng mode In computers with fiho,t words 
!less than 16 bits) In which tl10 sct'Onrl o( 
two consecutive lnstruOl(lr words contains 
the address of a loc111ion I ;ctob ol ,word 'a 
,dres-io I 

doubly linked ring ICOMPIIT sell A t-ycle ar1ange
ment of data elements in "hlch searches are 
possib le in both directions I :d•h-le :liukt ' riu I 

do-unlil struccuro ICOMPur sC!I A set of p1ogram 
statements that Is executed once. and may 
then be exerutcd repeatedly. depending on the 
re!,;ults of a tes:t ipecified in ,ne first s:t~tement 
( 'du an'til ,strok-char I · 

do•whlles1ruc1ure ICOMl'VTSC1J Asetolprogram 
statements that Is executed repeatedly. as long as 
some condition, specified in the first statement. 
remains in effect. ( 'du 'wTI ,str•k•char I 

dQwn-leed SC<! lead-In ( 'daun , led I 
downllnk )roMMUNf The radio or optical trans• 

misston path downward from 3 communications 
satellite to the earth or an aircraft. m from an 
aircraft to the earth. I 'daun,llok I 

download fc:OMPUT scII To transfer a program or 
data file from a central computer to a remote 
computer or to the memory of an intelligent 
terminal. I 'daun ,loo I 

downwardCGmpalibillly Ja)Ml>uTSCII The ability 
of an older or smaller computer to accept 
prograrns from a newer or larger one. Also known 
as ooct.ward compatibility. I 'riaun-w.,rd bm 
,pad-a'bil,od,~} 

Dow osclllotor Set electron-coupled oscil lator 
I :daoi 'fls ~,lad-er I 

DPCM S..tdifrerential 11ulsc-code modulation. 
dpdl swllch SN. doubl~pole dou hie-throw switch 

I ld~:pe:do'te ,swlch J 
DPMS Sn dlsµlay powe, managemenc signallne. 
dpsl BWHCh Su double pole single throw :;witch 

l :d~lP8!es1tb .swlch I 
drag ICOMPVT SCII To move an obiect aaoss a 

screen by moving a polntlnk device while holding 
down the control but1on I drag\ 

drag and drop (COMM SOI A feature whereby 
operalions are performed on obl,:cts. such os 
Icons or blod<s of texT, by dragging them across 
the screen 10 a p;,rtrcular 6!)01 I )dra~ •n 'drap I 

drag-,cup motor (Et.Eel An Induction motor hav
ln~ a cup•shapcd rotor or conducting material. 
Inside ur which Is a stallonmy magnetic core 
( 'drag ,kop 'ml'xf,ar I 

drain IELoCJ Ser current drain. JEt,OC11<I The 
region into which majority carders flow in a 
field-elfect transistor. it Is comf\ltrable to lhe 
collector of a bipolar transistor and the anode 
of an electron tube I dran) 
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that Includes o ne or m(>J<' elect rochrom,c 
: (enalsandan electrolyte 1I,lek u<>:kr(lm ,lk 

dl'V~llromlc display IEt Ini<I /\ solirl•slale 
eleci~lve displ,1y that uses organic ur lnorgMIC 

paculalhlg solids which d1a11e/> mh,r wh .. ,1 ,n-
1";;,ed wll h pcsltlvc or n~e=H IVP l'lwec,s I 1:IPk· 
1e ·•kro-ml~ rti'spla 1 
11~ ode iELlCI M clcclrlc c<111du1~or 1hrough 

ewi.: !di an electric current enters or leaves , , 
~edlum. whether 11 be an clcclmlytlc wlullon, 
solid, molten Inos~. sas. or vamum I I•I~k 

•"~ o~esdmlttance IEL~CT~I ouo1Ien1oldlvld-
•IOCI the alterna1h1e comDOnent of the elearodc 
:~rent l,ythoaltomatlng m m1,0I1<nt or the elec
t ode voltage, all DI her electr(l(!-0 vollalll?S being 
i:.a1ntained constant I l'lek,lrorl ad'mlt,ans I 

,iec;trodo capacitance IF.1.ocm1 Cmadtance be
tween one ehlCl r<)(lc nncl all the othl!r eleclrodes 
connected tOl;Cthcr ( l' lek,trOd ko'1,as•ad·ons I 

,iectrode characteristic IW,CTIII R~lallon IJll
twecn the ebctrodc V<11tage ano I he current 

10 on electrode. all other elewode v,,lt.,gc• 
1,elna maint;iined constant I l'lck,l tl'.ld ,1<;,r, 
lk·l~'rls•llk I 

electrode conductance IELECTRI Ouotlcnt <)I the 
IOJihllSC component nr the clcclmde al ternating 
current tiv the electrode ~lteindling V<lilage, 
all other el~rode volta11e l.,~lng rnHlntained 
t'OIIStant: this Is a variatlonal and not a total 
ronduaance /\lso known as ~rid urnductancc 
i l'lok,tr6d kan'dok•tons I 

etectrodo couple Jtt.1£ 1 '!'he 1.x1ir ol clecl r(}d(.'S in 
anolccti kccll, b c!lwt~Cn which I here isa potcotial 
difference I l 'lck,t rod ,ka pal I 

electrode currenl 11:::i.rnRJ Currcnl nc15:,inr, to or 
from an clec.rndc. thr0l1Ch l hc intt:rdcctrndc 
$pace within a wKuum 11.1L>e I i1 lck,116d 1k:>• 
ronl l 

electrode d ark current IF1.t't1RI The electrode 
current thi!l row~ when Lherc ts to r~d iant llux 
\ncic1cnl on t~~ photncathode in~ pho rotube or 
rnmcra tube. ,\lsoknewn <'.lS dcuk currenl i 1'le\: 
iltod ldar~. 1b ,r~nt 1 

eleclrode dissipation IFl..Ecti.: 1 l'<'iwe1 d\ss;ipal ed 
In the form d heal by an electr0<le ,cis n re~ull 
of electron ()r 10n liombnrdrnent i 1'lek1trQd 
,dis-31p,'l,sh.,n I 

electrode drop jELEC11<I Voltilge (I rop i n Ihc elec-
trode due to ifs rt:slstauce I i'lek1 1J()d ,dr:ip I 

electrode Impedance I ELF.Cr~. Reciprocal of the 
elect,ode adrnittarcc f i'lek,trOd im1pCck1n~ I 

electrode Inverse curren1 (bLCCll~I Currc:nt f low• 
lng through an electrode m the dirc<.:Uon oµµo· 
site to that k>rwhich t he tube is desiRned. I i' lek 
,lr6d 'in•v~rs ,<a r :l11t } 

electrodeless d ischarge 1£1.F.(:tRI An electric 
dischar~c generated by I>lac1ng a dlschMge tube 
in a stron(!, high•fl~qucnl)1 elcctromagr.ct ic 
fie.cl ( 1:lek,trOd•l~s 'dis,chhri l 

electrodeless lamp I t.:1.r-:c1r;:1 A l<1mr> b;.i~cd on ar; 
clectrodelessdischar~e I i:lck.VOCl•bs ' lamp I 

electrode polMllal IE<.tXTRI The instant;,neous 
vo!rriie of an electrorli! with respc..~c:l 1.0 the 

electrokinetic transducer 

C<ellhndc of an electron tube J\l<.o kriowr, "s 
electrode: ,1olteigc I i1 ldil(Cld pa'1cn,chal ] 

electrode resistance 1w1:m1 Reciproc;,I ol the 
electrode conciucta11ce, 1l•is: ls lhc cflcctive pur
.Jllcl rc:;ict.:.incc ;,nd r~ m:l the r'eal comµoncnt 
o! 1h~ e.lcctrode lrnpedrmcc I i1 l~kiUfid ri1zis· 
j;")l)S I 

electrode voltage S,,electrodc p0Lcn11a l { i' lek 
1l 16d ,v<>l •t1i I 

electroelynamicammeler !£NCI Instrument which 
measures Hie current passine LluoL1gh a llxed 
::oil a,1ri a movable coil co1111cctcd in series 
by ba l~nc:ing the torque on the movable coil 
1,csul1ing from Lhe magnetic field or the fixed 
coili against that ol a spiral spring I i,lek• 
trO-di1nain- ik la,m~d•.ir J 

e1ectroctynom1c Instrument JENG! An 1nstrumen1 
that deµends for its or}eration on the re~ct ,on 
between the current in one or mor~ movable 
coils and the current in one or mo re foted coils 
Also known as e!eclrodynamomeler I i,lek· 
lrcidi'nc1m-ik 1 in•str~•mon1 I 

electrodynamic loudspeaker !ENC , cousl Dy, 
namic l(HJdSpeaker in wh·ch the mR~nel 1c: field 
,s pro,1ucc•d by an ele<:trornacnet. Gi lled the field 
c<1il. lo which a direll curre11t must be furnished 
[ i,lek-1r('\,cii1n~m-ik 1laUd1spek • .ir I 

electrodynamic machine le.1.>:CI An dectricl!en· 
crator or motor in which t'1e outµ~t load current 
is p roduced l>y m(lgnetor10tivc curr12nts gener• 
atcrl in a rotatinuarmature l i,lc:-k-tt6·d'rnam•Lk 
ma1!.llCn t 

electrodynamic wattmeter IF.NG! An eleclrody-
11.amic inst rument connected asa watl rneter. with 
the m;il n currenl flowing :h,ou~h the fixed coil, 
and a small currer.t proportional to the voltage 
fiowing throuRh the movable coll Also ,nown 
.as moving•coi l w~ltrnetcr I i,lek,lr6-dl1narn,ik 
1wat1m~d•";"1r J 

electrodynamometer Sr,, electroclynam,c instru· 
mcnl { i ,lek·trO,di·n~•rn~m :i-d•.)r I 

electroexploslve IENGI Ar initiator o r a system 
in whKh an electric impul~e initir1tes detonation 
or dcOagrat,on of an explosive I i,lck•trO.lk 
'splO•siv) 

electrogram IELECTRI A record of an image or 
an oblect rnad~ by sparking. usually on paper 
I i' lck-<ro,cram I 

electrograph !ENGi Any plot. graph. or tracine 
produced by the aclion or an e lectric current 
on prep;ueci sensitized paper I or olher chart 
material} or bymeansc,I ar cleclrirnllycontrolled 
stylus m pen i i1lek.-tr3,gmf J 

electrographic pencil l~-LEC1'RI /I 1>encil used to 
make a concluctive mark 011. µaper, for dekct!on 
by r1 conductive-mark sensing device i i'lek-tra 
,ijraf,ik 1pel\•S{)I I 

electrokinetic transducer ll::LECI An insl rnment 
wh ich co1w01l ~ dynamic physical for<.:es. ~uch 
as vibration and sound. into correspondin~ 
el~..:tric signals by measuring the strea'tlinti 
po1entir11 gener;,ited by passat!C of a polar 
Ouici through a perme;ible relractory-ceri.imic or 
fr!ttcd-glass nocmber bclwecn two chambers 
l i : l'-?k•tr◊ b'ncd-lk tranz'dU-se, t 
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and keep out moisture I 'gas ,fild 

1p1uLIIIOI' 
•IJ bil I dl<>M lt.Lf.l."T~I A g,lS ILJbr which I, 

,..,nried •uL' as • ,old·1J1lhodc r~ct ,nc, ur 
1 diode. " ( •c.,s Jlld 'dT,Od I 
pn.-ootron c;ti'fet ~ t.ukh.oth,ul..: h .. ,oncr 

~iled 
1
~,ek·l>,fi "'l 

I •~ •"~iode JELECl'HI A cas lube which has a 
l'.,nitedothct c:1ntrol elc~nl such R~ ~ I hyrmmn 

1rld or n 1 •iias ,flld 'tri,od ) 
or 1gnllt01nii [u.ECIR( A method of L'll t1centr,tl· 

,P IOC0!Jea.rOII beam by u1ilizln& the ,esldur,I 
t"' •0 tub< beam electrons iontze the gas 
~~ in ~es r01;,,,"II a core 111 f)()Slllvc ,ons along 
"' ~th ·o1 the tic.,m which attr.icts beam 
lht n- 5 aod I hereby ma~es Ihe beam mo, c 
,1cctro: Also i<J>Own as Ionic locuSlflll I 'aa~ 
il)fr,pa» 

J6k-'~~ subslation (ELECI An elect1lc 

,:;:, substation in which_ all live equipmeot 
~ b1J$bar5 arc housed m arounded melal 

an cloSures se.lled end Oiled wilh sulfur 

~~.,/tuoride i/1S I '11as ,in-sa,lad·:xl 'sab,slA· 

111•• I iontza.Uon IELECTRI Removal ol lhe plane• 
~ 1)1 Qlecvons from the atoms or gas filling 

an i(cctron .ube, so that the resulting Ions 
participate Ir curreni flow through the lube 
r I~ i 1-na'lii sh:>n I 
' -iltcatlon leLF.CTRI Increase in current 

~IOllilh A phcLOIU~ due to iOOIUltlon of the gas 
In thG tube. I :l:ils ,mag•na.fa'k.'l ,h,n I 

OIi p110I01ubc IELECTRI A phototube lnlo which 
a ou&nlllY cl gas has been Introduced alter 
f'11C'1All0n. ,sua·ly to lnoease ,cs sensitivity 
I :,as 'fOd o,tjb I 

11111e111terlng JEl.1'.CTRI The scatterln11 of elec• 
troflS Of other pa1lldes In a beam by residual g/ls 
In the 1•acuum system I 'gas ,skad•o-tiQ I 

..-,a111ve 'ield-ef!act transistor IELECJRI A 
nc'd-e/Jec:t transistor whose gate elearode is 
comf)Oliedofa material, suLh as palladium. that 
1,1ensll1vetca particular 11as, such as hydrogen, 
iothal the gain of the transistor depends on the 
o:,ncenllatlono/thls gas. I 'aas:sen s•d•iv'f~ld 
l,fekl tran,us<•r l 

gaulne,a IEL£ml Presence of unwanted gas 
In a vacuum tube. usually in relatively small 
ilmounts. caused by the leakage from outside or 
ovolu!lon lro11 the Inside walls or elements of 
the lube I '11as-e-n ,s I 

01MW1Q (EU:CI ThcevolutlonolgilSmrheformof 
'"1111 hubt,Jes in a slora11e battery when charging 
continues after the battery has been completely 
chat&ed I 'ias IQ \ 

lllky tube ttLECTRI A vacuum tub() that has not 
bccnfullyevocualedorhas lost pan of ,ts vacuum 
dUc to •~l~!:11:' of Kd~ t.,y lh~ elecuWe sHuctu,e 
dorfnv use. so tha1 enough ll"S is present 
lo Impair operallnQ choraclerl,;tlcs upprcc:lably 
o\lsoktlOYln a; soil tulle I lg;is-0 'tO~ I 

lllllel!Ode Stttetrodethyra1ron. I :l!Bs'te,trod J 

llll l hermostttlc swllch IELECI A thermostatic 
S\l'tdi In which heat causes lhe pressure or gas 
In• sealed metal bellows to lncrea~e. thereby 

gate equivalent circuit 

movlna the bellows .Jnd closinG the oontacts of a 

S\lr1Cch ( :.:iis •th~ rm-.4"tl3d·il •~wlch I 
gas lube IFLtnRI An electron tube Into whlct> 

a small Amc,unt <'I 11,,1> l>t vapor Is ;,clm11ted 

, r1er the I ube ha$ been cv•cu;,tcd h;ml..,\lon of 
gas molacula.sduringop~rJtk).n c,~~lly inc-rr.;.i~es 

cunent flow I •11,~ ,tub I 
gM YM tNJm bre;ikdown IL1.ECntl lonwillon of 

n.-sidu,11 "a:> In c1 w,cuum. cc1usifllt reverscconduc
llon 1n an electron tube. ( lgas ivak•y~m 'brak 
,,bun) 

gato (tl.f.("l'R( t. A circuit having an output and 
ii mulllphdty of ,npuls snd so dcsiencd that 
!he output ,s energized only when a cena·n 
combinat Ion of pulses Is ->resent at the in PUis 
2, A circuit In which one signal, generally a square 

wave, serves to switch ancther signal on and olf 
3. One e>f the electrodes In, field--eflect transistor. 
4. To control the pas!o)Qe of a pulse or slQllal 
5. In m,J;,r dO electric wav,form whld, ,s applied 
LO 1I,e 1:on1ro1 point ol • circuit to alter the 
mocloc,1 <>tK'ratlor, ol thccircull al the limo when 
the waveform is applied Also known as aatlng 
wa11eform e. In r.,dat. an ~lectronle wdvclt>rm 
applied toa circuit or a 1,mtn& we applied to logic 
to alee, rhe ove<at,on ortt-e circuit or l~ic at the 
epprufJrlate 11me, gencru l lv used In nnllclp.illon 

nf an input or parricular IN.erest. I g,,t I 
gale-anay device IELECTII[ An rnkgrate<l logic 

drwll the1 ti; manufactull!d by nrsi fabrlc.t1!1141 
a two-dimensional array )f logic cells, each of 
Which i.., equivalent to on~ O( a few l~lc W,dle£, 

and then Alidln11 fin- I ~lyCIS or metall17lll1Un lhol 

de-ermme 1he exact lunulon of each cell and 
Interconnect the cells to form a spccrflc netWOtk 
when the cuslomer orders the device. [ 'tiat • 
.r~ dl,Yi~ I 

gate-controlled rectifier JELECTRI A three-
terminal somico11ductord~vice, such as a slllcon 
controlled rectifier, In which the unldlreatonal 
current flow between the rectifier terminals Is 
,ontrolled by o si~nal opp 1ed to a third terminal 
called the 11ale. [ 'R~t koi,trC>ld 'rel•l>,fhr) 

gati.-conlrollod swllch I 1:1.ll"rRI A semiconduc
tor device that can be switched Imm Its noncon
dua,n~ 0< •off stare 10 ls conducllna or ·on .. 
state by applylng a neet~ive pulse to rts gate 
temirnal and that can be !Urned (1/f at any time 
byap1,tyln11 reverse d rive 1othe11111e Abhrevlatcd 
GCS, I 'gjl kan,trultl 'swich I 

gated-beam tube (ELF.CT~) A pemode eloorun 
tube havina special <!la1rodcs 1h01 form a ,hee1 
shaped t,.,,1m of elc«rors. !hi$ be.am may be 
delfcaed «way from the anode by a r~l.11rvely 
smu ll vultogcoppllt'!I ton control clecrrode, thus 
Qlvinu extremely shc1rp c~toff of anode currcnL 
I '&ad .><I ibem ,tub J 

gated ,iwoop fa.rx-ntl Swn,p In which the dura
tion as well as the start ng time is oontrolled 
to exclude undesired echoes from the Indicator 

screen I :g~J od 'sw{,p : 
gate equlvalont circuit pu:c-mt A unit of me:;

surc ro, ,rieclfyrna reL,tlvi complexity or dlijllal 
circuits C<W~I to the nurrbo,r ol lndiv>dual ~ 
ll•tcs rh,,t would have Ic be tn1orconnc'l.1cd lo 
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...) 

photocompositlon 

photocomposition ICOMP'ITSl'II Composition of 
tyµe uslnt electrophotograph,c techniques such 
as phNot~pesetters and laser printers I ,f6d·O 
Jt\111-µl Lbh :.m } 

photoconductlon tsour., s·rAT£1 An incre,:ise 
in n111d1x-tin11 or FIP\Jridty rt~!i:ulling rr(")m 
absorpt101 of electromagn~lic radiation 
I :fod o,kan'dok,shon l 

photoconductive cell fccLECTRf A device for dc
tectlne or measuring electroma~nellc rodlatlon 
by var lat on of the conductivity of a sub
stance fc,,lled a photoconductotJ upon ab• 
smptlon ~f t l1<' rnrll.:ilion hy thls substance, 
Also k11own as photoresistive cell: photoreslstor 
I :fod o-bn'dok,t iv 'sel I 

photoconductlve device IELF.nRf A photoelec
tric device which utilizes the photoinduced 
change in electrical conduclivity to provide an 
electrical slenal I fod,6-bn'dok-tiv di 'vis I 

photoconductlvefllm I ELECTRI Arilrn of material 
whose current-carrying ability is enhanced when 
llluminatc-<i f lM·iHon'dok•tiv ' film I 

photoconductlve gain factor IF.LEC'l1<1 The ratio 
of the number of elecu<ins per second flowing 
thrnueh a circuit comain,ng a cube of semicon
ductin~ rraterial. whose sides are of unit length. 
fO the nu,nber of photons per second absorbe'<J 
in lhis volume { rod,Q-k3n1dclk•tiv 1gSn 1fak·t~r t 

photoconducllve meter fELEC1RJ An exposure 
meter In which;, battery supplies power through 
a phot0-0:>nduct1ve cell to a milliamrnetcr 
I (od,O•kc)n'dok,ttv 'med,-01) 

photoconductfvtty ISOLID 5TArEI The increase i 11 
electrical conductivity disr,laved bv rnanv non
metallic solids when they absorb electromag-
netic radiation I :roct ·◊·,k~n,dak'llv act-~ ) 

photoconductlvlty gain I t:LECrRI The number o f 
charge ca:riers that c:l rculatc through a circuit 
Involving a photoconductor for each charge car
rier ~enerated by light I f0d·O,kan,d3k'tlv•od-~ 
,gan I 

photoconductor ISOLID STAref A nonmetallic 
solid whcse tonduclivily increases wheo it is 
exposed to electrornagnelicradiation I :fod-6· 
kon'dok-tar I 

photoconductor diode s,, photod lode. I fi\d. 
o•kan'dak-t•r 'dT,6d I 

phOtocouplar See optoisolator I :fod•<'>'kop-lar I 
photodarllngton f£Li".C'11<1 A Darlington amplifier 

in which Lhc ln1;uttranslstor isa phototransistor. 
r :fu~•(>'Ja1-lhJ-to11 1 

photodetector IELECTRI A detector that re
sponds to radiant enerRY: examples lndude 
photocond uctlve cells. phO!odiodes. photo
resistors. phoLoswilches. phototransistors, 
phototubes. and photovoltaic cells Also known 
as liChl•SMSitive m il: light-sensitiv« detectc,r, 
light sensor photod4;:1vk e; photOOovice: phNO• 
electric detector, photosensor I :fod•o·dl'tek• 
tar I 

photodevic• s,, photodctcctor I :rod-6-di,vis I 
photodlffuslon effect Se, Dember effect. I :rO<J. 
~do'lyli•zh,n i,fekt I 

photodiode l ~LECl'Rf A semiconductor , liodc in 
which the reverse current v3rles with illumin~-

tion: examples Include the alloy-junction Ph 
wcc ll and the 11rowr·iundion photocell At 
k_nown as photoconcuctor diocl~ I :IOd,o•':» 
.l~I I 

phOtoelectrlc {£1.1,cmf Pertaining tu Lhe elear1 
cal l!ffec:ts ol liwht. ,uch r.s lho ornlsr.iun t)f 
electmns, gen~rat,<>n nf v<-ltaije, or" c1..,0B 
Tn resistance when e,posed to IIRht. I ifOd,o ~ 
'lck-trlk I 

photoelecl ric absorption l f.LEC1RI ,\l)S(\fl'tl~n 
of photons In one of the scveml photoelettrle 
effec1s { :100-0-l'lek-trlk ob'sOrp-shan I 

phOtoelectric cell S,,1 Photocell I :fO<t,(Hfek, 
lrlk16tl I 

photoelectric constant IELEC11U 1'he ratlootthc 
r requenc;y ol radiation causln~ "-mission of pho
tockct mns to the vallaBC cmrespondlng 10 lhe 
energy absorbed by a photoclcctron: equal to 
Planck's constant divided by the electron diarue 
I :16<:1-0 l' lck-tnk 'klin-nont I 

photoelectrlc control IELE<"WI Control of a cir
cult or 1ilcce o/ cqulprner1t bych11n2cs In Incident 
ll~ht I :tod-0-l' lcl<-trik kan'MI I 

photoelectric counter lt!U:CTKI A phocoeleafj
cally actuated devtce use(I 10 rec<;>rd 1he number 
of time,; a elven light p;~th Is Intercepted li!I jl'n 
object I :fl>d 6 l'lektrlk 'kmint,or I 

pl1otoolectrlc cutoff register control 1Et.ett1!I 
Use of a photoelectric cont~I system as ;; 
lonRlludlnal poslllon re~ulato, lO malntaln the 
position of the point ol cutoff with rospett 
to a ,epeUtive p~tt<:rn oi moviny m:•tcrlal. 
I :rod IH'lek trik :kat,d :rej-a star bn,trol l 

photoelectric detecl or SM r,hntodetertor 
f :fod-o-i ' lek-trikd,'tek-tor I 

photoelectric device I £1.ECrl<f A device which 
gives an electrica l si~nal in response to visi
b le, Infrared, or ultradolet radiation I :l&fiO. 
i'lek trik cti:v,s I 

photoelectric eflect s.,, photoelectrlcity. 
I :foo•6·i ' lek-trik i,lekt I 

photoelectric electron-multiplier tube s,, mul-
tiplier phototube I :r<:id-o·i'lek-trlk (lelt,11an 
'mol-to,pli•or ,tub I 

photoelectric Infrared radiation Su near-
Infrared radiation I :rM o i'lek-trik :1n,fr.l"d 
1r.a•d~1cl-shan I 

photoelectric intrusion detector IELECTRI A 
burglar-alarm system in which lnterrupll!lJ1 
or a fight beam by an intruder reduces th, 
il lu111 imdlu11011c111hvlulo~ o:md thereby cl.osdl 
an alarm circuit I rocl-6-i'lck trlk ln'tru zMn 
di,lek-tor I 

photoolectrlclty 1r.u,~11<I TM liberation ol •n 
olcctrlc charce by elearoinuane11c radiatlQn In· 
cldent on a suoolance. Includes photoemlssfllO. 
photolon l,atlon. photoconductinn, the phlllO
voltaic t1ffe<.:t, and tht; Auger effert (nn Internal 
photoelectric process) Also known as 1Jhot1> 
electric cftcct: photoc ccLric process I lf!l!f,6,1 
,lek'triS·Jd-<1 I 

photoelectrlc lighting control 11'.LOCffll Use f 
a photoelectric relay actuated uy ii chan,e n 
lllumln~tlon in a ~•veil area or at a given point 
I :rM-o-l'lek trik ' lid i~ kon,tr61 I 
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photomultiplier counter 

photomultipller counter 181.>:CTRI A scinlillation 
C:(>unter th.'.'lt h;:s ;i Ouilt- in m~dtipl i~r phorotvbe 
f 1/0d·cYrnal•l;:.,Jti,;:,r lk-l(inL,ar I 

photomultiplier tube ,;,,, multiplier pho1otubc 
{ :t6d-01m:>l•l:>, )lkH :tub I 

photon coupled Isolator IEI.ECrRI Circuit 
O)Ul)hnt{ device. consislln~ of fl!l Infrared cmltler 
clicde coupled .o a phOlon dere<Jor over a short 
shielded light f'Ath. which provides extrcmd y hi~h 
circuit l'>olation { 1f6,t.an :kap-ald 'i•S.l1lfld ·<H] 

photon coupling ICitECrRI <.:ouphne of two c ir
cuits by means Jl'photons passinc throu~h a li((ht 
pipe f 1f6 1t8r1 1~:J()•hJJ l 

photonegatlve ltLCCTRI H,,vlng negative phot,>· 
conductivity lience decreasing in conduc<ivity 
(increasln~ In teslstancel under lhe Action of 
l ight; selenium st"'lrnet imes exhibits pholoneg.1-
tivity { :fod-o'neg•o-Llv I 

phOtonlcs IEIJiCTRI The electronic technolo((Y 
ln11olved with the practic.al Heneration. manipu
lat ion, arwlysi!:, lrnnsmis:sion. an<i reception of 
eleclromagnetlc enerlty ifl the visiUle. l 11f,ar<=d. 
;md ult raviolel. portlo11s or the ll~ht spectrum II 
con l ributes to many lields, including astronom)1, 

biorned ici11e, cfil{c1 ,ornrnunications ;rnd st<>rage, 
fiber optics. irna~lng, op( ical computlne. opto• 
electronics, sc1sing. and teleco1nmu n icmions, 
Also known cis t)ptoelcctronics f t61t.?i1~ iks I 

photopositive ltlEC71<1 Having positive photo· 
a.lnductivity, hence i11creaslng in conductivity 
{rlecreAsme; in resistance! under the action of 
light: selc-~iurr ordinarily nas pt-.otoposil ivily. 
{ :fM•O'p~z-ocl• v I 

photoresistive cell s.-e photoconducl ivc cell. 
[ :ro<J0-1i'zis•th 'sci I 

photoresislor See plwt.ocor1ductive: cel l, 
I :focl•o-rl'zls•to· I 

photo-SCA '7"- ig_h;•a~l!':'~ted si licon controlled 
tef..t1hcr. I 1fod-o ,~s,se,M } 

photosens1twe ::;i.f~ hght~senslttve, I ilod-o'sen, 
S><:Hv I 

photosensor S•e photodetecto r. I :fod-o'sen• 
$;',r I 

phototelegraphy Sec facsimile [ :rod•o•to'leg• 
ro-fe I 

photothyristor Ste light -activated silicon con-
trolled rectifier I j fc'.d-O-th"i1ris•t.)I" l 

phototransistor ll!~ECTRI A junction transistor 
t hat may have onli• collector and emitter leads 
or a lso a base lead. with the base exposed to 
light throu~h a 1i11y lcn!; in the hou!;ing; collector 
current increases with l lglll Intensity. as a result 
of ,,mpllficatlor of b,sse current by the trnnsistor 
structme { )fod,6,trnn'zis-t:ar I 

phototronlc photocell Se, photovoltaic cell. 
{ :tocJ-~:tran-ik ' lod·a,sel 1 

phototube IEle~:iRI An electron rube comamLng 
a photoc;,thode from wh ich electrons a,c emitted 
when it is Cl'IJ)(.:r;ed to light or other elenrum<Jg
n~tlc radial ion Also known as elEX:lric eye_ light· 
se11sit ivc tube: ph<>loelectric tube I 'ft>d·i'\ 
,tUb I 

phototube cathode l~Lbcrnl The phutoemiss,vc 
surlace which Is l he mosl negallve element of a 
phototube I 'f&l -o,l iib 'kath,od } 

phototuberelay l t,1.ECTRJ AJ)hotoelectric,cl . 
which• phototube seivesas the ligh1-sens~i1 1n 
device I 'f6d·c>,lilb ' r~,1a1 1 

'• 

photovorlstor In rcm1 vanstor in wh1c1, 11 curren1-v()ll11!:e relat Ion m~y be rn<«lilled 1
• 

lllumlnatlon. f<>r example. one In whi, h the c., l>y 
conductor Is cadmium sulld~ or 1,,~ct te11ur{,~•
l l f0d•6•v;,' rls·l>< 1 c 

photovoltaic I E1£CTRI Capable of ~"""'"line 
voltage as a result ol exp0su,c lovisil>tc o r Olh a 
rad1a1.mn I :rod,O·VCll'ta•ik I o, 

photovoltaic call IELECTI! I II device that dcteq 
or measures cleworoagnettc radlatk>n hy ccn~ 
c rating a potential at a lun(lloo lb<trrler laye,1 between two types or material, UflOn absorPlton 
o f radiant eneray Also known as barrier-laye, 
cell. barrier- layer photocel I, bound~ry- layerpho
tocell, phouonlc ph,ltOCEII I ifod-(>.vol'ta,lk 
,sci 1 

p hotovoltaic effect /ELECTH 1'he producuon or a 
voltage In a nonhomogcn~us semleonductor 
suchassilloon,01 at a lunctbn between IWll IVl)es 
or mateiia l. by the absorpjon of light o r oth~, 
clt-ctrom11gncttc radiation. I :tOd-6,vOl'ta tk 1 
,fckt I 

photovoltaic maier IElf:cn:1 An exposure cell In 
which (I nhotovoltklic c.:ell produces a curri:nt 
proport io11~I to the light foiling on the cell 
-And this curn2n1 is measured by a sensitive 
rnicro~mmeter { :f6<1•6•v'\l'ta-lk ,mecl-~r} 

photox cell IELECTRI Ty1,e or pl101ovoltaic eel I In 
which a voltae.e is eene,atcd between n ropper 
b;ise and " film of cuprous c-xicle durln~ exposure 
to visible o r 01her radiatlor I 'lu,taks ,sel I 

phot,onlc cell IEL.£CTRI Type cl' photovohaic cell 
in which a voltage is gcne,alcd i1l a layer of 
selenium duri ng exposure t<> visible or othei 
radiation ! (O'tran ,ik ,s~I I 

photronfc photocell s,, photovoltaic cell 
I to'trt:in,1k 1tod•;'l1sel t 

phrase name s,, metav~riatl~ 1 •rraz ,nam I 
physical data Independence ICOMPUT SCII A file 

structure such th;it the i:,hys1ccd structure o/ 
the data can be modified 1Jilhout chcini::in~ the 
logical structure of the file. I 'fiz·a•kal :ctad J 
,in,di'ren-dans) 

physical data structure [C-~MPITT SCI/ The man
ner In which dat<.1 a,c phy~icafly nr,anged or\ a 
storage medium, rnd udin~ various lndices zind 
µointers ( 1flz,a,bl 'dad.:;: 1s! r-ak•CTl~r I 

phyBicat dov/co toblo IC0'1rur x11 .'. l~blc ,c
SLX:lared with ;:J physic.al i n:">ut/output unit con· 
taining such information as the device tyf>C, 
an ,ndic~tlon of data paths thal may l:>e used 
to transfer inrormat ion to and from the device. 
sta1us inlormaLion on wh~ther thedevic:e is busy. 
the input/output operation currc11tlY 1)cndtn~ 011 

the device. ;ind tho avail.a bi I il y of £1nv stma~econ• 
tained in the device I 1fiz,;:i-l(;~J d ilvis 1ta-ln~I f 

physical drive IC<1MPLJT SCII An operaUonal h,ord 
disk. which m;,y be formatted to include mo1c 
than ot1e logical drive ! 1fiz.. i•kal :driv} 

physical electron ics I w,a~ I ·11,e ~tudy ol phy<;-
lcal ph~oomena basic Lo electronics. such 
cis disd,arecs, thermionir and rield emission, 
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pllol l•mp IPLECI A small lamp used l!l lndlca1c 
Jhal a circuit Is cner(l1zcd Also known as pilot 
ill# I 'Pl•l~I ,laml) I 

pilot llghl S,., p!lot lnmp ( 'pi,lot ,llt I 

PIiot motor I l!Lh'CI A sm;J II motor used In the 
,u1ommicconlrol ol an .,I .. r1 rlrcuucnt I 'nHoL 
,111M•~r I 
not rAlaylng IE1£q A sys1orn ro, protecting 

p ira11smlsslo11 conslstln~ of protective rel~ys at 
11nc 1erml11als and a communl<;auon ~'h~nnel 
be1wecn rel;iyi which Is used by the relays to 
determine ,r a fault rs wilhl11 1he prOlccted line 
sedlon, In wh,ch case all terminals ore tripped 
simultaneously at hi"h speed, 01 Olllsldc ll, In 
whlchcasetrtpplnR ls blocked I 'pT-l~L r<!,la-lo I 

plk>tsystem ICOMPV"SCII AsystcmforevaluotlnQ 
new procedures ror handllnR data In which a 
sample tl\at ,s representallve 01 lhe Clald 10 IJC 
handled Ts PIOct.'SSed I 'pl-lot ,sls•lom I 

pilot 1ost 1co~P1JT scI1 A 1est of a «impute, 
system under 011er.nlng condlllon• and In the 
environment ror which the system was designed. 
1 'pilol ,1c,st I 

pllol Iona ICONt,,1\/N I Single lreque11cy trensmll• 
t~d over a channel to operate an alarm or 
autorr1Rt1ccontrol ( 'p1, l~t ,tbn I 

pllol wire regulator jCONT svsr Au1omatlc device 
fl,i controlllnB adjustable gains or losses 11sso
clated with transmission clrculls lo compensate 
ror tmnsrnlsslon changes caused by temperijture 
,mlanons, t~e control usually dopcndln~ upon 
the resistance of a conductor or pilot wire havlns 
,ub&anlially 11e same temI>eraturc conditions 
as 1he condut1or; or the circuits being rel!IJlated. 
f 1pi•i.1l jwir 1reg·Y.>1U\d•'1r} 

PIM Sr, personal rnrormallon manager. I :pc 
:rem orplrn I 

pl mode IF,t,EC1RI or a magne11on. the m<)de of 
opera1Ion for vhlch the phases of the fields of 
suc:cesslvu ano:!e cpcnlngs faclns the lnlematon 
space dlfferbypl radians. ( 't>i ,mM I 

pin IELECTRI A terminal on an electron tube. 
scmtconducwr, ln1egrated circuit, plu11, or tX>n• 
nector Also tn(lwn as base pin, pronii. ( pin I 

pinch effect 1~uc1 Manifestation of t he mag• 
nelic self-attraction or parallel electric curren1s. 
such os constriction of Ionized gas in a discharge 
!Ube. or const:lctlon of molten mcral through 
which a large current Is flowlnR Also known as 
cylindrical pinch, maaneUc pinch, rheostrlction. 
( 'pinch l,!ckt I 

pincll-off vouaga IEl.llCTRI Of a field-effect mm
slsto,. the voltage at which the currcnr flow 
bo1woen sou,ce and drain Is blocked because the 
channel belween Lhese electrodes Is completely 
depleted 1 ',lnd1 ,61,vOl•lli I 

pinch resistor IELEC<RI A si licon integra1ed
circuil resistor produced by diffusing an •·type 
layer over a r•type reslS1or. this narr1.>ws or 
plnd1cs the rcsistiv~ channel, thereby Increasing 
the resistance ,alu• f 'pinch rl'zls,lor I 

pinch roller fa..,CTRI A small, freelyturnlngwhe..l 
that presses the magnetic tape agalnsl lhe 
caJJStan In ordc!r to move the 1we. I ' flinch 
,r6,lar I 

4'31 

pipelining 

pincushion dlstor lion I1'1-EC"rkl Disw,W:>n In 
which all lour sides c,/ ~ •lc<>o lm6C,, are Ct,nawe 
tcu1ving 1nwardJ I 'pln,ku~h-~n <li,s16r shM I 

pin diode (ELl!.C'ml A d\odeconslstlnuol a s1licun 
waler coma1nin11 nuarly equal p 1ype anrf •· 
type impurities. wrth adn11r>nalp-type Impurities 
dilfused from one side ;rnrt adrllllo11dl rHYti•' 
lmpun1les lrom the other side. 11,1, leMes • 
IIMl1lly uu1,,,.I Intrinsic layer in the middle. w act 
as a dleloctrk.: ba.rner bet v.een ihe n-I ype and p· 
typ~ regions. Also known a, power diode ( 'pin 
'di,Od I 

plno-treo army lot.E:CTROMIGI Array of dipole nn· 
1ennas aligned in a veriicd plane ~nown as lhe 
radiating curt.aln. behind which isa pJrallel amw 
of dlpole anwnnas ro,mln~ a reflccllng curtain 
I 'pTn ,tr! , ,ra I 

pl nelWOl'lt IeI ECI An clooflcal network WhlCh 
has 1hree Impedance branches connected In 
series to form o ~loscd drc'Ull with rhc lhrcc 
lunctlon points rormln~ an output Lerrnlnal, an 
Input terminal, and iJ common outpul and Input 
tcrmrnal I 'pl ,net·,w,rk I 

pin-feed prlnler ICOMPUT$nl A GOmputer printer 
In which the paper Is allijnl>d and advanced bf 
protrusions on two wheels which engage evenly 
spaced holes along Ihe t!dges ol lhe paper 
Also known as trauor-let:d p1ln1cr I 'pin :1M 
'prlnnrl 

ping I rucrHf A so11lc or ult·asonlc pulse sent out 
by an echo-ranglr1Q sonar. I pio ) 

pinger f&NG ACOOSI A b.ltC,Y•powcrecl, low-
energySDIJrc~ for an echo,ounne1 ( 'I11u ~• I 

ping.pong I COMMUN I To s,.,llch a 1ran,mtsslun 
so that It 1r.ivels In the Ol)P<'1Slrc direction. 
l<:OM1>vr SOI The rlfOIIJamming teclrnlQue of using 
two rr>,ijn<.'li, tanc units fot m11ltirlc 11:!el files and 
swlu:hlne aurnmaHally betwoon the two unlls until 
1hc<X1mpietefllelsr,rOCCSS<;d ( 'plo,t>llu I 

pin Jack 11!1.0CI Single conductor tack having an 
opening ro, the Insertion cl a plug or very small 
diameter I 'pin ,lak I 

pin Junclfc,n I£1.ECrHI A semloondu<tor device 
havtnQ three regions: p•rype Impurity, inl1insic 
(elcctrlca(ly purel, and n•lypc Impurity I 'pin 
,lo9k,shon I 

plnout IELE.CTRI A Qraphic or text description ol 
the function of eleelronlc signals transmitted 
throuch each pin and receptacle in a connector 
I 'pln,aut I 

PIOCS ICCMl'\11 scrl An extunsluo ol the- hard
ware, cr.mstltutlngan interfacebctween prowarns 
and data ch~nnels: opposed to LIOCS. IOijla.r I In• 
puVoutpul.con1rofsy,;tcm :>erlvecl lrom physical 
lopur/ou1pu1 conuol sys1cn f 'pi,ttks I 

ptp S..1 blip ( pip I 
pipe ICOMWT SOI Any software-conlrolled tech

nique lor trnnsrerinn data rrom one proQram or 
tasic1Danll\he1 durinN processlr1Q. I pip I 

pipelining ICC>MPLJT sc11 A p·ocedu,e for process
Ing lnstrultlons in a com?uter program more 
rapidly, In which each instr ,alo~ Is divided Into 
nume/ous small stages anfl a r>Ol>tl lnllnn of 
instructions are In v;.uious r,tages :-tt any given 
time. t 1plp11in i i) J 
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pipe-to-soil potential 

pipe-to-soil potential IELECI The voll;i~e poten• 
ti~] (emf )generated l>etwean a buried piµca11d its 
surroundln~ ~~,11. the resu lt or electrolyti< action 
urid a Cc.'IUJC of clcctrolvtic corroGion of the pipe 
I 'pi1> to :s611 p,,ten-ehol 1 

pi point IGLeO:I Frequency at which t he insertion 
phase shift of an el~ctrlc srructurt: is 180° or cm 
i nteerill mult1111P nl 1R0° I 'pi ,pc\int I 

pl secllon filler l fil.F.CI Ao electric tiller made oi 
several pi n€tworks connecterl in series l 1 pi 
,sek-sh~n ,r1l•L•r) 

piston IU.oOROM>GI A sl iding metol cylinder 
used in waveguides and cavities for tuning 
purposes or for reflecting essentially all of 
the lncldenl energy Also known as plunger: 
waveguide p lJnger I 'pls·t•n I 

piston auenuator IELECtR<.>M~GI A mlcrowaveat
tcmuator l1lserte<l in a waveguide to introduce 
an amount of attenuation lhal can be varied 
by movinR an output coupling device alon~ ils 
longitudinal axis f 'pis-tan a'len-ya,wad-ar} 

pitch 1cor-.rur SCII '11le distance between the 
centerlines ol adiacent rows of hole positions in 
punched paper tape. I pich I 

pitch-row ICOMPUr SOI The distance between 
two adjacent l1oles in a paper tape I 'Pich ,ro) 

pi-T transformation St, Y-della transformation 
( :pi 'te 1tran2•for11M•sh~n I 

pixel jCOMPU'" SCII The smallest part o f an elec· 
tronlcally coded picture imaRc. IEctcrn1 The 
smallest addressable element In an electronic 
display: a short form for picture element Also 
known as pel I plk'sel J 

PL/1 ICOMl'Ul sc,i A multipurpose programming 
language, de,eloped by IBM for the Model )60 
systems, which can be used for both commcrdal 
and scien tific awllcat lons, 1 :p~:e1•w~n J 

PLA s,, programmed logic array 
placeholcler ;c'OMPUT SCI I A section of computer 

stor.age rese·ved tor Jntormat1on that will be 
provided late- I 'p las,hOl·dar I 

plaintext ICO•MUN I The form of a messaee in 
which it c.in be generally understood, before it 
has been transformed by a code or cipher into a 
form in which it can be read only by those p rivy 
10 the secrets of the cipher. ICOMPUl' sell Dal a 
that are lo be encrypted I 'pl~n,tekst I 

plain vanilla Sre vanil la I 'plan v,'nil•o ) 
planar area IC0MPUT SCI} In computer graphics, 

an object wi~h boundaries. such as a circle or 
polygon. f 'pl.'.ln or ,er t n I 

planar array IELECTRI An array of ultrasonic 
transducers that can be mounted In a single plane 
or sheet, to permit closer conrormation with the 
hull desi~n d a sonar-carrying ship. ( 'p l~•nor 
~:ra J 

planar-orrav antenna I El.£CTROMAG I An array an
tenna In which the centers of the radia!'1ng 
elemenls are all in the sam~ plane { 1pla-nar 
ri:ra an'ten•a • 

planar ceramic tube I i:1,ecm I f.lecl ron tube hav
ing parallel planar elect rodes and a ceramic 
envelope { 'pla•nar s~:ram•lk 1ltib l 

planar device IELECTRI A semiconductor device 
havingplana, clect·ro<les in parallel planes, made 

by allernate di ffusion o f /'' ond tt·lYPo irnpurltic 
into a substrate. { 1p~·"lm di.vis J s 

plonor diodo [Ol.ft-rRI A d iode havln~ plana, 
electrodes In pm;illcl 1,1bnc,; I 'pl~ nor 'rli 0d 1 

plnnar photodlodo IF.tHTR I /\ vocw,n phoic.it. 
(Kio COl1$1Sl In~ simr,tv or a ph<>1ocath\Xf!l ,lnrl ln 
ancKle; li~ht on1e<S throut11,a window seal!'<l inio 
lhe h,,~l!, htihlnd rhe 1~101\lC~th(ide ( 'pl1 •• , 
!ll'.ld,ii'd1,(ld I 

p lanar process tr.NC[ /I slllex>n•Lronsi:.to, man
uraaurlng proces~ In whld1 a rmcthma1. 
111lt1omc1er•lhkk oxide kiyer ls grown on as,llcon 
substrate." series or etd lng ancl d1tlusion stei,s 
Is then used to produce lhc t1anr,ls1or inside 1he 
silicon substrate. I 'pla n~r ,pr/1-s•~ J 

planar transistor IELECTRI A lranslsto, cons
tructed by an etching a11cl dilfusic>n technique 
In whld1 the )unction is never ex()Os«I during 
pro~cssln11, and !he junct1Jns reach t11c su~;i,;e in 
one plane: characterized b1· very low le;ikage cw rent 
{Ind relatively high gam [ 1pla n;;,r l ran1tis•t?r} 

plane IELEC~I Screen of map,nelic co1es, plane, 
a1e combined to lorm stacks, I plan I 

plane earth IELCO<0MACI ~ rth chat is cMsid
ered tobe a plernesurfacea:'i, used in ground-w;we 
ca lculations I '1)tan ,or h ) 

plane-earth atlenuation IELF.GR0MAGI Attenua. 
lion of on eleoromagneric wa11c ,wet Jn imper
fectly conducting plane earth in ~xcess of that 
over a perrectly canducling plane I 'pl~n ,octh 
a.tcn,yn1wa,shan I 

piano of polarization IF.L~L'l'R0MACI Plane con
taininM the electric vector and the direction of 
propagation o l el~-ctromagnetlc wave. I 'pl!n 
ov ,pO•la,r,~ha.shan f 

piano polarization s .... ti i,cc.r polaliz,1tion I 'plan 
,p0•lo-t3'Ui•shan I 

plane-potarlzed wave IELE("TR<lM<GI ;\n clectr<>
magnetlc wave whose electric Held vector <d ;ill 
times hes 1n a f1Xed plane that contiilns the d1• 
rectlon of p ropa~atton through a h,,mor,eneous 
isotroµic medium I 'plan :po la,rizd ,wav I 

plane reflector Se, passi,e reflector I 'plan ri 
:rtek•tor I 

planetary wave See long wave I 'plan•a,ter·e 
'w~v I 

planlgraphy s,, sectlonal rad iography I pl• 
'nlg•r3·f~ J 

planoconvex spotlight I F.1.ec1 A light that can be 
used as a sharply definej svotli~ht or for solt· 
edged lighting; r:m~c• in 'Jower from 100 to 2000 
watts I ipla-nO'kan,vcks 'spat,hl I 

plan position Indicator I REC-TRI A radardisplayin 
wh lch echoes f1om various targets a1~.ea1 as bri\iht 
spots ot the same localicn~ as lhe)I would on ~ 
cirruk,r m.ip of the area rein~ scanned. the radar 
antenna betne ar the cent~r of the "'•IJ v,ulati<>" 
of the plan ooslt ion indicator format i net udc limited" 
sector display with the ra.Ja1 lou,tion olfsel lrorn 
the center arprOj)rtately. the oricot,,ti<m lo true'" 
magnetic north c:>r the rad,r-vehicle heading at the 
top,andsoon AbbreviatedPPI [ 1pl:1n p~1zish ,n 
'in•Ui:t,kad•ar 1 

plan position Indicator repeater 1u~cr•I l/nil 
which repeals a plan position indic/Jlor \f'PII 
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11.stccrlng microwave orray I ELl'CTROMAGI An 
'°antenna array used with cle'1ronlc circuitry thil\ 

senses the phase of incoming pllO( signals and 
paslll<'ns the~nlenna beam 111 their dlrooton or 
anivttl I •1;,,~lf l:E;t ir-lo 1111i-hO,w~v -.,1r5 I 

011 •• yncnronoue devlco S,'t ~ynchro. I :seJr 
9 

lsill-kr,•n• ~ di',is I 
sen-iiynchrnnous repeater Stt synchro, 1 lselr 

•siu-kr~-n~• ri'ped-ar I 
.~11-test s,,self-rlk1"nos1lcroullnc I 'self ltcst I 
self-triggering program ICC,MPUT SOI A com

J)llt,cr pr('llmm which automatically commences 
ei ecutle>o as roon as It Is fed Into the ccn1ral 
p,,:,cess]nQ unit I :seir :tne•••rio 'prO-cr,m I 

self•Wning regulator ICOr<T SYSI A t1•1>e or adnp
tive control system composed of two loops, an 
inner loop whl,h consists of rhe process and an 
ordinary linear fceoback regulator, and an outer 
;oopwhich is composed of a recursive parameter 
cr.t lrll'ltor and a desl~n calculation. and which 
adjusts the parameters of the regulator. Abbrevi
ated :;TR. I :selr :1un,i1J '1eg-ya,IM,ar I 

salsyn &uynchro I 'sel-sln I 
selsyn genorator SU synchro transmitter. 

[ 'sel•sln , ]en-~,r~d•ar I 
selsyn mot·or Ste synchro receiver. I 'sel-sln 

,mod-or I 
selsyn receiver Se, :;ynchro receiver I 'sci-sin 

ri.se vor I 
~els)'n syst~m Sn <:ynchro r.::~tPm I '"pl .. ,in 

1sis·t~m J 
selysn tr3nsmltler Sr, synchro transmit ter 

j •~el-sin tranz.,mid,3r 1 
SEM Su scannin~ electron microscope. 
semantic analysis ICOMPUT SC'II A phase of nal· 

ural lanP,uagc processing, followi ng parsinc. 
that involves extraction of conte,:t.Jndependent 
zispects of D sente11ce·s met1nlng, Including 
the semantic roles ol entilles ment ioned i n 
the sentence, and quantification information. 
sucl1 as cardiMliry. iteration, and dependency 
I si'man•tik ;>

1n::il•a•s:;1s I 
semantic error ICOMPUT sc11 The use of an In

correct symbolic name in a computer program 
I s1'man·tik 'er-01) 

semantic extension ICOMPVT sc1) An extension 
mechanism which introduces new kinds of ob· 
iects into an extensible language, such as ad· 
ditional data types or operations. I sl'man·tlk 
ik'ste n shan I 

semantic gap fCOMPUT sell The difference be
tween a data or language structure and the 
objects that it models I sl'man-tik 'gap I 

semaphore fCOMP\/r sco l A memory cell that is 
sha,cd bv two para I lei processes which rely on 
••ch o ther for thci rco11tinued Of)eration. and that 
provides an elementary form of communication 
between them by indicating when significant 
events have la~.cn place [ 'sem ~.ror ] 

semla lgorithm ICOMPU7 sci I A procedure for solv
in~ a problem that will continue endlessly if 
the problem has no solut,on I ,sem-~'al-~a 
,rilb_-om ) 

semiconductor laser 

semiautomatic telephone system !COMMUN 

Telephone system th•t limits automatic clial inG 
to on ly 1hose subscribers who arc sc,veo by 
the Silme exchance as the clllling subscriber 
f :sem,C,('ld.::,1mad,i~ 'tel,o/On ,"I~ t~m l 

s&mlconductlng compound 1,01 m sr,,TF I A 
compound which Is a semiconductor. , t1<:h as 
~·or,per oxi<le. mercury iridium lclluride, 2inc 
sulfide, cadmium selenide. and magnesium 
iodide. I :sem-i-kon:d~k ti o 'kam,paund I 

semiconducting crystal Isouo STAT~! A crystal 
of a semiconductor, such as silicon, germanium. 
or gray tin l :sem•i•brn:@k•ti1J :krist-al J 

semiconductor IELECIRI A solid crystalline ma
lcrial whose conductivity is intermediate be· 
tween th~l of a metal and an insulator anti may 
depend on temperature or voltage: by makin~ 
suitable contacls to the material or by mrik1ng 
the material suitably inhcmogcnous. electrtcal 
rcctific~tion and amplification may be obtainerl 
{ lsem•I kanldak,tar I 

semiconductor device IELECTRI r:lectro11ic de· 
vice in whkh the characteristic distlncuishin~ 
electronic conducUon takes place within a semi· 
conductor I :sem•i•konldok•tor dl,vis l 

semiconductor diode I ELECTRI 1. A two-
electrode semiconductrn device that uli lizes ~he 
rectifying properties of a P" juncti~s or a point 
contact 2. More genera lly. any tw,Herminal 
electronic device th:'lt utilCZGG t tHi proper'lic!:: l'f 
the semiconductor from which it is constructed 
Also known as crystal diode: crystal rectifier: 
diode ( lsem,i,k-,nldak-t=ir 'cill>d 1 

semlconductor-<llode pararne1rlcamplifler I cLsCr• I 
Parametricampll tier using one or more varnctl\rs 
I lsem-i k,mldak,tar :dr10d ipar•;llme-trik 'am pl~ 
,fi,or I 

semiconductor disk ICOMPUT sr11 A large semi• 
conduclor mcrnoJY that imitates a disk drive in 
that t he operating system •:an rcad and write to 
it as though i t were an ordinary disk. bLII at a 
much faster rate Also known as nonrotat ine dis~ 
I 'sem-i•kon,dok•tor ,disk I 

semiconductor doping See doping I :sem+kon 
ldok,tor 'dop•io I 

semiconductor heterostructure IF.1.ccr•I A 
structure of two di fferent semiconductors in 
luoction contact having useful electrical or 
electroaptical characteristics nol achievable 
In either conductor sei.xirately: used in certain 
types of lasers and solarcells I :sem·i-~an:dak· 
t~r 1hcd a r6,:-;tr,>k•char I 

semiconductor junction I cLEtTRI Region of 
transition between semlcoM uctln~ regions of 
dlfferent electrical propertiPS. u.;1mlly hPIWPP.n 

p-lype and ,H yµc materietl I :sem-i-kon:d3k·t.'.lr 
, l•ok-shon J 

semiconductor laser IOPTICSI A laser in wh ich 
slimula1ed emission of coherent light OC<.:urs at a 
p11 junction when clectroris and holes arc driven 
Into the Junction by carrier lnleclion. elecLron · 
beam excitation, impact io1ization, optiatl exci
tation. or other means: used as lieht transmitters 
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sos 

SOS !COMMUN I The distress signal ,n rac1io
lcle~raphy, consisting of the letters S. 0. anct s 
of the inlern.ational Morse code 

~md RnalyzAr fr-.Nr.l An in5trurn~nc wbi,:h 
measures che amounl of sound energy in variow; 
flequcncy bands: it generally consists of a set of 
fixed electrical filters or a tunable electrical filte,, 
along with asSO<;iated ampllllers and a meter 
wl1Jd1 indit:,,t~s Ll,c filter output. I 'saOnd ,an,o 
1 iz,Jr } 

sound board ico,.,,,iiu-r :JcrJ An adapter which 
provides a compute,. with the capabillly of 
reproducing and recording digitally encoded 
sound Also known as audio adapter; sound card 
I 'saim ,bord I 

sound card Se1 sound board I 'saun kard I 
sound carrier !COMMUN I The analog television 

t"Orric-r thn.t ir.: frcqucncy~modul~ted b}' the cound 
PC>llionof a television p1ogram; the unmodulated 
center frequency of the sound carrier is 4 5 mega
hertz higher than the video carrier frequency for 
the same Lelevis1onchanncL I 1saUnd 1kar-e,;,r} 

sound channel 1Et.£CTRI The series of stages that 
handles only the sound signal in a television 
receiver. I 1saUnd ,chan•~I) 

sound filmstrip fENG ,cous1 A filmstrip that h,.,, 
accompanying sound on a separate disk or tape, 
wh ich is manually or automatically synchronized 
with projection of the pictures in the st1ip 
f 1~0Uncl 1film1stri[) l 

sound gate fENG ACOUSI The gate through which 
film passes in a sound-film projector for con
ve1s1on o( the sou11d track into audio-frequency 
signals that can be amplified and reproduced 
I 'saund ,g~t I 

sound head I ~NG ACOUSI 1. The section o( a 
sound motion picture proiector that converts the 
phc1tographlcor magnetic sound track 10 audible 
sound signals, 2. In a sonar system. thecyli ndrl
wl l..\.J1lldit1~1 frn th~ ltd11~111itli11'1":: µ1c..Jit:\..lu 1 ,.m<l 
the receiving hydrophone I 'saund ,hed J 

sound-level meter !ENGi Ao instnument used to 
neasure noise ancl sound levels In a specified 
n11nncr. the m~ler msy be <.:alibrated in decibels 
or volume units and includes a microphone, 
an amplifier, an output meter, and frequency-
weighting networks I 'saund ilev,ol ,med•or) 

sound navigation and ranging SM sonar 
1 'saund ,nav·o'g~•shan on 'ranj•ilJ I 

sound-powered telephone leNG ACOUSI A tele
phnnr. nJ'l4'•r::::itine Pnl irf"ly nn ctirrrnt et\n~rated 
ti the speaker's voice, with no external power 
supply, sound waves cause a diaphragm to 
move a coil bar.k and forl h between the poles 
cl a powerful but small permanent magnet, 
generating the required audio-frequency voltage 
in the coll t 1saU11J :iMU·'dld •t~l•;.1,fUt1 t 

sound production IENG Acous1 conversion ol 
energy from mechanical or electrical into a<..'ous• 
t cal form, as in a siren or loudspeaker ( 1sallnd 
pa,dok·shan I 

sound reception IENG Acous1 Conversion or 
acoustical energy into another form, usually 
electrical. as in a microphone I 1st.Hind ri,sep 
shan I 

sound recording ff..NG ~('(JllSf The P<rct!ss 
recnrdlne sound sliznal< so they may be r.pr~ 
at ony suil6eqU<!llt limo!, as on o disk sound ''ad< 
m,~nctlcmpe ( 'saimd rl,f,6rd••o I ,Or 

sound-relnforCP.ment sy,;u,m IFNG ~tSI 11 
eler.uoolc rncans for dUQmcnlln~ rhc ">u"~ 
outpulof a speaker. s1n~c,, <11 muslc:,I lns11um~"t 
In cases where It Is either 100 weal to ~o hea, 
above the goneral ncilsc or too 1c:verberan1, t,.,81~ 
eleme,,ts or such e system ate mlo<>Ph<>nns 
ampllfit:J~ . .,.1..,fu,,1.: Lv11l1ut~, 1.111d luudsl~kers 
Also known as public adclre~~ sys1crn I 'saufl<I 
,r!•in'l6rs,m,nt ,sis tom I 

sound-reproducing system lf:~GACOOSI /\CQm. 
bl..atlon of transducing devices and a,;soc1.1rw 
equlµmcnt for picking up sound al une l0tallon 
and tlmeancrcp1oduclng llal the ~;,moo1 some 
oth~r IOC'.ill ioo.1nd .Jl thc~mcot uornc ltil~rllme 
Alsoknownasaudlosystcm, reproducingsystern 
sound system, I 'Sililnd ,re,pr~'r10s•lo ,~1,,torn j 

sound speclrograph ltNC •COUSI An ln,tn.,. 
mcnt t hat rerordsandanaly;ces the spectidl oorn. 
position or audible soun('I. I 'Sl\olnd 'spek,tro 
,gral l 

soundstrlpe ltNG ACl!USI A long,tudlnal stripe 
ol mag,1etk material placed on some <notion 
picture films for recording a magnetic soun,1 
track_ [ 'saund,strip l 

soulld system s,, sound-reproducing system 
t 'saund ,sls,:am I 

sound track JENG ACOlJSI A narrow banr1, usually 
along the margin or a sound film. th,n carries 
the sound record , ii may be a va,iable-width or 
variable-density optical track or a magnetic track 
I 'saund ,trak I 

sound transducer Stt? elcct:roacoustic transducer 
f 'saund tran:,dus•or I 

sound trap ICLFDRI A wave trap ,n an analoP, 
television re:eiver circuit lhat prevents sound 
~tgmtls fro1r, t:Hllt!ilng the plccure channels 
{ 

1sallnd ,lrop J 

source IEL~,I The circuit or device that supplies 
signal power or electrlc ener~y or chaf'~C to a 
tr6n~ducer or load circuit j~e<.:rnl The tc:rmi
nal In a field-effect tra11slstor from which majority 
carriers flow Into the conducting channel in t he 
semlconduct:lr material l s6rs } 

source address ICOMPUT S('lj The nrst address of a 
two-address lrstruL1ion (the sou11d ,Kktress is known 
as the destination address! I 's6rs 'ad,res l 

source code fCOMPUr sen The statements in 
which a computer program 1s 1n1t1ally wntten be
fore t ranslallon Into machine language I 's◊rs 
,kod I 

source data aulomatlon equipment ICOMPUT 
SCII Equipment (cmepl paper tape and magnetic 
tape ca11llttll'! tyµewrlle1s acquired scp;mrL~ly 
and not ope1ated in support of a computer) 
which, as a by-product of its operdl Ion, produces 
a record In a medium which is acceptable by 
automatic data-processing equipment I 'sells 
:dad-~ ,od·~•rna-sh;:,n i1kwiµ m~nt J 

source data capture l<:o•·.t>UT scr1 The proce· 
durcs for entering source data into a compuler 
system ( 'sors 'darl,a ,kap char I 
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frequency measured across a hybrid circu it joined 
lo a given tw::>~wire termination and balancing 
network i ltranZ:hi-br~d 1 10s I 

transient IP11VSI A pulse, damped oscillation, or 
other temporary phenomenon occurrln~ In a 
system prior to reaching a steady-state cond ihon 
I 'tranch-ont I 

transient analyzer ltLECTRI An analyier that gen-
1.!'JHlt:~ t1d11~it::nts i11 tl1{! furn, of a sui.:.u~~~ion 
of equal electric surges of small amplitude ancl 
adjustable wa·,eform, applies these transients to 
a circuit or device under tesl, and shows the 
resulti ng out~ut wavelorms on the screen of an 
oscilloscope j 1tn:mch,nnt ,Bn•Q,liz-ar I 

transient distortion IELECTRI Distortion due 
to inability to amplify translenls linearly 
f 'tranch-ant dl,stt\r·shan I 

transient phenomena IELECI Rapidly changing 
actions occurring in a circuit during the Interval 
between closing of a switch and settl ing to a 
steady-state condition. or any other temporary 
actions occurring after some change in a circuit 
( 'tranch ant fa,nam-a-na I 

transient program ICOMPur sc,1 A computer pro
gram that ls SH>red in a computer's main memory 
on ly while il is being executed. I 't ranch·ont 
'prO-grom I 

transient suppressor See surge suppressor 
{ 'tranch•:~mt s:>'pres,~r I 

translstance I ti.ECTRI The characteristic that makes 
possible the control of voltages or currents so as 
to accomplish gain or switching action in a circuit: 
examplesoftra,1sistanceoccurin transistors.diodes, 
and saturable reactors I tran'zls•tans I 

transistor IELlClRI An active component of an 
electronlc circuit consisting of a small block 
of semiconducting material to which at least 
three electrical contacts are made, usually two 
closely spaced reclifylngcontacts and one ohmic 
(nonrectifyingl contact: It may be used as an 
amplifier. detector. or switch. I tran'zis•tor I 

transistor ampllller IELF.C'l'k{ An amplifier In 
which one or more transistors provide ampil
fkatlon comparable to t hat of electron tubes 
I tran1zis•tar 1am pla,rT•ar I 

transistor biasing IELF.CTRI Maintaining a dirc(1· 
current voltage between the base and some other 
elemenl of a transistor f tran11is•t0r 1bi•~s•io I 

transistor characteristics I ELECTRI The values 
of the lmped,nces and Gains of a transistor 
I tran'zis•tar ,k~r•ik-to,ris•tlks I 

transistor chip lcLEC1"RI An unencapsulaled 
transislor of vc:ry small size used in microcircuits 
{ tran1zis•t:>r 1dlip I 

transistor circuit I EI.F.CTR I An electriccircuil in whidl 
a lransistorlscoonected { tran'zls•tor ,s3r,kat I 

transistor clipping circuit IELECTRI A circuit In 
which a transistor is used to achieve clipping 
action: the bias al the input is se\ at such a level 
that output current cannot now during a portion 
of the amplitude excursion o ft he Input voltage or 
current waveform [ tran'zis-tor'klip•iO ,sar-kot) 

transistor gain I£LECTRI The increase In slijnal 
power produo:!<l by a transistor I tran'zls•t~r 
,Han) 

transit-time mode 

transistor Input resistance IELECTRI The resis
tance across the input terminals of a tran
sistor stage Also knowr as Input resistance 
I tran1zis·tar 1in.pUI fi.iis•tans t 

transistor magnetic ampllller IELcCTRI A mag
netic amplifier toiiether with a transistor pream
plllicr, the latter used to m;,ke the signal strong 
enough to change the l lux in the core of the 
n,a~netic arnµlifie1 completely during a hall
cycle of the power Sllpplyvoltage I tran'zls,t•r 
mog1ned,ik 1am pla,fT ar) 

transistor memory St.-t semiconductor memory 
I tran'zls-tor ,mem-re I 

transistor radio (ELECTRI A radio receiver in 
which transistors are used in place of electron 
tubes { tran'zls-tor ,rad e-o I 

transistor-transistor logic IELECTR{ A logic cir
cuit containing two transistors. for driving large 
output capacitances at high speed Abbreviated 
T'L: TII,. I tran'zis-tor tran'zls-tor 'liii·ik I 

transition !COMMUN! Change from one circuit 
condition to the other; fo· example, the change 
from mark to space or from space to mark. 
I tran'zish •011 I 

transition element IELECTROMACI An element 
used to couple one type cf transmission system 
to another, as for couplin11 a coaxial line co a 
waveguide I tran'zish-on ,el•o•mont) 

transition factor See reflection factor { tran'zish-
on· ,fak•lor I 

transition function ICOMPUT scII A function 
which detetmlnes the next state of a sequential 
machine from the present state and the present 
input. I tran1zish-an ,fog<.·sh0n l 

transition loss IELOCI At a junction between a 
source and a load, the ratio of the available 

-power to the power delivered to the load 
I tran'ilsh•on ,16s I 

transltlon point IELECTROMACI A point at which 
the constants of a circuit change In such :i way as 
to cause reflection of a wave being propagated 
along the circui t I tran'ilsh•on ,p6int I 

transitron IELECTRI Thermionic-tube circuit whose 
action depends on the negative transconduc· 
tance of the suppressor srld of a pentc>de with 
respect to the screen grid I 'tlan-so,tran I 

transltron oscillator I £LECTRI A negative• 
resistance oscillator in which the screen grid Is 
more positi...,e than the anode, and a capacitor 
is connected between the screen grid and the 
suppressor grin: the suppressor arid periodically 
divides the current between the screen grid 
and the anode. thereby producing oscillation 
I 'tran-sg,tran •~s•3,lad,or I 

transit time IELF.CTRI The t ime required for an 
electron or other charge carrier to travel between 
two electrodes in an electron tube or transistor 
I 'trans-gt ,tTm I 

transit-time microwave diode I F.1.F.CTRI A solid
state microwave diode In which the transit time 
of charge carriers is shcrt enough to permit 
operation in microwave bands I ' t rans,gt ,tim 
1mj.krQlwav 1<Ji,OO I 

transit-time mode l~LEC-tRI A mode of operation 
of a Gunn diode In which a charge dipole. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 
GODO KAISHA IP BRIDGE 1, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
)      C.A. No. 16-290 (MN) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
DECLARATION OF SAMUEL E. JOYNER 

 
I, Samuel E. Joyner, make this declaration in support of IP Bridge’s Opening Claim 

Construction Brief and certify as follows: 

1. My name is Samuel E. Joyner. I am more than twenty-one years old, of sound mind, 

and fully capable of making this declaration. I am a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West 

Point, New York. Before attending law school, I served in the U.S. Army as an Airborne Infantry 

Ranger. I was honorably discharged from active duty service as a Captain. I have never been convicted 

of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude. I was conferred the degree of Doctor of 

Jurisprudence from The University of Tulsa College of Law in 2002, and I received my license from 

the State Bar of Texas in November 2002. I am a partner at the law firm of Shore Chan DePumpo 

LLP in Dallas, Texas, and counsel of record for plaintiff Godo Kaisha IP Bridge 1 in an action styled 

Godo Kaisha IP Bridge 1 v. Omni Vision Technologies, Inc., No. 1:16-cv-00290-MN-SRF, in the 

United States District Court for the District of Delaware. I have personal knowledge of the facts set 

forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto. 

2. A true and correct copy of each document identified in Exhibit A (attached hereto) is 

included in the Appendix in Support of IP Bridge’s Opening Claim Construction Brief. 
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2 
 
 

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the foregoing is true and 

correct to the best of my knowledge. Executed on September 14, 2018. 

 
 
      _______________________________________ 
      Samuel E. Joyner 
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Exhibit A 

 

Description App. 

US Patent No. 8,084,796 B2 to Mori, et al. App. 0001-0021 

April 6, 2011 Amendment in ’796 patent file history App. 0022-0029 

September 11, 2011 Notice of Allowability in ’796 patent file history App. 0030-0032 

US Patent No. 8,106,431 B2 to Mori, et al. App. 0033-0053 

December 15, 2010 Amendment in ’431 patent file history App. 0054-0063 

May 12, 2010 Amendment in ’431 patent file history App. 0064-0073 

September 30, 2011 Notice of Allowability in ’431 patent file history App. 0074-0076 

US Patent No. 8,378,401 B2 to Mori, et al. App. 0077-0099 

August 27, 2012 Amendment in ’401 patent file history App. 0100-0112 

November 14, 2012 Notice of Allowability in ’401 patent file history App. 0113-0115 

US Patent No. 7,436,010 B2 to Mori, et al. App. 0116-0137 

May 8, 2006 Amendment in ’010 patent file history App. 0138-0156 

October 24, 2006 Amendment in ’010 patent file history App. 0157-0174 

March 29, 2007 Amendment in ’010 patent file history App. 0175-0187 

September 24, 2007 Amendment in ’010 patent file history App. 0188-0201 

March 21, 2008 Amendment in ’010 patent file history App. 0202-0212 

US Patent No. 6,160,281 to Guidash App. 0213-0227 

US Patent No. 6,310,366 B1 to Rhodes, et al. App. 0228-0243 

US Patent No. 6,794,677 to Tamaki, et al. App. 0244-0264 

January 22, 2004 Amendment in ’677 patent file history App. 0265-0269 

US Patent No. 6,709,950 B2 to Segawa, et al. App. 0270-0308 

January 15, 2003 Amendment in ’950 patent file history App. 0309-0326 

October 24, 2003 Amendment in ’950 patent file history App. 0327-0338 
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November 6, 2003 Notice of Allowability in ’950 patent file history App. 0339-0340 

US Patent No. 6,538,324 B1 to Tagami, et al. App. 0341-0371 

January 28, 2002 Amendment in ’324 patent file history App. 0372-0378 

June 11, 2002 Response/Remarks in ’324 patent file history App. 0379-0382 

August 9, 2002 Amendment in ’324 patent file history App. 0383-0390 

September 10, 2002 Notice of Allowability in ’324 patent file history App. 0391-0393 

IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms, 1988 App. 0394-0409 

McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2004 App. 0410-0423 

Declaration of Samuel E. Joyner App. 0424-0427 
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1984 IEEE SOLID-STATE SENSOR CONFERENCE 
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Program Chairman 
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HIGH-DENSITY SOLID-STATE IMAGE SENSORS 

Timothy J. Tredwell 

Research Laboratories 
Eastman Kodak Company 

Rochester, NY 14650 

Abstract 

The most highly developed of solid-state sensors 
are visible image sensors. Visible image sensor arrays 
with more than a million picture elements and with 
noise levels in the tens of electrons have been devel
oped, In this paper the architectures of image sensors 
are reviewed, and the key issues are discussed. As an 
example of the present status of sensor technology, 
results on a 360,000-pixel charge-coupled image sensor 
are presented. 

Sensor Architectures 

The first visible image sensor array was reported 
in 1967 {1]. However, the development of present-day 
sensors occurred after the discovery of the charge
coupled device (CCD) in 1970 12], The first appli
cations for solid-state sensors were in military and 
commercial systems. Most of these sensors were linear 
arrays. More recently, area arrays have been developed 
for consumer applications. owing to the continuing 
development of process technology for silicon inte
grated circuits, the cost of solid-state imagers is 
rapidly becoming competitive with the electron-beam
scanned camera tubes such as the saticon. Sensor 
arrays with 180,000 pixels are in production, and 
arrays with 360,000 pixels are in advanced develop
ment. The advances in silicon VLSI technology that 
made large-area arrays feasible have also made possible 
linear arrays with up to 5732 elements [3,4], high
sensitivity time-delay-and-integrate (TDI) scanners 
[5], very high-frame-rate imaging arrays for high-speed 
video photography [6], and very high-resolution arrays 
for astronomy (7]. 

An image sensor consists of photosensitive ele
ments that convert the incoming light to charge and 
readout structures that transfer the charge to the 
output. Three major classes of photosensitive elements 
are in wide-spread use: the photodiode, the photocap
acitor, and the photoconductor. The structure and 
band diagrams for these photosensitive elements are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The photodiode consists of a 
p-n junction. Usually the implantation for the 
photodiode is tailored to yield a high electric field 
from the surface to aid in c9llection of photoelec
trons generated near the surface, giving a high blue 
sensitivity. Owing to the low capacitance of the 
diode structure, the charge storage capacity of the 
photodiode is usually small. For image sensor array 
applications, the diode is usually fabricated in a p
well to reduce crosstalk and blooming. A variant on 

the photodiode is the p+-n-p photodiode IS], in which 

a heavily doped p+ layer is placed near the surface 
and then-type layer is lightly doped and is fully 

depleted during operation. The p+n front junction 
results in a factor of 5 or more charge capacity, 
as compared to the normal photodiode, as well as 
reduced image lag. 

The photocapacitor consists of a thin polysilicon 
gate above an oxide. owing to the high optical absorp
tion of the polysilicon, the quantum efficiency is 
lower than in the photodiode, particularly in the 
blue. The photocapacitor is used most widely in the 
form of a frame-transfer CCD or the CID, although 
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photocapactor arrays have been used for very high
speed applications [6]. owing to the high capacitance 
of the MOS structure, the photocapacitor has the 
highest charge of all the photosensitive elements. 

Recently, there has been great excitement over 
the development of photoconductive films such as 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-si:H) [9]. These 
films, deposited on top of an interline or X-Y-ad
dressed diode array, result in a vertical integration 
of sensors. The a-Si:H photoconductors consist of a 
back contact (such as aluminum) that contacts the 
diode in the underlying array, an a-si: H layer~ 1 µ m 
thick, and a transparent top electrode. The photo
conductor is biased to complete depletion. Photo
generated carriers are swept out of the photoconductor 
and stored in the underlying diode. The photoconductor 
offers high quantum efficiency, very high area utiliza
tion, and internal antiblooming. 

The major classes of readout architectures for 
image sensors are the frame-transfer ccp [10,12], the 
interline-transfer CCD [13-16], and various x-Y-ad
dressed MOS photodiode arrays (6,9,17-20] (Fig. 2). 
The frame-transfer CCD consists of an illuminated 
imaging area with vertical registers to integrate and 
transfer the charge, a storage register to store the 
charge during readout, and a horizontal transfer 
register. For television applications both the image 
and storage areas store one field (242 lines for NTSC 
television). Vertical interlacing is accomplished by 
integrating under different electrodes during the two 
fields, accomplishing a half-pixel shift in the rela
tive position of the pixel. Frame-transfer CCD's have 
been constructed with two and three levels of poly
silicon as well as with one level of polysilicon in 
virtual-phase CCD's [10]. Since the entire pixel area 
is photosensitive, the quantum efficiency is very 
high. However, absorption of blue light in the poly
silicon electrodes reduces the blue efficiency. At 
the end of each field, the integrated charge must be 
transferred from the image to the storage register. 
This transfer, which typically requires almost a 
millisecond, results in some vertical image smearing 
owing to the very low capacitance of the CCD output 
(<40 fF); the CCD has very low noise and hence very 
good low-light-level performance. output noise values 
of <SO rms electrons at video rates have been reported. 

The interline CCD imager consists of vertical CCD 
registers used for charge transfer and photodiodes for 
light sensing and charge storage. For NTSC television 
there would be 484 diodes vertically and 242 stages of 
the CCD shift register. At the end of one field the 
charge from the top diode in each stage is transferred 
onto the vertical CCD register, while in the other 
field the charge from the bottom diode is transferred. 
The vertical registers are optically shielded with 
aluminum. OWing to the separation of light-sensing 
and charge-transfer functions, the photodiode typically 
occupies only 25-40\ of t~e cell area. This results 
in a lower overall quantum efficiency as compared to 
the frame-transfer CCD. However, use of photoconduc
tive layers overlying the sensor could greatly reduce 
this disadvantage. 

The unit cell of MOS X-Y-addressed imagers con
sists of a photodiode (or photocapacitor),· a transfer 
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gate, and a diffusion contacted by a metal signal 
line, The transfer gates are addressed by a vertical 
scan generator, usually a dynamic shift register, 
which addresses each row sequentially. Horizontal 
charge readout may be accomplished with horizontal 
signal lines connected to the vertical signal lines by 
FET switches controlled by a horizontal scanner. 
Other X-Y-addressed arrays utilize a CCD for horizon
tal readout. owing to the use of a metal signal line 
instead of a CCD for vertical transfer, the MOS array 
has a larger fraction of each pixel devoted to the 
photodiode, resulting in higher quantum efficiency. 
The MOS array is also simpler to manufacture. However, 
the sensitivity of the MOS imager at low light levels 
is severely constrained by the KTC and the pattern 
noise of the high-capacitance horizontal and vertical 
signal lines. Although the use of a horizontal CCD 
reduces the horizontal readout noise, the KTC noise 
of the vertical signal lines results in a factor of 10 
higher noise than the interline CCD readout. 

A 360,000-Pixel Solid-State Image Sensor 

Sensor Design 

As an example of the performance of present solid
state sensors, a 360,000-pixel charge-coupled image 
sensor will be described [11]. The sensor is used for 
imaging color photographic negatives on television, 
which places some unique demands on a solid-state 
sensor. These include wide dynamic range, low pattern 
noise, high resolution, and excellent color reproduc
tion. 

The sensor architecture is shown in Fig. 3a. The 
sensor consists of a four-phase CCD image area, dual 
two-phase horizontal registers, and separate output 
amplifiers for each of the three colors. During the 
vertical retrace interval the photographic negative is 
illuminated, The vertical clocks are held constant to 
integrate the signal charge. At the end of the 
vertical retrace interval the signal is read out. A 
row at a time is transferred into the horizontal 
registers. The charge from columns with green color 
filters is transferred to the top register, while the 
charge from the alternate columns with red and blue 
color filters is transferred to the bottom register. 
The dual horizontal register design was required to 
achieve the 12"1,(m horizontal column spacing without a 
third level of polysilicon, The horizontal registers 
are read out at a 7.15 MHz pixel rate. The charge is 
sensed by floating diffusion outputs and buffered by 
dual-stage buried-channel source followers.· The use 
of dual-stage source follower~ allowed optimization of 
the first stage for low input capacitance and the 
second stage for high drive current. The use of the 
buried-channel FET design reduced low-frequency (1/f) 
noise. 

A photomicrograph of the image sensor is shown in 
Fig. 3b. The image area is 8.8 mm (H) x 6.6 llUII (V). 
A schematic of the pixel is shown in Fig. 3c. The 
channel-stop region is 2 µm wide, and the buried 
channel is lOµm wide. The gate oxide under both

0
the 

first and second polysilicon electrodes was 1600 A 
thick to maximize optical transmission in the blue. 
The p~lysilicon layers were both 1700 A thick. 
Source-drain regions were formed by shallow arsenic 
implantation to minimize short-channel effects in the 
output structure. 

Spectral Response 

In a color image sensor in which the photosensi
tive area is fully covered by polysilicon, careful 
choice of the polysilicon thickness is required to 
achieve adequate transmission in the blue·while 
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maintaining sufficiently low resistance to transfer 
charge vertically. Figure 4a shows the optical absorp
tion coefficient of polysilicon as a function of 
wavelength. Figure 4b shows the measured spectral 
response of the sensor along with the response calcu
lated from the known layer thicknesses and the optical 
constants. At wavelengths below 500 nm the response 
is dominated by optical absorption in the polysilicon 
electrodes. Between 500 and 800 nm the response is 
dominated by structure due to optical interference 
within the polysilicon and the gate oxide. Beyond 
800 nm the light is absorbed well below the silicon 
surface, and the spectral response decreases, owing 
to recombination of the photogenerated electrons. 

Organic color filter arrays are fabricated on top 
of the sensor in an R-G-B-G stripe geometry. The 
color filter arrays are processed by sequential coat
ing, patterning, and dyeing of special photoresists 
developed for this application. OWing to the narrow 
(2 µm) light-shield width, extreme resolution and 
sharpness requirements are placed on the resist mate
rials. The dyes for this color filter array were 
specifically designed for imaging photographic nega
tives. 

Charge Capacity 

Because of the large density range of photo
graphic negatives, a wide dynamic range is required in 
the sensor. There are two limitations to charge 
capacity in a buried-channel CCD: (l) the interaction 
between electrons and interface states at the Si-Sio

2 
surface and {2) the potential difference between well 
and barrier electrodes. Figure 5a illustrates the 
first limitation. The electrostatic potential and the 
electron density are shown as a function of depth for 
three different quantities of charge in the channel. 
As more electrons are added to the channel, the barrier 
to the surface decreases and the electron concentra
tion at the surface increases. Electrons can be 
captured at interface states when electrons come in 
contact with the surface. 

Owing to the narrow channel width, two-dimensional 
effects significantly reduce charge capacity. Figure 
Sb shows the electrostatic potential and electron 
distribution in two dimensions calculated by finite
difference techniques. The electron distribution is 
shown at the transition between buried- and surface-

1012 channel operation (¢CH - ¢s = 300 mV) for a 1 x 

cm-2 ouried-channel dose. The electrons occupy only 

the For a 2 X 1012 
center 4 µm of the 10"1,(m channel. 

cm-2 buried-channel dose with a significantly larger 
barrier between channel and surface, the electrons 
occupy the center 7 µm of the 10"1,(m channel. The 
barrier between the electrons in the channel calcu
lated as a function of the electron density is shown 
in Fig. 5c for two buried-channel doses using one- and 
two-dimensional models. Figure 6 shows the experimen
tally measured differential charge-transfer ineffi
ciency for the image area as a function of the number 
of electrons per pixel for the two buried-channel 

doses. The 1 x 1012 cm2 dose yields a capacity of 

2 X 10
12 cm2 dose 100,000 electrons per pixel, and the 

800,000 electrons, in good agreement with the two
dimensional model. 

The noise sources in this sensor include pattern 
and shot noise from dark current, output amplifier 
noise, and photosensitivity pattern noise due to the 
sensor and the color filter array. 
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The dark current in better sensors at room temp

erature was 5 nA/cm2 or 1600 electrons per pixel. 

Measurements of the dark current in test structures 
adjacent to the sensor as a function of gate voltage 
showed that surface generation accounted for 2.5 

nA/cm
2

, generation in the buried-channel implanted 

region for 1 nA/cm2 , generation in the unimplanted 

portion of the depletion layer for 0.5 nA/cm2 , and 

diffusion current for 0.1 nA/cm
2

• Comparison of test 
structures with and without channel stops indicated 
that the channel stops contributed an additional 

1 nA/cm2 to the overall dark current. Subsequent anal

ysis by transmission electron microscopy revealed 
dislocation loops 100 A in diameter in the

0
implanted 

region of the channel and precipitates 50 A in diam
eter in the channel-stop regions. 

The largest random noise source is the output 
amplifier at 200 rms electrons per pixel in a 3.5-MHz 
bandwidth. The output amplifiers are two-stage buried

channel source followers with sensitivity of 2 µv/ 
electron. Owing to the use of buried-channel transis
tors in the source follower and to double correlated 
sampling in the signal processing, the output ampli

fier noise is almost entireLy a result of thermal 
noise in these transistors. 

In Fig. 7 the signal and the noise from various 
sources are plotted as a function of the density of 
the photographic negative. The largest noise source 
is the output amplifier noise at 200 rms electrons per 

pixel. The dynamic range of the sensor is 70 dB. 
This exceeds the dynamic range required for imaging 
photographic negatives. 
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PHOTO DIODE PHOTOCAPACITOR 
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Fig. l Cross-sections and band diagrams of photosensitive elements: (.a) photo-

diode, (bl photocapacitor, {c) photoconductor 
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Fig. 2 Architectures of major sensor designs: (a) frame-transfer CCD, (bl interline-
transfer CCD, (c) MOS diode array 
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3B 

Fig. 3. (a) Design of image sensor. 
Sensor has 740 columns horizontally with 
R-G-B-G stripe color filter pattern. 
Vertical registers are four-phase 
C.C.D.'s; horizontal registers are two
phase. 

(b) Photograph of sensor chip. 
Image area is 8.8 mm (H) x 6.6 mm (V). 

(c) Design of image area. 
Width of column is 12 µ.m, including 2 µ.m 
channel stops. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Absorption coefficient of 
polysilicon phosphorus doped at yarious 
concentrations. 

(b) Measured and calculated 
spectral response of sensor. 
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electron distribution for different quan
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(b) Electrostatic potential and 
electron distribution in two dimensions 
for 10 µrn wide buried channel. 

(cl Potential barrier between 
buried channel and surface as a function 
of electron concentration for two buried
channel doses. Results of one- and two
dimensional models are shown. 
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Fig. 7. Signal and noise as a function 
of the density of the photographic nega
tive. Dynamic range of the sensor is 
70 dB. 
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42 

rooked. 2. detennlned; 
talent. 

nake numb. 2. to make 

n. a colorless, llamma
·om coal tar: used In 
,!vent. 
'), v.t. 1. to dispose of 
• to hand down. 
: act of bequeathing. 2. 

-rat-Inc. to scold; re

mber or any or a group 
the_ group of languages 

d or -n,ft. -reav•lnc. 1. 
esp. by death. 2; to de-

-be-ruvelment. n. 

less cap. 
disease caused by a de• 
to paralysis and emacla· 

, n. a part or the N Pa· 
a. 
,nnecting the Bering Sea 

In W Callfomla. 102,724. 
,. a synthetic radioactive 
)7. 
I of Germany. J,121.000, 
~m zone (Welt Berlin) 
rlln). 
• a group of British Is· 
IO. -Ber•mu"dan, Ber• 

with a pl. v.) shorts ex-

n. the capital or Swltzer-

1rah, 164S-192J, French 

•.. -rled, -ry•lnc. -n. 1, 
y fruit, as the strawbeny, 
wheal. -v.l. 3. to gather 
like', aqj. 
aq/. vlolenUy or destruc
rr frenzied warrior = ber-

: sleeping space, as on a 
3ce allotted for a ship to • 
,; poslllon. -v.t. 4. to al
e Into a berth. -Idiom. 
, keep a careful distance 

varieties or which are val
berylllum. 
a hard. llght metallic el• 
alloys to reduce fatigue. 

t. no.:4. 
'·• -■ouaht or -■-eched, 
sk eagerly (for). -be
•IY, adv. 
Mina. 1. lo attack on all 

or at the side of; near. 2. 
1: beside the point. 4. BE• 
5. be11de ont1Hlf. frantic; 
e prepositional meanings 
BESIDES Is preferred, esp. 

: furthennore. 2. In addl-
•rep. 4. In addlllon to. !S. 
·e besides me. --U■a1e. 

god, -sie1•lnc. 1. to Jay 
. 3. to Importune, as with 

smear. 
to soll; sully. 
im, esp. one or brush or 

~. -■ot-ting. 1. to stupefy 

. 43 

with. drink. 2. to make stupid or foolish, esp. with Infat
uation. 

.be,IOU&frt (bl s6tl), V. a pl and pp. of BESEECH. 
beospat,ter (bl spaVar), v.t. to spatter. 

. beospNk (bl spi!kl), v.t., -■poke, -apo,ken or -spoke, 
""'811k•lns-. 1. to rese,ve beforehand. 2. to show; Indi
cate. 

.. best (best), a,[)., super/. of sood with better as com

. par. 1. or the highest quality or standing. 2. most ad
vantageous or suitable. 3. largest: the best part of a 
day. -adv., super/. of well with better as compar. 4. 
mqst excellently. !S. In or to the highest degree. -n. 6. 
someone or something that Is best. 7 . .salutations: 0/ve 
them my best. -v.t, 8. to get the better or; beat or sur

. pass. -Idiom. 9. at best. even under the most fa
. vorable circumstances. 10. set the belt of, a. to gain 

·. the advantage over. b. to defeat; subdue. 11. make 
, ~ belt.of. to cope with; accept. 
lies,tiat (beslchal, bes'-). adj. 1. of or having the fonn 
. or a beast. 2. brutal or Inhuman. -be■'tl•aVJ.ty 
· (-the al/J le), n. -besltlal-ly. adv. 
beslti•arly (-cite er'e), n.. pl. -ar•ln. a collection or 
· moralizing tales about real and mythical animals. 
. be-stir (bl slur'), v.t .. -ltlrred, -stlr-rlnc. to rouse to 
• acUon. 
bestl. man', n. the chief attendant of the bridegroom 
at a wedding. 

be-stow (bl slol), v.l to present as a gift; confer. 
'-be-1tow1a1, n. 

be-stride (bl slrid'), v.t., -strode or -ltrld, -strldoden 
or -strld. -strld•lnc. 1. to gel or be astride or. 2. to 
step over with long strides. 

beat'selller, n. a product, as a book, that among 
those or Its class sells very well al a given lime. 
-bfft'•Hli'lns. aqj, 

bet (bet), v .. bet or bet•ted. bet-tins. n. -v.t. 1. to 
Pledge (money, etc.) as a forfeit If one's forecast or a 
future event Is wrong. 2. to maintain as In a bet. -v.l. 

· ;3. to make a bet. -n. 4. a pledge made In belUng. !I. 
a thing pledged. 6. something bet on. 7. a per.;on or 

• . thing considered a good choice. 
. be-ta (balta; esp. Brit. be'·), n .. pl. -ta■• the second 

letter or the Greek alphabet (B, Pl, 
be-take (bl lllkl), v.t.. -took, -tak,en, -tak•lnc. to 
• cause (oneself) lo go. 
belta parlticle, n. an electron or positron emitted 

from an atomic nucleus during radioactive decay. 
b8'ta ray/, n. a stream or beta parUdes. 
be-tel (bel'I), n. an !last Indian. pepper plant. 
beltal nut', n. the seed or a palm, chewed In many 

tropical regions together with slaked llme and betel 
· leaves as a stimulant. 
. bite noire (bat' nwar', bet'), n., pl. blto1 noire■ 

(~V nwarz', bet'). a per.;on or thing Intensely disliked 
or dreaded, [ < f] 

_be-think (bl thlngkl), v.t.. -thousht. -thlnk•lnc. lo 
· cause (oneself) lo consider or recollect. 
Beth,ta-hem (beth/JI hem', -le am), n. a town In the 

West Bank. near Jerusalem: birthplace of Jesus. 
be-tide (bl Udl), v.t., v.l .. -tld•ed, -tld•lnc. lo happen 

(lo). 
b&timas (bl Umz'), adv. early; In good Ume. 

· be-to,ken (bl ti'i/kan), v.t. 1. to give evidence of; Ind!
. cate. 2. to portend. 

·beotray (bl Ira'), v.t. 1. to deliver or expose lo an en
emy by treachery. 2. lo be unfaithful or disloyal to. 3. 
-lo reveal (something meant lo be hidden). 4. lo seduce 
· and desert. -be•traylal, n. -t,e.trayler, n. 
be-troth (bl troth', -troth'). v.t. to promise lo give In 
marriage. -be-trothlal, n. 

baotrothecV, aqj, 1. engaged to be married. -n. 2. 
the per.;on to whom one Is betrothed. 

bet•ter (bel'ar), aclj.. compar. of sood with belt as 
· superl. 1. of superior quality or excellence. 2. of supe
rior sultablllty; preferable. 3. larger; greater. 4. Im
proved In health. -adv., com par. of well with belt as 
superl. !I. In a more excellent manner. 6. more com
pletely. 7. more: /Ives better than a mile away. -v.t. 8. 
lo make better; Improve. 9. lo surpass or exceed. -11. 
10. something that Is preferable. 11. Usu .. -ter■• those 
superior to oneself. -Idiom. 12. set the better of, 
.lo prevail against. 

betlter•ment. n. the act of bettering; Improvement. 
betltor or betlter, n. a per.;on who bets. 
be-tween (bl twenl), prep. 1. In the space separating. 

2. lntennedlate · lo In time, quantity, or degree, 3/ !Ink
ing; connecting. 4. by the common partldpaUon of: Be
tween us, ire can On/sh the Job. !I. distinguishing one 
from the other In comparison. 6. exlsUng confidentially 
for: We1I keep this between oursewes. -adv. 7. In the 
Intervening space or Ume. -Unse. BElWEEN vob ANO 
I, though occaslonally heard In the speech or educated 
persons, Is not the commonly accepted fonn. Since the 
pronouns are objects or the preposition BETWEE~, the 
usual fonn Is between you and me. See also AMONG. 

be-twixt' (·twlkstl), prep., adv. 1. between. -Idiom. 
2. betwixt and between, In a middle position. I 

bev,el (bevlal), n.. v.. -eled, -el-Ins or (esp. Brit.) 
-elled, -el-line. -n. 1. the lndlnation or angle that one 
llne or surface makes with another when not at! right 
angles. 2. an a<jjustable tool for laying out or measur
ing angles. -v.t. 3. to cut at a bevel. -v.l. 4. to slant; 
lndlne. I 

bevlel sear/, n. a gear meshing with a similar gear 
set at right angles. 

bev,er•ase (bevlar U), n. any drinkable liquid, esp. 
other than water. [ < Al', = bevre to drink ( < L b/bere) 
+ -ageJ I 

Qevlerly Hillal (bev'ar le), n. a clly In sw canromla, 
surrounded by the city or Los Angeles. 32,367. I 

bev,y (bevle), n., pl. -le■• 1. a group of birds, esp. 
quall. 2. a large group or collecUon. I 

be-well (bl wall), v.t. to express deep sorrow for; la-
ment. I 

ba-wera (bl war'), v.t.. v.l. to be wary, cautious, or 
careful (ol). I 

ba-wluod (bl wlgdl), aq/. wearing a wig. 
ba-wil•der (bl wll'dar), v.t. to confuse or puzzle com

pletely. -beowll'der•ment. n. 
be-witch (bl wlchl), v.t. 1. to affect by witchcraft or 

magic. 2. to chann; fascinate. -ba,wltch'lns•lyr1 adv. 
-beowltchlment. n. 

bey (bl!), n .. pl. bey■• (fonnerly) a title or res~t for 
Turkish dignitaries. . I 

ba-yond (be ondl), prep. 1. on, al, or lo the farlher 
side or. 2. more distant than. 3. outside the limits or 
reach of. --adv. 4. farther on or away. I 

bez•el (bezlal), n. 1. the diagonal race at the end or 
the blade of a chisel or the llke. 2. the part ofla cut 
gem above the setting. 3. a grooved rim holding a 
gem or watch crystal In Its setting. I 

bf or b.f., boldface. 
Bho,pal (bo pall), n. a city In central India. 672,000. 
Bhu•tan (boo tan'), n. a kingdom In the Himalayas, Ne: 
of India. I.400,000. -Bhu•un••■e (bool'n ezl, l-esl), 
n.,pl. -eH,adj. 

Bi, Chem. Symbol. bismuth. 
bi-, a combining ronn meaning: twice (biannual ; two 

(bilateral). -U■ase. Most words referring to periods 
of time and prefixed by Bl· can be ambiguous. Sl~ce Bl• 

~~ ... ~ !~~II~~ i:}1=JI~~ ~'w.:~~e~~ ':al~~ 
each week" or "every two weeks," Confusion Isl often 
avoided by using the prefix SEMI· meaning "twice each" 
or by using the appropriate phrases: twice a week; 
every two months. 

bi•an,nu•al (bi an,Yoo al), adj. occurring twice a year; 
semiannual. -bl•anlnu,aloly. adv. I 

bi•as (bi'as), n., adv., v.. bl•and, bl•a■•lns or (esp . 
Brit.) bl•a■Hd, bl•H•■lnc. -n. 1. a diagonal lln~ run
ning across a woven fabric. 2. a particular tende11cy or 
lndlnaUon; prejudice. -adv. 3. In a diagonal manner. 
-v.t. 4. to cause partiality In; prejudice. I 

bi•ath•lon (bi ath/Jon), n. a sports contest combining 
cross-country skiing with rifle shooting. I 

bib (bib), n. 1. a shield of doth, paper, etc .. tied ,under 
the chin lo protect the clothing during a meal. r.· the 
upper rront part or an apron, overalls, or the llke. 

Bib., 1. Bible. 2. biblical. 
Bl•ble (bi'bal), n. 1. the sacred writings or the Ch,rlstian 

religion, comprising the Old and New Testaments. 2. 
the sacred writings of the Jewish religion; Old jresta
ment. 3. (I.e.) a reference work esteemed ror Its useful
ness and authority. -[ < 01' < ML < Gk bib/ion I book, 
papyrus roll, der. or byblos papyrus, alter Byblos, rttoe-

~\~r~1bl::!fi"/!!,f ?~j.port of papyrus] -Bl~ll•cal, 
bibllo-, a combining fonn meaning book (b/bllophlle). 
bll>•li-oa:•ra•phy (bib/le ogira fe), n .. pl • .phi•■-! a list 

or writings complied upon some common prlndre• as 
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a 

-ade I adjunct 
This material may be protected by Copyright law (Title 17 U.S. Code) 

16 

2 the body concerned in an action or process (cavalcade). 3 the product 
or result of a material or action (a rcade; lemonade; masquerade). [from 
or after F -ade f. Prov., Sp., or Port. -ada or It. -ata f. L-ata fem. sing. past 

part. of verbs in -are] 

-ade2 / e1d/ suffix forming nouns (decade) (cf.-AD 1
) . [F ·ade f. Gk-as -ada] 

-ade' / e1d/ suffix forming nouns: 1 = -ADE 1 (brocade). 2 a person 
concerned (renegade). [Sp. or Port. -ado, masc. fo rm of-ada: see -AD E'] 

Adelaide / 'tcda, le1d/ a city in Australia, the capital and chief port of 
the state ofSouthAustralia; pop. (1990) 1,049,870.Adelaide was named 
after the wife ofWilliam rv. 

Adelie Land / re'deJl1 / (also Adelie Coast) a section of the Antarctic 
continent south of the 60th parallel, between Wilkes Land and King 
George V Land. It was discovered in 1840 by the French naval explorer 
J.·S.-C. Dumont d'Urville, who named it after his wife. 

Aden j' e1d(;i)u/ a port io Yemen at the mouth of the Red Sea; pop. 
(1987) 417,370. Aden was formerly under British rule, first as part of 
British India (from 1839), then from 1935 as a Crown Colony. It was 
capital of the former South Yemen from 1967 until 1990. 

Aden, Gulf of a part of the eastern Arabian Sea lying between the 
south coast of Yemen and the Horn of Africa. 

Adenauer / 'red,,nao;i(r)/ , Konrad (1876-1967), German statesman, 
first Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany 1949-63. He co· 
founded the Christian Democratic Union in 1945. As Chancellor, he is 
remembered for the political and economic transformation of his 
country. He secured the friendship of the US and was an advocate of 
strengthening politi cal and economic ties with Western countries 
through NATO and the European Community. 

adenine / 'red1,ni:n/ n. a purine found in all living tissue as a 
component base of DNA or RNA. [G Adenin formed as ADENOIDS: see 
·!NE'] 

adenoids / 'red1,1101dz/ n.pl. Med. a mass of enlarged lymphatic tissue 
between the back of the nose and the throat, often hindering speaking 
and breathing in the young. □ adenoidal /, red1'no1d(a)I / adj. [Gk aden 
-enos gland+ -om] 

adenoma / ,red1'naoma/ n. (pl. adenomas or adenomata / -rnata/ ) 
Med. a glandlike benign tumour of epithelial tissue, which may in 
some cases become malignant. [f. Gk aden gland] 

adenosine / a'den;i,si:n / n. Biochem. a nucleoside ofadenine and ribose 
present in all living tissue in combined form (see ADP, AMP). 

□ adenosine triphosphate (abbr. ATP) a nucleotide whose 
breakdown in living cells to the diphosphate provides energy for 
physiological processes. [ADENI NE+ RIBOSE) 

adept / 'redept, a'dept/ adj. & n. • adj. (foll. by at. in) thoroughly proficient. 

• n. usu . / 'redept/ a skilled performer; an expert. □ adeptly adv. 
adeptness n. [L adeptus past part. of adipisd attain] 

adequate / 'redLkwat/ adj. 1 sufficient, satisfactory. 2 (foll . by to) 

proportionate. 3 barely sufficient. □ adequacy n. adequately adv. [L 
adaequatus past part. of adaequare make equal (as AD-. aequus equal )] 

a deux /re 'd3: / adv. & adj. 1 for two. 2 between two. [Fl 

ad fin. / red 'fin/ abbr. at or near the end. [Lad Jinem) 

adhere /;id'hr;i(r)/ v.inlr. 1 (usu. foll. by lo) (ofa substance) stick fast to a 
surface, another substance, etc. 2 (fo ll. by lo) behave according to; 
follow in detail (adhered to our plan). 3 (foll. by to) give support or 
allegiance to. [F adherer or L adhaerere (as AD·, haerere ltaes- stick)] 

adherent / :id 'hr;ir;int/ n. & adj. • n. 1 a supporter of a party, person, 
etc. 2 a devotee of an activity. • adj. 1 (foll. by to) faithfu lly observing a 
rule etc. 2 (often foll. by lo) (ofa substance) sticking fast. o adherence 
n. [F adherent (as ADHERE)) 

adhesion / ;id 'hi:3(;i)n / n. 1 the act or process of adhering. 2 the 
capacity of a substance to stick fast. 3 Med. abnormal union of surfaces 
due to inflammation or injury. 4 the maintenance of contact between 
the wheels of a vehicle and the road. 5 the giving of support or 
allegiance. 11 More common in physical senses (e.g. the glue has good 
adhesion), with adherence used in abstract senses (e.g. adherence to 
principles). [F ad)it!sion or L adhaesio (as ADH ERE )] 

adhesive / ad 'hi:srv/ adj. & n. • adj. sticky, enabling surfaces or 
substances to adhere to one another. • n. an adhesive substance , esp. 

one used to stick other substances together. □ adhesively adv. 
adhesiveness n. [F adl1esif-ive (as ADHERE)] 

adhibit / ;id 'h1b1t/ v.lr. (adhibited , adhibiting) 1 affix. 2 apply or 
administer (a remedy). □ adhibition / ,a:d h1 'b1S(;i)n/ n. (L adhibere 
adhibit- (as AD·, liabere have)) 

ad hoc /red 'hDk/ adv. & adj. for a particular (usu. exclusive) purpose (an 

ad hoc appointment) . [L, = to this] 

ad hominem / red 'hom1,nem/ adv. & adj. 1 relating to or associated 
with a particular person. 2 (of an argument) appealing to the emotions 
and not to reason. [L, = to the person) 

adiabatic /,e1da1;i 'bre t1k / adj. & " · Physics • adj. 1 impassable to heat. 
2 occurring without heat entering or leaving the system. • n. a curve or 
formula for adiabatic phenomena. □ adiabatically adv. [Gk adiabatos 

impassable (as A-1
• diabaino pass)] 

adiantum / ,red1'a:ntam/ n. 1 a fern of the genusAdiantnm; maidenhair 
fern. 2 (in general use) a spleenwort. [L f. Gk adianton maidenhair (as 
A-', diantos wettable)] 

adieu / a'dju: / int. &n. •int. goodbye. • n. (pl. adieus or adieux / ;i'dju:z/ ) 
a goodbye. [ME f. OF f. a to+ Oieu God] 

Adi Granth / ,a:d1 'gr,\llt/ the principal sacred scripture of Sikhism, 
also called the Granth Sahib or 'Revered Book'. TI1e original compilation 
was made under the direction of Arjan Dev (1563-1606), the fifth Sikh 
guru; it contains hymns and religious poetry as well as the teachings 
of the first five gurus. Successive gurus added to the text: the tenth 
and last guru, Go bind Singh (1666-1708), declared that henceforward 
there would be no more gurus, the Adi Granth taking their place . 

[Hindi( = first book), f. Sia.] 

ad infinitum /red ,1 11 f1' na1t:im/ adv. without limit; for ever. [L] 

ad interim / red 'rnt;inm/ adv. & adj. for the meantime. [L) 

adios /, red1 'Ds/ int. goodbye. [Sp. adi6s f. a to+ Dias God) 

adipocere / ',ed1pa,s1;i(r)/ n. a greyish fatty or soapy substance 
generated in dead bodies subjected to moisture. [F adlpocire f. L ac!eps 
adipis fat + F cire wax f. L cera] 

adipose j'red1,pauz, •,paus/ adj. of or characterized by fat; fatty. 
□ adipose tissue fatty connective tissue in animals. □ adiposity 
/ ,red 1'posrtJ/ n. [mod.L adiposus f. adeps adipis fat] 

Adirondack Mountains / ,red1'rondrek/ (also Adirondacks) a 
range of mountains in New York State, source of the Hudson and 
Mohawk rivers. 

Adis Abeba see ADDIS AllABA. 

adit / 'redrt/ n. 1 a horizontal entrance or passage in a mine. 2 a means 
of approach. [L aditt1s (as AD·, itus f. ire it· go)] 

Adivasi / ,a:dr 'va:s1/ n. (pl. Adivasis) a member of the aboriginal tribal 
peoples of India. [Hindi adivl'isi original inhabitant] 

Adj. abbr. (preceding a name) Adjutant. 

adjacent / a'd3e1s(;i)nt/ adj. (often foll. by lo) lying near or adjoining. 
o adjacency n. [ME f. L adjacere (as AD-,jacere lie)) 

adjective / 'red31kt1v/ n. & adj. • n. a word or phrase naming an 
attribute. added to or grammatically related to a noun to modify it 
or describe it . • adj. additional; not standing by itself; dependent . 
□ adjectival / ,red31k'ta1v(;i)! / adj. adjectivally adv. [ME f. OF adjectif 
-ive ult. f. L adjicere adject- (as AD·, jacere throw)] 

adjoin /;i' d30111/ v.lr. 1 (often as adjoining adj.) be next to and joined 
with. 2 archaic = ADD 1. [ME f. OF ajoindre, ajoign- f. L adjnngere adjunct
(as AD-,jungmjoin)] 

adjourn / ;J'd33: 11/ v. 1 Ir. a put off; postpone. b break off (a meeting, 
discussion. etc.) with the intention of resuming later. 2 intr. of persons 
at a meeting: a break off proceedings and disperse. b (foll. by to) 

transfer the meeting to another place. [ME f. OF ajorner (as AD·, jorn 
day ult. f. L diumus DIURNAL): cf. JOURNAL, JOURNEY] 

adjournment /:i 'd33:nm;int/ n. adjourning or being adjourned. 
□ adjournment debate Brit. a debate in the House of Commons on 
the motion that the House be adjourned, used as an opportunity for 
ra ising various matters. 

adjudge /;i'dy,.d3/ v.t, 1 adjudicate (a matter). 2 (often foll. by that+ 

clause, or lo+ infin.) pronounce judicially. 3 (foll. by lo) award judicially. 
4 archaic condemn. □ adjudgement n. (also adjudgment). [ME f. OF 
ajuger f. L adjudicare: see ADJUDICATE) 

adjudicate / ;i'd3u:d1,ke1t/ v. 1 inlr. act as judge in a competition, court. 
tribunal, etc. 2 Ir. a decid e judicially regarding (a claim etc.). b (foll. 

by lo be + complement) pronounce (was adjudicated to be bankrupt). 
□ adjudicator n. adjudicative / -bt1 v/ adj. adjudication 
/ a,d3u:d1'ke1J(a)n/ n. [L adjudicare (as AD-, judicare f.j udex -icis judge)] 

adjunct j' red3A1Jkt/ n. 1 (fol l. by lo, o0 a subordinate or incidental 
thing. 2 an assistant; a subordinate person, esp. one with temporary 
appointment only. 3 Gram. a word or phrase used to amplify or modify 
the meaning of another word or words in a sentence . o adjunctive 
/ id3A1Jkllv/ adj. [L adj1tnct11s: see ADJOIN] 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

A photoelectric conversion element includes a photoelectric 
conversion portion for generating and storing a charge 
according to incident light, an amplifying portion having a 
control region for generating a signal output according to the 
charge received in the control region from the photoelectric 
conversion portion, a transfer control portion for transferring 
the charge generated and stored in the photoelectric conver
sion portion to the control region of the amplifying portion, 
a reset-purpose charge draining region for draining the 
charge transferred to the control region of the amplifying 
portion, and a reset-purpose control region for controlling 
the reset-purpose charge draining region. A reset operation 
can be performed without operating the amplifying portion. 
Also, a photoelectric conversion apparatus having high 
sensitivity and low dissipation power can be obtained. 
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5,942,774 
1 

PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERSION ELEMENT 
AND PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERSION 

APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
TI1e present invention relates to photoelectric conversion 

elements and photoelectric conversion apparatus, and more 
particularly to photoelectric conversion elements that can 
perform a reset operation without operating an amplifying 
portion, and photoelectric conversion apparatus that can 
perform a high-speed reset operation. 

2. Related Background Art 
The conventional photoelectric conversion elements of an 

amplification type utilizing transistors, proposed in order to 
enhance the sensitivity of photoelectric conversion appara-
tus (including solid state image sensing devices etc.), 
include MOS type (normally, depletion MOS type) devices, 
bipolar type devices, and junction field effect transistor 
(JFET) type devices. In these photoelectric conversion 
elements, when light impinges on a MOS diode (of the MOS 
type) or on a pn junction diode ( of the bipolar type or the 
.TFET type), which is a part of constituent elements forming 
a photoelectric conversion clement, the incident light is 
photoelectrically converted into a charge according thereto, 
the charge is stored, a signal according to the stored charge 
is amplified (in current amplification or in charge 
amplification), and then the amplified signal is output. 

Among the above photoelectric conversion elements 
some photoelectric conversion elements are arranged lo 
perform all operations including the photoelectric conver
sion operation, amplification operation, and initialization 

2 
by transient and considerably deep forward bias drive by 
capacitive coupling. However, this reset method will cause 
the problem of occurrence of reset noise and after-image 
(lag). 

A further problem is that when the charge generated and 
stored was reset and when blooming (bleeding) suppressing 
operation was carried out, the transistor also operated ( or 
became "on"), and a large current flowed in the transistor 
itself constituting the photoelectric conversion element, 

10 
which greatly changed the bias point ( operating point) of the 
transistor transiently to change the amplification factor. For 
example, when a photoelectric conversion apparatus is com
posed of a lot of such photoelectric conversion elements 
arrayed, there occur variations in outputs from the photo-

15 electric conversion elements, causing problems of the low
ering the performance of apparatus (for example, SIN ratios) 
and increasing dissipation power because of the many 
arrayed elements. 

The second problem is that the sensitivity is limited. To 

20 begin with, the above various (MOS type, bipolar type, and 
JFET type) transistors (photoelectric conversion elements) 
utilize a potential change caused when the charge generated 
by photoelectric conversion is stored in the control region in 
a floating state, in order to effect current amplification or 

25 charge amplification. Namely, they obtain an amplified 
output by utilizing a change of the surface potential of 
silicon under the gate electrode, in the case of the depletion 
MOS type transistor, or a potential change of the base region 
in the case of the bipolar device or of the gate region, in the 

30 case of the JFET type device. 
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Accordingly, in order to achieve high sensitivity, it is 
necessary to increase an amount of this potential change 
(stored charge amount/capacitance). For that purpose, the 
capacitance of the control region is preferably as small as 
possible. However, the area of the photoelectric conversion 
portion (a light-receiving aperture ratio) needs to be 

transistor). The photoelectric conversion elements of this 
type have two significant problems. Here, the initialization 
operation means an operation for setting the potential of a 
control region of the transistor to a certain reference value or 
an operation to completely deplete the control region. The 40 

control region of the transistor is a region for controlling the 
current, for example, which is a gate diffusion region in the 
JFET or a base diffusion region in the bipolar transistor. 

The first problem is an increase of noise in the photo-
45 

electric conversion portion. For example, in the case of the 
MOS type device, photoelectric conversion is normally 
provided by a MOS diode with a gate electrode of polysili
con. In this case, since the silicon surface side is depleted at 
that point, it is directly affected by a great dark current 

50 
appearing on the surface, resulting in increasing the noise. It 
also had the problem of a low utilization factor (quantum 
efficiency) of light because polysilicon has low transmit
tance of light. 

increased in order to raise the utilization factor of incident 
light and thereby increase the charge amount. However, in 
the case of the photoelectric conversion element where only 
one transistor performs the all operations (including the 
photoelectric conversion operation, the amplification 
operation, and the initialization operation), the control 
region is nothing but the photoelectric conversion portion, 
and, therefore, the capacitance becomes greater with an 
increase of the aperture ratio. As a result, the sensitivity is 
limited. 

Also proposed on the other hand are photoelectric con-
version elements arranged in such a manner that the photo
electric conversion portion is separated from an amplifying 
transistor, the charge generated and stored in the photoelec
tric conversion portion is transferred through a transfer gate 
of a transfer control portion lo the control region of the 
transistor, and an output is obtained by current amplification 
or charge amplification. For example, Japanese Patent Laid-

The bipolar type and JFET type devices effecting photo
electric conversion by the pn junction diode are also affected 
by the dark current. This is because an ideal diode structure 
such as a buried photodiode suitably employed in a CCD 
image pickup element or the like cannot be realized because 
of the restriction that a part of the constituent elements of the 
transistor is utilized (which means that, in the case of the 
bipolar type and JFET type devices, a depletion layer 
occurring from the pn junction portion reaches the surface). 
Therefore, the noise becomes great because of the dark 

55 open Nos. 5-235317 (corresponding to U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. 08/261,135) and 5-275670 disclose photoelec
tric conversion elements in which the amplifying portion of 
the depletion type MOS transistor or the JFET is combined 
with the photodiode and the transfer control portion ( transfer 

current. 
Normally, these pn junction diodes perform such reset 

operation as to recombine the charge generated and stored, 

60 gate). 
In the photoelectric conversion elements arranged by 

separating the photoelectric conversion portion from the 
amplifying transistor and providing the transfer gate, as 
described above, if a buried photodiode is used for the 

65 photoelectric conversion portion, the photoelectric conver
sion elements can be achieved with high quantum efficiency 
and without occurrence of lag, dark current, or reset noise. 
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When a buried photodiode in a vertical overflow structure Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion element that can suppress the phe
nomenon of blur such as blooming due to obliquely incident 
light. 

Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion element that can attain ideal char
acteristics such as suppressing the dark current, lag, and 
reset noise. 

is used for the photoelectric conversion portion, the bloom
ing suppressing operation by the amplifying transistor 
becomes unnecessary, because the photodiode has a bloom
ing suppressing function. For example, when a photoelectric 5 
conversion apparatus is composed of such photoelectric 
conversion elements, the apparatus is free of the problem of 
increase of dissipation power and the problem that variations 
appear in outputs from the photoelectric conversion ele
ments due to changes of bias points (operating points). 

Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
10 photoelectric conversion element that can enhance the sen

sitivity. Further, because the photoelectric conversion portion is 
separated from the amplifying transistor, the structure and 
size of the transistor can be optimized by taking only the 
amplifying function into consideration. Therefore, high sen
sitivity can be secured by decreasing the capacitance of the 
control region. 

In addition, the new problems including the dark current, 
lag, and reset noise, caused by the transistor itself, can 
effectively be removed by the configuration and drive 
method of the photoelectric conversion apparatus with these 
photoelectric conversion clements arranged in a matrix. 

A further object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion apparatus that can suppress the 
degradation of performance (for example, SIN ratios) of the 

15 
apparatus and the increase of dissipation power, as accom
plished under the above circumstances. 

Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion apparatus that can perform a high
speed reset operation. 

20 
Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 

Thus, the photoelectric conversion element with the sepa
rate photoelectric conversion portion and amplifying tran
sistor and with the transfer gate is considerably lowered in 
noise and enhanced in sensitivity, as compared with the 25 
photoelectric conversion element arranged to perform all 
operations (including the photoelectric conversion 
operation, the amplification operation, and the initialization 
operation) by a transistor. 

photoelectric conversion apparatus that can attain signal 
outputs according to only photogenerated charge compo
nents. 

One aspect of the present invention is a photoelectric 
conversion element comprising: a photoelectric conversion 
portion for generating a charge according to incident light 
and storing the charge therein; an amplifying portion having 
a control region for generating a signal output according to 
the charge received in the control region from said photo-
electric conversion portion; a transfer control portion for 
transferring the charge generated and stored in the photo
electric conversion portion to the control region of the 

However, the above conventional photoelectric conver- 30 

sion element (which is the photoelectric conversion element 
provided with the separate photoelectric conversion portion 
and amplifying transistor and the transfer gate) had the 
problem that there is no improvement in the reset operation 
compared to the other conventional photoelectric conversion 35 

element arranged to perform the all operations by a single 
transistor. 

amplifying portion; reset-purpose charge draining means for 
draining the charge transferred to the control region of the 
amplifying portion; and reset-purpose control means for 
controlling the reset-purpose charge draining means. 

Here, the photoelectric conversion portion generates the 
charge according to the incident light and stores it. The 
amplifying portion generates the signal output according to 
the charge received by the control region. The transfer 

Namely, the conventional photoelectric conversion ele
ment ( the photoelectric conversion element with the separate 
photoelectric conversion portion and amplifying transistor 
and the transfer gate) also had the problem that when the 
reset operation was started in order to initialize the control 
region of the transistor, the amplifying transistor itself also 
operated (or became ''on") at the same time therewith. 

As a result, a large current flows in the amplifying 
transistor, which greatly changes the bias point ( operating 
point) of the amplifying transistor transiently, thereby 
changing the amplification factor. For example, when a 
photoelectric conversion apparatus was composed of a lot of 
photoelectric conversion elements of this type arrayed, there 
were problems that variations appeared in outputs from the 
photoelectric conversion elements, that the performance of 
the apparatus (for example, S/N ratios) was degraded, and 
that the dissipation power increased because of the array of 
many elements. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been developed in view of the 
above circumstances, and an object thereof is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion element capable of performing the 
reset operation without operating the amplifying portion. 

Another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion element that can suppress occur
rence of fixed pattern noise. 

Still another object of the present invention is to obtain a 
photoelectric conversion element that can improve the aper
ture ratio and the degree of integration. 

40 control portion transfers the charge generated and stored in 
the above photoelectric conversion portion to the control 
region of the above amplifying portion. The reset-purpose 
charge draining means drains the charge transferred to the 
control region of the above amplifying portion. The reset-

45 purpose control means controls the above reset-purpose 
charge draining means. 

Namely, in the case of the conventional photoelectric 
conversion elements, when the reset operation is carried out 
in order to initialize the control region of the amplifying 

so portion (or to eliminate the charge (signal charge) remaining 
in the control region), the amplifying portion itself is oper
ated ( or turned on) and thus, for example, a large current 
flows in the amplifying portion itself, which causes the 
problem that the amplifying factor changes because of large 

55 transient fluctuations of the bias point ( operating point) of 
the amplifying portion. 

Since in the present invention the reset-purpose charge 
draining means and the reset-purpose control means for 
initializing the control region of the amplifying portion are 

60 formed separately and independently, the amplifying portion 
does not operate upon the reset operation. This can solve the 
problem that the large current flows in the amplifying 
portion itself by the reset operation and it causes the ampli
fication factor to change because of transient great fluctua-

65 tions of the bias point ( operating point) of the amplifying 
portion as in the conventional photoelectric conversion 
elements. 
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Generally, the above amplifying portion often comprises 
control means for controlling the control region of the 
amplifying portion by capacitive coupling. However, with
out provision of this control means, wiring to the control 
means is not necessary, fabrication is easy, the capacitance 
of the control region of the amplifying portion can be 
smaller by that degree of no provision of control means, and 
the sensitivity can be enhanced. 

Another aspect of the present invention is the photoelec
tric conversion element further comprising the control 
means for controlling the control region of the amplifying 
portion by capacitive coupling. 

Namely, the amplifying portion of the photoelectric con
version element often has the control means for controlling 
the control region of the amplifying portion by capacitive 
coupling. Also in the case of the photoelectric conversion 
element provided with the control means, the amplifying 
portion does not operate upon the reset operation by forming 

6 
to the amplifying portion, the transfer control portion, the 
reset-purpose charge draining means, and the reset-purpose 
control means. 

Namely, the metal interconnection also serves as a light-
s shielding film. It thus becomes unnecessary to form an extra 

light-shielding film for shielding the incident light, and it 
becomes possible to decrease the thickness of the entire 
photoelectric conversion element. Also, it becomes possible 
to improve the degree of integration, and to set the metal 

10 wiring and light-shielding film in the vicinity of the photo
electric conversion portion, thereby suppressing the phe
nomenon of bleeding such as blooming due to obliquely 
incident light. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho-
15 toelectric conversion element wherein the photoelectric con

version portion is comprised of a pn junction photodiode of 
a vertical overflow structure. 

Namely, also in the photoelectric conversion element in 
which the reset-purpose charge draining means and reset
purpose control means are provided separately and indepen
dently of the amplifying portion, the photoelectric conver-
sion portion can be formed of the pn junction photodiode of 
the vertical overflow strncture. Then the phenomenon of 
bleeding such as blooming and smear can be suppressed by 
constructing the photoelectric conversion portion of the pn 
junction photodiode of the vertical overflow structure. 

the reset-purpose charge draining means and reset-purpose 
control means for initializing the control region of the 20 

amplifying portion separately and independently from the 
amplifying portion. Thus, this arrangement can solve the 
problem that the large current flows in the amplifying 
portion itself by the reset operation and this causes the 
amplification factor to change because of large transient 25 

fluctuations of the bias point (operating point) of the ampli
fying portion. Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho

toelectric conversion element wherein the photoelectric con-
30 version portion is comprised of a buried photodiode of the 

vertical overflow structure. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por
tion is comprised of a field effect transistor (FET). 

Namely, the above amplifying portion preferably can 
suppress generation of fixed pattern noise based on signal 
(charge) destruction. For that purpose, the amplifying por
tion is preferably constructed of a field effect transistor 
(FET) for amplifying the charge (signal charge) generated 
and stored in the photoelectric conversion portion on a 
non-destructive basis. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein an element isolation 
region of a predetermined conductivity type is formed 
between mutual regions of the photoelectric conversion 
portion, the amplifying portion, the transfer control portion, 
the reset-purpose charge draining means, and the reset
purpose control means. 

TI1e clearances of the mutual regions between the above 
photoelectric conversion portion, amplifying portion, trans-

Namely, also in the photoelectric conversion element 
provided with the reset-purpose charge draining means and 
reset-purpose control means separate and independent of the 

35 amplifying portion, the photoelectric conversion portion can 
be comprised of the buried photodiode of the vertical 
overflow structure. TI1e ideal characteristics to suppress the 
bleeding phenomenon such as blooming and smear and to 
suppress the dark current, lag, and reset noise can be attained 

40 by forming the photoelectric conversion portion of the 
buried photodiode of the vertical overflow structure. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por
tion is comprised of a junction field effect transistor (JFET) 

45 and wherein a channel forming portion of the junction field 
effect transistor is formed of a first conductivity type gate 
region, a second conductivity type channel region, and a first 
conductivity type semiconductor substrate in the order from 
the semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semi-

fer control portion, reset-purpose charge draining region, 
and reset-purpose control means are generally desired to be 
formed as small as possible in view of the aperture ratio and 50 
the degree of integration. However, it is difficult to make the 
clearances of the mutual regions small, because of the 
influence of so-called side diffusion of dopant (impurity) in 

conductor substrate. 
Namely, the amplifying portion of the photoelectric con

version element may also be formed of the junction field 
effect transistor (JFET) and the channel forming portion of 
this junction field effect transistor (JFET) may be con-the fabrication process of the photoelectric conversion ele

ment. 
Accordingly, the aperture ratio and the degree of integra

tion can be improved by forming the element isolation 
region of the predetermined conductivity type between the 
mutual regions of the photoelectric conversion portion, 
amplifying portion, transfer control portion, reset-purpose 
charge draining means, and reset-purpose control means 
whereby the above clearances of the mutual regions can be 
formed as small as possible. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein a metal interconnec
tion connected to the reset-purpose charge draining means is 
formed of a light-shielding film for shielding incident light 

55 structed of the first conductivity type gate region, the second 
conductivity type channel region, and the first conductivity 
type semiconductor substrate in the order from the semi
conductor surface toward the inside of the semiconductor 
substrate. Accordingly, in amplifying the charge (signal 

60 charge), the charge ( signal charge) is amplified through the 
first conductivity type gate region and the second conduc
tivity type channel region. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por-

65 tion is comprised of a junction field effect transistor (JFET) 
and wherein a channel forming portion of the junction field 
effect transistor (JFET) is formed of a first conductivity type 
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shallow gate region, a second conductivity type shallow 
channel region, a first conductivity type gate region, a 
second conductivity type well region, and a first conductiv
ity type semiconductor substrate in the order from the 
semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semiconduc- 5 

tor substrate. 

8 
sensitivity by that degree. The arrangement in which the first 
conductivity type shallow gate region and first conductivity 
type gate region are made electrically connected and in 
which the gate ( control region) of the junction field effect 
transistor (JFET) and the semiconductor substrate are elec
trically separated can make it possible to greatly suppress 
the influence of substrate voltage (substrate bias effect) and 
to increase the amplification factor during the current ampli
fication operation or the charge amplification factor during 

Namely, the amplifying portion of the photoelectric con
version element may be constructed of a junction field effect 
transistor (JFET), and the channel forming portion of this 
junction field effect transistor (JFET) is formed of the first 
conductivity type shallow gate region, the second conduc
tivity type shallow channel region, the first conductivity type 
gate region, the second conductivity type well region, and 
the first conductivity type semiconductor substrate in the 
order from the semiconductor surface toward the inside of 
the semiconductor substrate. 

10 the source-follower operation. 
Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho

toelectric conversion element wherein the photoelectric con
version portion is a buried photodiode of a vertical overflow 
structure, wherein the amplifying portion is comprised of a 

Describing in more detail, the channel forming portion is 
shallowed (in shallow junction arrangement) by the first 
conductivity type shallow gate region and the second con
ductivity type shallow channel region so as to reduce the size 
of the entire junction field effect transistor. Also, the first 
conductivity type gate region and the first conductivity type 
semiconductor substrate are electrically separated by inter
position of the second conductivity type well region between 
the first conductivity type gate region and the first conduc
tivity type semiconductor substrate. 

15 junction field effect transistor and a channel forming portion 
of the junction field effect transistor is formed of a first 
conductivity type shallow gate region, a second conductivity 
type shallow channel region, a first conductivity type gate 
region, a second conductivity type well region, and a first 

20 conductivity type semiconductor substrate in the order from 
the semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semi
conductor substrate, wherein the first conductivity type 
shallow gate region and the first conductivity type gate 
region are electrically connected with each other in a portion 

The shallowing improves transconductance, and the 
reduction of size increases the degree of integration and the 
aperture ratio and makes it possible to raise the sensitivity. 
The electric isolation between the gate (control region) and 

25 other than the channel forming portion, and wherein an 
impurity concentration of the first conductivity type gate 
region is different from an impurity concentration of a 
charge storing portion of the buried photodiode. This 
enables operation of the buried photodiode and the junction 

30 field effect transistor under suitable conditions. 

the semiconductor substrate of the junction field effect 
transistor (.TFET) can make it possible to suppress the 
influence of substrate voltage (substrate bias effect) and to 
raise the amplification factor upon current amplification 

35 
operation and the charge amplification factor upon source
follower operation. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por
tion is comprised of a junction field effect transistor (JFET), 40 
wherein a channel forming portion of the junction field effect 
transistor (.TFET) is formed of a first conductivity type 
shallow gate region, a second conductivity type shallow 
channel region, a first conductivity type gate region, a 
second conductivity type well region, and a first conductiv- 45 
ity type semiconductor substrate in the order from the 
semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semiconduc-
tor substrate, and wherein the first conductivity type shallow 
gate region and the first conductivity type gate region are 
electrically connected with each other in a portion other than 50 
the channel forming portion. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the impurity concen
tration of the first conductivity type gate region is in the 
range of 6xl015 cm-3 to 3xl016 cm-3 and the impurity 
concentration of the charge storing portion of the buried 
photodiode is in the range of 5xl015 cm-3 to 3x1016 cm-3

. 

This enables operation of the buried photodiode and the 
junction field effect transistor under most suitable condi-
tions. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por
tion is comprised of a MOS field effect transistor and this 
field effect transistor is of a depletion type. 

This enables suppression of fixed pattern noise based on 
signal (charge) destruction. Since neither reset noise nor lag 
occurs upon the reset operation of the control region of the 
MOS field effect transistor, this arrangement is suitable for 
forming a photoelectric conversion element enabling elec
tronic shutter operation with simultaneity in a frame. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion element wherein the amplifying por
tion is comprised of a bipolar transistor, the bipolar transistor 
having a collector of a high-concentration region of a 

Namely, the amplifying portion of the photoelectric con
version element may be formed of the junction field effect 
transistor (JFET), wherein the channel forming portion of 
the junction field effect transistor (JFET) is constructed of 
the first conductivity type shallow gate region, the second 
conductivity type shallow channel region, the first conduc
tivity type gate region, the second conductivity type well 
region, and the first conductivity type semiconductor sub
strate in the order from the semiconductor surface toward 60 

55 predetermined conductivity type formed in a silicon surface 
layer portion surrounding the photoelectric conversion 
element, without forming a buried collector or a collector 
using a high-concentration substrate of a predetermined 

the inside of the semiconductor substrate. The first conduc
tivity type shallow gate region and the first conductivity type 
gate region are electrically connected with each other in the 
portion other than the channel forming portion. 

Accordingly, the shallowing improves the 65 

transconductance, and the reduction of size can increase the 
degree of integration and the aperture ratio and enhance the 

conductivity type. 
This enables construction of a combination of the bipolar 

transistor with the photodiode of the vertical overflow 
structure, which can suppress pseudo signals such as bloom
ing or smear. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is a photo
electric conversion apparatus comprising: a plurality of 
photoelectric conversion elements arranged in a two
dimensional matrix, each photoelectric conversion element 
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comprising a photoelectric conversion portion for generat
ing a charge according to incident light and storing the 
charge therein, an amplifying portion having a control 
region for generating a signal output according to the charge 
received in the control region from the photoelectric con- 5 

version portion, a transfer control portion for transferring the 
charge generated and stored in the photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of the amplifying portion, 
reset-purpose charge draining means for draining the charge 
transferred to the control region of the amplifying portion, 10 

and reset-purpose control means for controlling the reset
purpose charge draining means. 

photoelectric conversion elements, thereby degrading the 
performance of apparatus (for example, S/N ratios) and 
increasing the dissipation power. 

After the control regions of the amplifying portions are 
initialized, the drive pulse sent from the vertical scanning 
circuit is applied to the transfer-purpose control means given 
in the above photoelectric conversion elements. As a result, 
the charges (signal charges) generated and stored in the 
photoelectric conversion portions in the above photoelectric 
conversion elements are transferred from the above photo
electric conversion portions to the control regions of the 
above amplifying portions, and the amplifying portions 
execute the amplifying operation of the charges (signal 
charges). Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho

toelectric conversion apparatus wherein the reset-purpose 
charge draining means of the respective photoelectric con- 15 

version elements arrayed at least in one scanning direction 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho-
toelectric conversion apparatus further comprising: a verti
cal scanning circuit; a pulse drive source; and a power 
supply; wherein the transfer-purpose controlling means of 
the transfer control portions and the control means for 

are arranged in parallel to each other. 
By the arrangement in which the reset-purpose charge 

draining means of the respective photoelectric conversion 
elements arrayed in the horizontal scanning direction are 
arranged in parallel with each other, the amplifying portion 
always corresponds lo the reset portion in each unit pixel of 
the photoelectric conversion element, whereby the control 
region of the amplifying portion can be initialized within a 
very short time to the potential of the reset portion. Namely, 
this arrangement makes high-speed reset operation possible. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion apparatus further comprising: a verti-

20 
controlling the control regions of the amplifying portions by 
capacitive coupling in the photoelectric conversion elements 
are connected commonly along the horizontal scanning 
direction, thereby connecting to the vertical scanning circuit 
for pulse driving, the reset-purpose control means and the 

25 
reset-purpose charge draining means in all the photoelectric 
conversion elements are connected commonly, thereby the 
reset-purpose controlling means are connected to the pulse 
drive sourct: and the resel-purpost: charge draining mt:ans 
are connected to the power source. 

cal scanning circuit; and a pulse drive source; wherein the 
30 transfer-purpose control means of the transfer control por

tion and the reset-purpose charge draining means in the 
photoelectric conversion elements are connected commonly 
along the horizontal scanning direction, thereby connecting 

Namely, the above arrangement is attained when the 
features of the present invention are applied to the most 
popular arrangement of a conventional photoelectric con
version apparatus. The feature of the present invention is to 
form the reset-purpose charge draining means and reset-

lo the vertical scanning circuit for pulse driving. The rt:st:l
purpose control means in all the photoelectric conversion 
elements are connected commonly to the pulse drive source. 

In the photoelectric conversion apparatus constructed in 
the ahove arrangement, the voltage of the high level is first 
applied to the reset-purpose charge draining means in a 
certain specific horizontal line (selected row) by the vertical 
scanning circuit, and the voltage of the low level is applied 
to the reset-purpose charge draining means in the other 
horizontal lines (non-selected rows). Then the drive pulse 
from the pulse drive source is applied to the all reset-purpose 
control means. 

As a result, the control regions of the amplifying portions 
in the photoelectric conversion elements in the selected row 

35 purpose control means independently in order to initialize 
the control regions of the amplifying portions without oper
ating the amplifying portions. Further, another feature of the 
present invention is to arrange the reset-purpose charge 
draining means of the respective photoelectric conversion 

40 elements in parallel with each other along the horizontal 
scanning direction in order to achieve high-speed reset 
operation. Then the above arrangement enables fabrication 
of the photoelectric conversion apparatus with little chang
ing the arrangement of the conventional photoelectric con-

45 version apparatus. The fabrication becomes easy accord
ingly. 

In the photoelectric conversion apparatus constructed in 

are initialized to the voltage of the high level, and the control 
regions of the amplifying portions in the photoelectric 50 
conversion elements in the non-selected rows to the voltage 

the above arrangement, the voltage is fixedly supplied from 
the power supply to the reset-purpose charge draining 
means, and the reset-purpose charge draining means sup
plies the voltage thus supplied to the control regions of the 

of the low level. 
Employing the arrangement in which the initializing 

operation of the control regions of the amplifying portions is 
performed by the reset-purpose charge draining means and 
reset-purpose control means, the apparatus can obviate a 
need to perform the reset operation for recombining the 
charge (signal charge) by driving the control regions of the 
amplifying portions by a forward bias as in the conventional 
photoelectric conversion apparatus. 

Thus, lht: invention can solvt: !ht: problems that a large 
current flows in the amplifying portions and that in the case 
of the photoelectric conversion apparatus being constructed 
with a lot of photoelectric conversion elements arrayed, 
amplification factors vary because of large transient fluc
tuations of bias points (operating points) of the amplifying 
portions to cause variations of outputs from the respective 

amplifying portions. The reset-purpose control means oper
ates (turns on or off) according to the drive pulse sent from 
the pulse drive source. Here, the operation (on or off) of the 

55 above reset-purpose control means controls the voltage 
supplied from the reset-purpose charge draining means to 
the control regions of the amplifying portions. 

Namely, the voltage is supplied from the reset-purpose 
charge draining means to the control regions of the ampli-

60 fying portions in accordance with the operation (on or off) 
of the reset-purpose control means. Then the potential of the 
control regions of the amplifying portions changes to the 
same potential as that of the reset-purpose charge draining 
means, thus initializing the control regions of the amplifying 

65 portions. 
Since the amplifying portions do not operate (turn on) 

upon the initialization operation of the amplifying portions, 
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Namely, noise components are mixed in signal outputs 
immediately after the control regions of the amplifying 
portions are initialized, and charge components and noise 
components are mixed in signal outputs immediately after 

the invention can solve the problems that a large current 
flows in the amplifying portions, which causes large tran
sient fluctuations of the bias points ( operating points) of the 
amplifying portions, thereby changing the amplification 
factors and causing variations of outputs from the respective 
photoelectric conversion elements, that the performance (for 
example, SIN ratios) of the apparatus is degraded, and that 
the dissipation power increases because of the arrangement 

5 the charges (signal charges) generated and stored by the 
photoelectric conversion portions are transferred to the 
control regions of the amplifying portions. 

Accordingly, a signal output immediately after the control 
region of each amplifying portion is initialized is separated 

of many photoelectric conversion elements. Further, the 
present invention enables selecting or non-selecting opera
tions of rows by using the control means for controlling the 
control regions of the amplifying portions by capacitive 
coupling. 

Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho
toelectric conversion apparatus further comprising: a verti
cal scanning circuit; a pulse drive source; and a power 
supply; wherein the control means for controlling the control 
region of the amplifying portion by capacitive coupling and 
reset-purpose control means in the photoelectric conversion 
elements are connected commonly along the horizontal 
reading direction, thereby connecting to the vertical scan
ning circuit for pulse driving, the transfer-purpose control
ling means of the transfer control portions and reset-purpose 
charge draining means in all the photoelectric conversion 
elements are connected commonly, thereby the transfer
purpose controlling means are connected to the pulse drive 
source and the reset-purpose charge draining means are 
conm:cled Lo the power source. 

10 from a signal output immediately after a charge (signal 
charge) generated and stored in each photoelectric conver
sion portion is transferred to the control region of the 
amplifying portion and a difference is taken between the two 
signal outputs, thereby obtaining a signal output according 

15 to only the photogenerated charge component. 

The present invention will become more fully understood 
from the detailed description given hereinbelow and the 
accompanying drawings which are given by way of illus
tration only, and thus are not to be considered as limiting the 

20 present invention. 

Further scope of applicability of the present invention will 
become apparent from the detailed description given here
inafter. However, it should be understood that the detailed 

When the drive pulse sent from the pulse drive source is 
applied to the transfer-purpose control means of the above 
transfer portions, the charges (signal charges) generated and 
stored in the photoelectric conversion portions in all the 
pixels are simultaneously transferred to the control regions 

25 
description and specific examples, while indicating pre
ferred embodiments of the invention, are given by way of 
illustration only, since various changes and modifications 
within the spirit and scope of lhe invention will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art from this detailed descrip-

30 
tion. 

of the amplifying portions. When the drive pulse sent from 
the vertical scanning circuit is applied to the control means 35 
for controlling the control regions of the above amplifying 
portions by capacitive coupling, the amplifying portions 
execute the amplification operation, and then the amplifying 
portions output signals amplified. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. lAto lC are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 1 of the present invention; 

FIGS. 2Ato 2C are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 2 of the present invention; 

FIGS. 3Ato 3C are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 3 of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic sectional view to show the essential 

The reset-purpose control means operates (turns on or off) 40 
in accordance with the drive pulse sent from the vertical 
scanning circuit, and the voltage from the power supply 
connected to the reset-purpose charge draining means is 
supplied to the control regions of the above amplifying 
portions in accordance with this operation to turn the control 
regions of the amplifying portions into the same potential as 
that of the reset-purpose charge draining means, thus ini
tializing the control regions of the amplifying portions. 

portion of the photoelectric conversion element according to 

45 
Embodiment 4 of the present invention; 

This enables resetting of the control regions of the ampli
fying portions without operating (turning on) the amplifying so 
portions, which enables suppression of the degradation of 
performance (for example, S/N ratios) of the apparatus and 
the increase of the dissipation power due to the arrangement 
of many photoelectric conversion elements. It is noted that 
the present invention enables an electronic shutter operation 55 

which is operated simultaneously in a frame. 
Still another aspect of the present invention is the pho

toelectric conversion apparatus further comprising: a verti-
cal scanning circuit for commonly driving the photoelectric 
conversion elements along the horizontal scanning direc- 60 

lion; first memory means for storing signal outputs for one 
horizontal line immediately after the control regions of the 
amplifying portions are initialized according to vertical 
scanning; and second memory means for storing signal 
outputs for one horizontal line immediately after the charges 65 

are transferred to the control regions of the amplifying 
portions according to vertical scanning. 

FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram to show a schematic layout of 
the photoelectric conversion apparatus according to 
Embodiment 5 of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a pulse timing chart for explaining the operation 
of the circuit diagram shown in FIG. 5; 

FIGS. 7Ato 7C are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 6 of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram to show a schematic layout of 
the photoelectric conversion apparatus according to 
Embodiment 7 of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 is a pulse timing chart for explaining the operation 
of the circuit diagram shown in FIG. 8; 

FIGS. lOA to lOC are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 8 of the present invention; 

FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram to show a schematic layout of 
the photoelectric conversion apparatus according to 
Embodiment 9 of the present invention; 

FIG. 12 is a pulse timing chart for explaining the opera
tion of the circuit diagram shown in FIG. 11; 
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FIGS. 13A to 13C are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 10 of the present invention; and 

14 
such as blooming and smear due to carriers (holes in this 
Embodiment 1) generated accordingly. 

FIGS. 14A to 14C are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 5 

Embodiment 11 of the present invention. 

JFET 2 is composed of an n+-type source region 16, an 
n+ -type drain region 17, a p-type gate region 13, and an 
n-type channel region 18 (n-channel). These are arranged to 
form a pnp-type structure of the p-type gate region 13, the 
n-type channel region 18, and the p-type silicon substrate 10 
in order from the surface of the silicon layer to the p-typc 
silicon substrate 10. Consequently, the p-region (the p-type 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The embodiments of the present invention will be 
explained with reference to the drawings. In the drawings, 
same reference numerals denote same or equivalent 
portions, and redundant description will be omitted. 

Embodiment 1 

FIGS. lA to lC are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 1 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 1 is a plan 
view of the schematic structure to show the photoelectric 
conversion element, FIG. lB a cross section along Xl-X2 
line in FIG. lA, and FIG. lC a cross section along Yl-Y2 
line in FIG. IA. In FIG. lA and the following FIGS. 2A, 3A, 
7A, lOA, 13A, 14A, depiction of an aluminum film 20 is 
omitted. 

In these drawings, the photoelectric conversion element 
according to Embodiment 1 is mainly composed of a pho
todiode (photoelectric conversion portion, PD) 1 for gener
ating and storing a charge according to incident light, a 
junction field effect transistor (( amplifying portion): herein
after referred to as JPE1) 2 for outputting a signal according 
to the charge received by the control region, a transfer gate 
(transfer-purpose control means of the transfer control 
portion, TG) 3 for transferring the charge generated and 
stored by the photodiode 1 to the control region of JFET 2, 
a reset drain (reset-purpose charge draining means, RD) 4 
for draining the charge transferred to the control region of 
JFET 2, and a reset gate (reset-purpose control means, RG) 
5 for controlling the reset drain 4. In addition, there are 
transfer gate line 3a, reset gate line 5a, and source line 16a 
formed as illustrated. 

In more detail, an n-type silicon layer 11 to become a 
channel region is formed by epitaxial growth on a p-type 
silicon substrate 10, and, for example, boron (B+) or phos
phorus (P+) is introduced into the n-type silicon layer 11 by 
an ion implantation or thermal diffusion process or the like 
to form a p-type photodiode region 12, a p-type gate region 

10 
silicon substrate 10 in this Embodiment 1) below then-type 
channel region 18, originally having a function of back gate, 
is cmmecttd lo a constant pown supply. The thickness 
(height) from the surface of the silicon layer to the surface 
of the p-type silicon substrate 10 is about 6 ftm. 

15 Applying a pulse voltage to the reset gate 5, the reset gate 
5 and reset drain 4 initialize the control region of JFET 2 ( the 
p-type gate region 13 in this Embodiment 1) to the potential 
of the reset drain 4. 

Thus, JFET 2 is kept from operating (or becoming on) 
20 upon the initialization operation, in contrast to the conven

tional photoelectric conversion element. For example, when 
a photoelectric conversion apparatus is constructed by array
ing a lot of these elements, the apparatus is free of occur
rence of variations in outputs from the photoelectric con-

25 version elements, which were seen in the conventional 
apparatus due to flow of a large current to greatly change the 
bias points (operating points) of transistors and thereby 
result in different amplification factors of JFETs 2. This 
results in preventing the dissipation power from becoming 

30 large and in decreasing dissipation power. 
Although not shown in FIG. lA, wiring to the reset drain 

4 (metal interconnection, which is an aluminum (Al) film 20 
in this Embodiment 1) also serves as a light-shielding film 
for shielding portions other than the photodiode 1, as seen 

35 from FIGS. lB and lC. This aluminum film 20 may be 
replaced by another metal film, which can be fabricated by 
depositing a metal film by the sputtering process. 

Accordingly, the thickness (height) of the entire element 
can be kept smaller than that of an element with a further 

40 film dedicated to light shielding, which is formed on the top, 
the degree of integration and the aperture ratio for the 
photodiode 1 can be increased, and the phenomenon of blur 
such as blooming and smear due to obliquely incident light 
can be suppressed because of the structure wherein the metal 

45 wiring ( aluminum film 20) is disposed in the vicinity of the 
photodiode 1. 

Embodiment 2 
13, the reset drain 4, etc. Further, the transfer gate 3 and reset 
gate 5 arc formed through an insulating layer (not shown) by 
a lithography technique or the like, thus forming the pho-

50 

todiode 1 and JFET 2. 

FIGS. 2A to 2C are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 2 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 2A is a plan 
view of the schematic structure to show the photoelectric 
conversion element, FIG. 2B a cross section along Xl-X2 
line in FIG. 2A, and FIG. 2C a cross section along Yl-Y2 

An n-well region 14 of the photodiode 1 is formed in 
order to control the overflow potential of carriers generated 
in the pn junction to a predetermined value. 

The transfer gate 3, the p-type photodiode region 12 of 
photodiode 1, and the p-type gate region 13 of JFET 2 
compose a p-channcl MOS transistor (MOSFET; sec FIGS. 

55 line in FIG. 2A. This Embodiment 2 is different in the 
structure of the photodiode and the JFET 2 of the photo
electric conversion element from Embodiment 1. 

lA and lC). Further, the reset gate 5, a p-region 15 of reset 
drain 4 and the p-type gate region 13 of JFET 2 also 60 
compose a p-channel MOSFET (see FIGS. lA and lB). 

The photodiode 1 includes, in order from the surface of 
the silicon layer to the p-type silicon substrate 10, the p-type 
photodiode region 12, the n-type silicon layer 11 (including 
the n-well region 14), and the p-type silicon substrate 10, 65 

thus forming a so-called pnp-type vertical overflow struc
ture. This structure can suppress the phenomenon of blur 

Namely, the photodiode 1 of the photoelectric conversion 
element in Embodiment 2 is different from the photodiode 1 
of the photoelectric conversion element in Embodiment 1 
first in that a buried photodiode of an npnp type vertical 
overflow structure (wherein a buried photodiode is con
structed hy the npn structure and the overflow structure is 
constructed by the pnp structure) is formed from the surface 
of the silicon layer toward the p-type silicon substrate 10. 

Accordingly, the phenomenon of blur such as blooming 
and smear can be suppressed by the overflow structure for 
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discussed previously and the reduction of the substrate bias 
effect will present a great effect on enhancement of the 
sensitivity of pixels arrayed in the photoelectric conversion 
apparatus and on suppression of variations of sensitivity (for 

absorbing overflowing carriers, while the buried photodiode 
prevents the depletion layer appearing in the pn junction 
portion from reaching the surface, thus suppressing the dark 
current. Since no charge remains in the photodiode (the 
photodiode becomes completely depleted) after transfer of 
charge, ideal characteristics can be achieved for suppressing 
the lag and reset noise. 

5 example, on suppression of the fixed pattern noise). 

Further, Embodiment 2 is also different from Embodiment 

As explained above, the JFET 2 of the photoelectric 
conversion element according to Embodiment 2 can have an 
improved degree of integration and an improved aperture 
ratio and also have higher sensitivity than the photoelectric 1 in that then-well region 14, which was formed only around 

the pholodiode 1 in Embodiment 1, is formed over the entire 
surface of the p-type silicon substrate 10. Generally, the 
photodiode of the vertical overflow structure is desirably 
constructed in such a manner that, in order to keep the 
quantum efficiency high, the pn junction is formed as deep 

10 conversion element according lo Embodiment 1, and can 
suppress the variations of sensitivity. 

as possible from the surface of the silicon layer toward the 15 

p-type silicon substrate 10. 
Then-well region 14 is formed deeper toward the p-type 

silicon layer 10 accordingly. Since the n-well region 14 
diffuses (side-diffuses) in the lateral directions (in the direc
tions perpendicular to the direction directed toward the 20 

p-type silicon substrate 10) in this case, design taking 
account of this side diJiusion is necessary. Embodiment 2 
employs the structure in which the n-well region 14 is 
formed over the entire surface of the p-type silicon substrate 
10 and JFET 2 is formed in this n-well region 14, thereby 25 

avoiding influence of the side diffusion of the n-well region 
14 and raising the degree of integration and the aperture 
ratio. 

Embodiment 3 

FIGS. 3Ato 3C are schematic structural drawings to show 
the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 3 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 3A is a plan 
view of the schematic structure to show the photoelectric 
conversion element, FIG. 3B a cross section along Xl-X2 
line in FIG. 3A, and FIG. 3C a cross section along Yl-Y2 
line in FIG. 3A. The photoelectric conversion element 
according to Embodiment 3 is different from the above two 
embodiments in that an element isolation region 21 of a 
predetermined conductivity type (then-type in this Embodi
ment 3) is formed in the peripheral regions of the photodiode 
1, JFET 2, and reset drain 4 (including the regions where the 
transfer gate 3 and reset gate 5 are formed). 

The JFET 2 of the photoelectric conversion element in 
this Embodiment 2 is first different from the structure of 
JFET 2 in Embodiment 1 in that the whole (particularly, the 
channel portion) is shallowed (in shallow junction 
arrangement). Shallowing the JFET 2 for performing only 
the amplification operation decreases the dimensions (size) 
of the entire JFET 2 by that shallowing degree, which can 
raise the degree of integration of the entire photoelectric 
conversion element and the aperture ratio of the photodiode 

Since p-type regions of the photodiode 1, JFET 2, and 
reset drain 4 each are normally formed in the n-well region 
14, they are electrically isolated from each other by this 

30 n-well region 14. Generally, the desired isolation of the 
n-well region 14 is lo define the isolation width as small as 
possible from the viewpoint of increasing the degree of 
integration and the aperture ratio. 

35 
However, the p-type regions of the photodiode 1, JFET 2, 

and reset drain 4 cannot be formed to shallow (shallow in the 
direction of from the silicon surface toward the substrate) 
because of performance of the photoelectric conversion 
element. Particularly, as to the photodiode 1, it is instead 1. 

In addition, the above arrangement can enhance a char
acteristic as an amplifying portion, that is, transconductance 
(gm), and can improve a saturation characteristic (or reduce 
a drain voltage dependence of a saturation region). An 
increase of transconductance (gm) is of course important, for 
example when the JFET 2 is used for current amplification, 
and it can lower the time constant ( or increase the speed) or 
can enhance the sensitivity in the case of source-follower 
operation (namely, in the case of charge amplification by 
capacitive load). 

40 
desired to form it to be deep from the silicon surface toward 
the substrate in view of the quantum efficiency. It is thus the 
case that the spread (side diffusion) becomes great in the 
lateral directions (in the directions perpendicular to the 
direction directed toward the substrate) and a reduction of 

45 
the isolation width cannot easily be done. 

Second, the JFET 2 of the photoelectric conversion ele- 50 
ment in Embodiment 2 is so arranged that p-type gate 
regions 13 (see FIG. 2B, a first conductivity type shallow 
gate region 13a and a first conductivity type gate region 13b) 
are formed above and below the channel (n-channel) and 
these first conductivity type shallow gate region 13a and first 55 
conductivity type gate region 13b are electrically connected 
in a portion where the channel is not formed. 

Further, it is different from JFET 2 in Embodiment 1 in 
that the p-type gate regions 13 are electrically separated 
from the p-type silicon substrate 10 by then-well region 14. 60 

This can greatly reduce influence of the substrate voltage 
(substrate bias effect) on the characteristics of the photo
electric conversion element itself. 

In addition, for example when a photoelectric conversion 
apparatus is composed of such photoelectric conversion 65 

elements and when JFETs 2 are in the source-follower 
operation, the reduction of the drain voltage dependence as 

Thus, this Embodiment 3 is arranged to suppress the 
above side diffusion of the p-type regions by forming the 
n-type element isolation region 21, thereby decreasing the 
isolation width, increasing the degree of integration of the 
entire photoelectric conversion element and the aperture 
ratio of photodiode 1, and facilitating control of the thresh
old voltage of the transfer gate 3 and reset gate 5. 

Embodiment 4 

FIG. 4 is a schematic sectional view to show an essential 
portion of the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 4 of the present invention. FIG. 4 depicts a 
portion of FIG. 2C or 3C, therefore, the present embodiment 
can be explained by using the figures for embodiment of 2 
or 3. 

The photodiode according to this embodiment is a buried 
photodiode (BPD) 1 having a vertical overflow structure, as 
shown in FIG. 4. Thus, the p-type diffusion layer 12 used 
herein needs to satisfy the following conditions. An SiO2 

film lla is formed on the silicon surface. 
(1) An excessive photogenerated charge should overflow 

into the substrate. 
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(2) The photogenerated charge should be completely 
transferred to the JFET 2 upon signal reading, so that 
the p-type diffusion of BPD 1 may be completely 
depleted. 

18 
sent from the vertical scanning circuit 34 is applied, the 
apparatus is arranged to sequentially operate the transfer 
control elements 31a in each row. 

On the other hand, p-type diffusion used in JFET 2 needs 5 

to satisfy the following conditions. 

A reset element 31b is given for each pixel 31, and reset 
drains RD of the reset elements 31b are arranged in parallel 
in each row as being connected in common to a clock line 
50a, 50b, 50c to be scanned in each row of the matrix 
arrangement by the vertical scanning circuit 34. The reset 
gates (reset gate electrodes) 5 of all the pixels are connected 

(1) The charge transferred from BPD 1 should not over
flow into the substrate. 

(2) Punch-through should not occur between the source 
n+-diffusion of JFET 2 and then-well region 14. 

(3) The p-type diffusion region should not be depleted 
under the bias conditions in operation as JFET 2. 

In order to simultaneously satisfy these conditions, opti
mization is rather easy by setting the concentrations of the 
p-lype diliusion regions in BPD 1 and JFET 2 separately lo 
different values. 

Thus, in the photoelectric conversion element in the 
present embodiment, these impurity concentrations are sepa
rately set so that the impurity concentration of the charge 
storing portion 12, which is the p-type diffusion region of 
BPD 1, may be in the range of 5x1015 cm-3 to 3x1016 cm-3 

and so that the impurity concentration of the first conduc
tivity type gate region 13b, which is the p-type diffusion 
region of JFET 2, may be in the range of 6x1015 cm-3 to 
3xl016 cm-3

. Here, these impurity concentrations can be 
controlled hy changing the implantation conditions in boron 
ion implantation, for example by changing a dose. 

Embodiment 5 

FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram to show the schematic structure 
of the photoelectric conversion apparatus according to 
Embodiment 5 in which photoelectric conversion elements, 
as described in above each Embodiment 1-4 (FIG. 1 to FIG. 

10 in common through a row line 37a to a drive pulse gener
ating circuit 37. The source of each reset element 31b is 
formed in common with the drain of transfer control element 
31a. When a drive pulse <l>RG sent from the drive pulse 
generating circuit 37 is applied to the reset gate (reset gate 

15 electrode) 5, this reset element 31b is arranged to operate. 

The vertical source line 32a, 32b, 32c, on one hand, is 
connected in each column through a MOS transistor for 
transferring a light signal output T 51 , T 52, T 53 and through 
a MOS transistor for transferring a dark output Tm, T n 2 , 

20 T n 3 to one electrode of a capacitor for storing the light signal 
output (second memory clement) C51 , C52, C53 and to one 
electrode of a capacitor for storing the dark output (first 
memory element) Cm, Cn2 , Cn3 and then is connected 

25 
through MOS transistors for selection of horizontal reading 
THsi, THs2 , THs3 , THni, THn2 , THn3 to a signal output line 
38 and a dark output line 39. Generally, parasitic capaci
tances CHs• CHD exist in the signal output line 38 and dark 
output line 39. A buffer amplifier 38a, 39a is connected to 
one end of each of the signal output line 38 and dark output 

30 line 39. 
The signal output line 38 and dark output line 39, on the 

4) are arranged in a two-dimensional matrix. FIG. 6 is a 
35 

pulse timing chart for explaining the operation of the circuit 
diagram shown in FIG. 5. The photoelectric conversion 
apparatus in the following description will be explained as 

other hand, are connected to the drains of MOS transistors 
for resetting the signal output lines T RHs, T RHD• respectively, 
and the sources of MOS transistors TRHs, TRHD are 
grounded (GND) as being connected to the other electrodes 
of the above capacitors for storing the light signal output 
C51 , C52 , C53 and capacitors for storing the dark output Cn1 , 

Cn2 , Cn3 . When a drive pulse <l>RH sent from the drive pulse 
generating circuit 43 is applied to the gate electrodes of the 
MOS transistors for resetting the signal output lines TRHs, 

an example where the photoelectric conversion elements are 
those shown in FIG. 1, but the same can be applied to the 

40 
cases using the photoelectric conversion elements shown in 
FIG. 2 to FIG. 4. TRHn, the MOS transistors TRHs• TRHn are arranged to start 

operating. As shown in FIG. 5, each pixel 31 is composed of a 
photodiode PD for generating and storing a charge accord
ing to incident light, a JFET for generating a signal output 
according to the charge received by its control region, a 
transfer control element (p-channel MOSFET) 31a having a 
transfer gate TG for transferring the charge generated and 
stored in the photodiode 1 to the control region of JPET, a 
reset drain RD which is a reset-purpose charge draining 
means for draining the charge transferred to the control 
region of JFET, and a reset element (p-channel MOSFET) 
31b having a reset gate RG, which is a reset-purpose control 
means for controlling the reset drain RD. 

TI1e source of each JFET is connected in common to a 
vertical source line 32a, 32b, 32c in each column of the 
matrix arrangement. All pixels 31 are connected in common 
to a drain power-supply 31c through a wiring (not shown) or 
diffusion layer formed on the drain side of each JFET and on 
the cathode side of the photodiode PD. Further, the anode 
side of each photodiode 1 and the control region of JPET 2 
are connected to the source or the drain of the transfer 
control element 31a, respectively. 

A horizontal selection line 40a, 40b, 40c connected to a 

45 horizontal scanning circuit 40 in each column is connected 
in common to the gate electrodes of the MOS transistors for 
selection of horizontal reading THsi, THs2 , THs3 and THni, 
Trw2 , TIID3• so that horizontal reading may be controlled by 
a drive pulse <l>H1 to <l>H3 sent from the horizontal scanning 

50 circuit 40. 
The gate electrodes of the above MOS transistors for 

transferring the light signal outputs T51 , T52, T53 are con
nected through a clock line for light signal 41a and the gate 
electrodes of the above MOS transistors for transferring the 

55 dark outputs T ni, T n 2 , T n 3 are connected through a clock 
line for dark output 42a, each to a drive pulse generating 
circuit 41 or 42. When a drive pulse <Prs or <I>rn sent from 
the drive pulse generating circuit 41 or 42 is applied to the 
gate electrodes through either line, these MOS transistors for 

60 transmission of light signal output T51 , T52, T83 and MOS 
transistors for transmission of dark output T ni, T n 2 , T n 3 are 
arranged alternately to operate in a predetermined order. 

TI1e transfer gates (transfer gate electrodes) 3 of the 
transfer control elements 31a in each row are connected in 65 

common to a clock line 33a, 33b, 33c to be scanned by a 
vertical scanning circuit 34. When a drive pulse <PrG1-<I>rG3 

The above vertical source line 32a, 32b, 32c in each 
column, on the other hand, is connected to the drain of a 
transistor for reset T Rvi, T RV2, T RV3 and to a constant current 
source for source-follower reading 44a, 44b, 44c. A power-
supply voltage V RV is supplied to the source of each reset 
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transistor TRv1, T m12, T RV3, and a power-supply voltage V cs 
is supplied to the constant current sources for source
follower reading 44a, 44b, 44c. 

A reset pulse <I>Rv is supplied to the gate electrodes of the 
reset transistors TRv1 , TRv2 , TRV3, and with a change of this 5 
reset pulse <I>Rv to high level the reset transistors TRv1 , Tm12, 

T RV3 become on so as to ground the vertical source lines 
32a, 32b, 32c (when Ymr=GND). 

The constant current sources for source-follower reading 
44a, 44h, 44c control the time constant of source-follower 10 
operation, and also suppress variations of the time constant 
c.lut: Lo iluclualions of the bias point for every pixel 31 lo 
equalize the gains, thus suppressing the fixed pattern noise 
(hereinafter referred to as FPN). 

The operation of the photoelectric conversion apparatus 
15 

according to Embodiment 5 of the present invention is next 
explained referring to the pulse timing chart shown in FIG. 
6. In FIG. 6, the period between t11 and 115 represents the 
reading operation of pixels 31 in the first row, and thereafter 
the periods between t21 and t25 and between 131 and 135 20 
correspond to the second row and the third row, respectively. 
Further, t11 to t14 each are so defined that t11 is the period for 
the initialization operation of JFETs 2, t12 the period for the 
source-follower operation of JFETs 2 in the first row after 
initialization, t13 the period for the transfer operation of 

25 
signal charges from the photodiodes 1 to the JFETs 2 in the 
first row, and t14 the period for the source-follower operation 

20 
In the period 113, the drive pulse <PrGl is turned to the low 

level to bring the transfer gates 3 from the non-conductive 
( off) state to the conductive ( on) state, and the drive pulse 
<Prs is changed to the high level and the drive pulse <PrD to 
the low level, thereby changing the MOS transistors for 
transfer of light signal output Ts 1 , T52, T83 into the conduc-
tive ( on) state and the MOS transistors for transfer of dark 
output Tm, T D2, T DJ into the non-conductive ( off) state. 

As a result, charges generated and stored in the photo-
diodes 1 in the first row are transferred to the control regions 
of JFETs 2. After transfer of charge the potential of each 
control region of JFET 2 changes (increases in this case) by 
a degree of charge amount/gate capacitance. The reason why 
the transfer gates 3 change into the conductive ( on) state 
when the drive pulse <I>rGl is kept at the low level in FIG. 
6 is that the transfer control elements 31a are of the 
p-channel type and thus the polarity of the drive pulse <I>rGl 

is opposite to that of the other drive pulses. 

In the period t14, similarly as in the period tn, the drive 
pulse <DTGl is changed to the high level to bring the transfer 
gates 3 in the first row into the non-conductive ( off) state 
whereby the charges photoelectrically converted in the pho
todiodes 1 are stored, and the drive pulse <I>Rv is changed to 
the low level to bring the reset transistors T RVl to T RV3 into 
the interrupted ( off) state whereby the JFE Ts 2 in the first 
row perform the source-follower operation. 

Since during this period t14 the drive pulse <Prs is at the 
high level, the MOS transistors for transfer of light signal 

of JFETs 2 after transfer, anc.l these four operations are 
carried out in the horizontal blanking period. Further, 115 is 
the image signal output period. 

First, as shown in FIG. 6, the drive pulse <I>RD1 is set to 
the high level while keeping the drive pulses <I>RD2 and <l>RD3 

30 
output T51 , T52, T83 are kept in the conductive state (on), and 
output (signal output) voltages corresponding to potentials 
after the charges are transferred to the control regions of the 
respective .TFETs 2 are stored in the capacitors for storage of at the low level) at the start of period t11 whereby the voltage 

drive pulse is applied to the reset drains 4 of pixels 31 in the 
first row. Then the high level voltage is applied to the control 35 
regions of JFETs 2 of the pixels 31 in the first row and the 
low level voltage is applied to the control regions of JFETs 
2 of the pixels 31 in the other rows through the reset gates 
5 of all the pixels 31 already set in a conductive ( on) state 
at the low level. By this operation, the control regions of 40 
these JJ:iETs 2 are initialized (the charges therein are drained) 
and the JFE Ts 2 in the first row are selected ( on) while the 
JPETs 2 in the other rows are not selected ( off). 

Namely, selection (on) or non-selection (off) of JFETs 2 
is effected depending upon whether the voltage drive pulse 45 
(<I>RDl• <PRD2 , <PRD3) is sent to a row of the reset drains 4 or 
not. Then, the control regions of JFE Ts 2 in the selected row 

light signal output Cs1, Cs2, C 83 . In the period 115, the drive 
pulses <I>RD1, <I>RG, <I>rs are each changed to the low level 
and the drive pulse <I>Rv to the high level, so that the output 
voltages (image signals) stored in the capacitors for storage 
of light signal output Cs1 to Cs3 and capacitors for storage 
of dark output Cm to CD3 are ready to be output to the 
output terminals Vos, V oD· 

Then sequentially outputting the drive pulses <l>H1 to <l>H3 
from the horizontal scanning circuit 40 and the drive pulse 
<I>RH from the drive pulse generating circuit 43, the image 
signals stored in the capacitors for storage of light signal 
output C81 to C53 and the capacitors for storage of dark 
output CD1 to CD3 arc read out into the horizontal reading 
lines of signal output line 38 and dark output line 39, 
respectively, then, the image signals are output from the 
terminals Vos, V oD, while horizontal reading lines of signal 

are initialized to the high level voltage and the control 
regions of JFETs 2 in the non-selected row are initialized to 
the low level voltage. 50 output line 38 and dark output line 39 are reset. 

At the end of period t11 ( or at the start of period t12) the 
c.lrive pulse <I>RG is changec.l to the high kvel so as lo change 
the reset gates 5 into a non-conductive ( off) state whereby 
the control regions of the respective JFETs 2 are kept in a 
floating state as maintaining the selected ( on) or the non- 55 

selected ( off) state. 
At the same time ( at the start of period t12), the drive pulse 

<I>Rv is changed to the low level to bring the reset transistors 
TRv1 to TRv3 into an interrupted (off) state, and the JFETs 2 
in the first row perform the source-follower operation in this 60 

perioc.l t12 . During this periotl l12 the c.lrive pulse <PrD is al the 
high level to keep the MOS transistors for transfer of dark 
output TD 1 , TD2 , TD3 in a conductive state (on) and output 
( output at dark) voltages corresponding to the potentials 
immediately after the initialization of the control regions of 65 

the JFETs 2 are stored in the capacitors for storage of dark 
output CD1, CD2, CD3-

The image signals obtained from the output terminals 
Vos, V oD are subjected to arithmetic processing by an 
external arithmetic circuit not shown. This is effected as 
follows. Since an image signal obtained from the output 
terminal Vos contains a charge component (S) and a dark 
component (D) and an image signal obtained from the 
output terminal V oD contains only the dark component (D), 
only the image signal according to the charge component (S) 
is extracted by the arithmetic processing of the image signals 
obtained from the output terminals V 05, V oD (by subtraction 
processing (V 0s-V oD)). 

The above reading operation for the first row in the 
periods t11 to 115 is repeated similarly for the second row and 
the third row in the periods t21 to t25 and in the periods 131 

to l:ss, respectively. Since the photoelectric conversion appa
ratus in the first embodiment is arranged in such a manner 
that the reset element 31b is provided for each pixel 31 and 
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photoelectric conversion apparatus explained in FIG. 5 can 
obviate a need to form wiring to the gate electrodes 50 
because no gate electrodes 50 are formed in the JFETs 2. 
Accordingly, the capacitance of each control region of JFET 

the reset drains 4 are arranged in parallel with each other in 
each row, the reset operation becomes very fast and the total 
time of the periods t11 to t15 , t21 to t25 , t31 to t35 becomes 
shorter than those of the conventional photoelectric conver
sion apparatus. 

Embodiment 6 

5 2 can be decreased because of the absence of the gate 
electrode 50, thus presenting an advantage that the sensitiv
ity can be enhanced. 

FIGS. 7 A to 7C are schematic structural drawings to show In contrast, the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown 
in FIG. 8 has an advantage that the reset drains 4 do not have 

10 lo be pulse-driven becatLSe the gale electrodes 50 are formed 
in the JFETs 2. 

the photoelectric conversion element according to Embodi
ment 6 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 7A is a plan 
view of the schematic structure to show the photoelectric 
conversion element, FIG. 7B a cross section along Xl-X2 
line in FIG. 7A, and FIG. 7C a cross section along Yl-Y2 
line in FIG. 7A. The photoelectric conversion element 
shown in FIGS. 7A to 7C is most different from the 15 

photoelectric conversion elements shown in FIG. 1 to FIG. 

In the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in FIG. 
8, each pixel 31 is composed of a photodiode 1 for gener
ating and storing a charge according to incident light, a gate 
electrode 50 for controlling the control region by capacitive 
coupling, a JFET 2 for producing a signal output according 
to the charge received by the control region, a transfer 
control element (p-channel MOSFET) 31a having a transfer 
gate 3 for transferring the charge generated and stored in the 

4 in that a gate electrode 50 is formed for controlling the 
control region of JFET 2 by capacitive coupling in JFET 2 
(the amplifying portion). The other structure of this photo
electric conversion element is the same as the photoelectric 
conversion element shown in FIG. 1. A gate line 51 is 
formed as shown in FIG. 7A. 

In ordinary JFET 2, the gate electrode 50 for controlling 

20 photodiode 1 to the control region of JFET 2, a reset drain 
4 for draining the charge transferred to the control region of 
JFET 2, and a reset element (p-channel MOSFET) 31b 
having a reset gate 5 for controlling the reset drain 4. 

the control region by capacitive coupling is formed. 
25 However, the photoelectric conversion elements shown in 

FIG. 1 to FIG. 4 exclude the gate electrode 50. The differ
ences due to the formation of gate electrode 50 will be 
explained in the next description of a photoelectric conver
sion apparatus having photoelectric conversion elements 

30 (FIGS. 7A to 7C) arranged in a two-dimensional matrix 
where the gate electrode 50 is formed. 

The photoelectric conversion element shown in FIGS. 7A 

The sources of JFETs 2 in each column of the matrix 
arrangement are connected in common to the vertical source 
line 32a, 32h, 32c. All the pixels are connected in common 
to the drain power-supply 31c through a wiring (not shown) 
or diffusion layer on the drain side of each JFET 2 and on 
the cathode side of photodiode 1. Further, the anode side of 
each photodiode 1 and the control region of JFET 2 each are 
connected to the source or the drain of the transfer control 
element 31a. 

to 7C is the same as the photoelectric conversion element 
shown in FIGS. lA to lC except that the gate electrode SU 
is formed. If the structures of photodiode 1 and JFET 2 of the 
photoelectric conversion element shown in FIGS. 7A to 7C 

The transfer gates (transfer gate electrodes) 3 of the 

35 
transfer control elements 31a are connected in common in 
each row of the matrix arrangement to the clock line 33a, 
33b, 33c to be scanned by the vertical scanning circuit 34, 
and with application of the drive pulse <I>rGl to <I>rG3 sent 
from the above vertical scanning circuit 34 the transfer 
control elements 31a are sequentially operated in each row. 

are replaced by the structures of photodiode 1 and JFET 2 of 
the photoelectric conversion element shown in FIGS. 2A to 
2C, the photoelectric conversion element thus obtained 40 
becomes the same as the photoelectric conversion element 
shown in FIGS. 2A to 2C except that the gate electrode 50 
is formed. Further, if the element isolation region 21 of the 
predetermined conductivity type is formed between the 
mutual regions of the photodiode 1, JFET 2, and reset drain 45 
4 of the photoelectric conversion element shown in FIGS. 

The gate electrodes 50 in JFETs 2 are connected in 
common in each row of the matrix arrangement to the clock 
line 35a, 35b, 35c to be scanned by the vertical scanning 
circuit 34, and the JJ:iETs 2 are sequentially operated in each 
row when the drive pulse <l>G1 -<l>G3 sent from the above 
vertical scanning circuit 34 is applied thereto. 

A reset element 31b is given for each pixel 31, and reset 
drains 4 of all the pixels are connected in common to the 
power-supply voltage V RD through a row line 36. The reset 

7A to 7C, it becomes the same as the photoelectric conver
sion element shown in FIGS. 3A to 3C except that the gate 
electrode 50 is formed. The description of the same portions 
is thus omitted herein. 

Embodiment 7 

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram to show the schematic structure 

so gates (reset gate electrodes) 5 of the all pixels are also 
connected in common through the row line 37a to the drive 
pulse generating circuit 37. The source of each reset element 
31b is formed in common with the drain of transfer control 

of the photoelectric conversion apparatus according to 
Embodiment 7 of the present invention, in which the pho- 55 

toelectric conversion elements shown in FIGS. 7A to 7C are 
arranged in a two-dimensional matrix. Comparing FIG. 8 
with FIG. 5 (Embodiment 5), the photoelectric conversion 
apparatus shown in FIG. 8 is arranged in such a manner that 
the gate electrodes 50 of JFETs 2 forming the respective 60 
pixels (photoelectric conversion elements) 31 in each row 
are connected in common to the vertical scanning circuit 34. 
The gate electrodes 50 are pulse-driven. 

element 31a. When a drive pulse <I>RG sent from the drive 
pulse generating circuit 37 is applied to the reset gate 5, this 
reset element 31b is arranged to operate, thus initializing the 
control region of JFET 2. 

The above vertical source line 32a, 32b, 32c, on one hand, 
is connected in each column through a MOS transistor for 
transferring the light signal output T.m T82, T53 and through 
MOS transistor for transferring a dark output T Dl' T Dz, T D3 
to one electrode of the capacitor for storing the light signal 
output (second memory element) Csi, C5 z, C53 and to one 
electrode of the capacitor for storing the dark output (first In the photoelectric conversion apparatus as explained in 

FIG. 5 the reset drains 4 were pulse-driven instead of the 
above gate electrodes 50, because no gate electrodes 50 were 
formed in the JFETs 2. It is, however, noted that the 

65 memory element) CD1 , CD2 , CD3 and then is connected 
through the MOS transistors for selection of horizontal 
reading THs1, THsz, THs3, THDl, THDz, THD3 to the signal 
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output line 38 and the dark output line 39. Generally, 
parasitic capacitances CHs, CHD exist in the signal output 
line 38 and dark output line 39. A buffer amplifier 38a, 39a 
is connected to one end of each of the signal output line 38 
and dark output line 39. 

The above signal output line 38 and dark output line 39 
are connected to the drains of MOS transistors for resetting 
the signal output lines TRHs, TRHn, respectively, and the 
sources of MOS transistors TRHs, TRHD are grounded (GND) 
as being connected lo the other electrodes of the above 10 

capacitors for storing the light signal output C81 , Cs2 , Cs3 

and capacitors for storing the dark output Cn1, Cn2, Cn3-

When a drive pulse <I>RHsent from the drive pulse generating 
circuit 43 is applied to the gate electrodes of the MOS 
transistors for resetting the signal output lines T RHs, T RHD• 15 

the MOS transistors TRHs, TRHD are arranged to start oper
ating. 

A horizontal selection line 40a, 40b, 40c connected to a 
horizontal scanning circuit 40 in each column is connected 
in common to the gate electrodes of the MOS transistors for 20 

selection of horizontal reading THSl• THs2 , THs3 and THn 1 , 

T Hn2 , T HDJ• so that horizontal reading may be controlled by 
a drive pulse <Pm to <I>H3 sent from the horizontal scanning 
circuit 40. 

The gate electrodes of the above MOS transistors for 25 

transferring the light signal outputs Ts1 , Ts2 , T83 are con
nected through a clock line for light signal 4 la and the gate 
electrodes of the above MOS transistors for transferring the 
dark outputs Tm, Tn2 , Tn3 are connected through a clock 

30 line for dark output 42a, each to a drive pulse generating 
circuit 41 or 42. When a drive pulse <Prs or <I>rn sent from 
the drive pulse generating circuit 41 or 42 is applied to the 
gate electrodes through either line, these MOS transistors for 
transmission of light signal output T81 , T52, T83 and MOS 

35 transistors for transmission of dark output Tm, T n 2 , T n 3 are 
arranged alternately to operate in a predetermined order. 

The above vertical source line 32a, 32b, 32c in each 
column, on the other hand, is connected to the drain of a 
transistor for reset T RVl• T Rv2 , T RV3 and to a constant current 

40 
source for source-follower reading 44a, 44b, 44c. A power
supply voltage V nv is supplied to the source of each reset 
transistor T RVl• T RV2• T RV3• and a power-supply voltage V cs 

24 
2 in the first row, and t14 the period for the source-follower 
operation of JFET 2 after transfer, and these four operations 
are carried out in the horizontal blanking period. Further, 115 

is the image signal output period. 
First, as shown in FIG. 9, in the period 111 the drive pulses 

<I>RG and <Prn are changed to the high level whereby the 
reset gates 5 of the respective pixels 31 are changed from the 
conductive (on) state into the non-conductive (off) state and 
the MOS transistors for transfer of dark output T Dl• T Dz• 

T DJ are changed into the conductive ( on) slak. 
A-; a result, the control regions of all JFETs 2 come to 

have the potential of the power-supply voltage V RD con
nected through the reset drains 4 and the row line 36 so as 
to he initialized (the charges are drained), thus turning to a 
floating state. The reason why the drive pulse <I>RG to the 
reset gates 5 is at the high level to keep the reset gates 5 in 
the non-conductive state ( off) is that the polarity is opposite 
to that of the other drive pulses because the reset elements 
31b are of the p-channel type. 

Next at the start of the period 112, the drive pulse <I>G1 is 
changed to the high level to raise the potential of the gate 
electrodes of JFETs 2 in the first row, whereby the JFETs 2 
in the first row are selected (on) and the JFETs in the second 
and the other rows arc not selected (off). Namely, when the 
reset gates 5 are in the non-conductive state ( off), selection 
(on) or non-selection (off) of .TFETs 2 is effected depending 
upon whether the drive pulse (<I>G1, <I>G2, <I>G3) is sent to a 
row of the gate electrodes of JFETs or not. 

At the same time ( at the start of period t 12), the drive pulse 
<I>Rv is changed to the low level to bring the reset transistors 
TRv1 to TRV3 into an interrupted (off) state, and the JFE'ls 2 
in the first row perform the source-follower operation in this 
period 112. During this period t12 the drive pulse <Pm is at the 
high level to keep the MOS transistors for transfer of dark 
output T n 1 , T nz, T n 3 in a conductive state ( on) and output 
( output at dark) voltages corresponding to the potentials 
immediately after the initialization of the control regions of 
the .TFETs 2 are stored in the capacitors for storage of dark 
output Cn1 , Cn2 , Cn3 -

ln the period 113, the drive pulse <t>rGl is turned to the low 
level to bring the transfer gates 3 from the non-conductive 
( off) state into the conductive ( on) state, and the drive pulse 
<Prs is changed to the high level and the drive pulse <Pm to is supplied to the constant current sources for source

follower reading 44a, 44b, 44c. 
A reset pulse <I>Rv is supplied to the gate electrodes of the 

reset transistors T Rv1 , T Rv2, T RV3• and with a change of this 
reset pulse <I>Rv to the high level the reset transistors TRvi• 

45 the low level, thereby changing the MOS transistors for 
transfer of light signal output T 51 , T 52, T 53 into the conduc
tive ( on) state and the MOS transistors for transfer of dark 
output Tm, T nz, T n 3 into the non-conductive ( off) state. 

T RV2• T RV3 become on so as to ground the vertical source 
lines 32a, 32b, 32c (when VRy=GND). 

The constant current sources for source-follower reading 
44a, 44b, 44c control the lime constant of source-follower 
operation, and also suppress variations of the time constant 
due to fluctuations of bias point for every pixel 31 to 
equalize the gains, thus suppressing FPN. 

The operation of the photoelectric conversion apparatus 
according to Embodiment 7 of the present invention shown 
in FIG. 8 is next explained referring to the pulse timing chart 
shown in FIG. 9. In FIG. 9, the period between 111 and 115 

represents the reading operation of pixels 31 in the first row, 
and thereafter the periods between l21 and l25 and between 
131 and 135 correspond to the second row and the third row, 
respectively. Further, t11 to 114 each are so defined that 111 is 
the period for the initialization operation of JFET 2, t,12 the 
period for the source-follower operation of JFET 2 in the 
first row after initialization, t13 the period for the transfer 
operation of signal charge from the photodiode 1 to the JFET 

As a result, charges generated and stored in the photo-
so diodes 1 in the first row are transferred to the control regions 

of JFETs 2. After transfer of charge the potential of each 
control region of JPET 2 changes (increases in this case) by 
a degree of charge amount/gate capacitance. The reason why 
the transfer gates 3 are in the conductive state (on) when the 

55 drive pulse <I>rGl is kept at the low level in FIG. 9 is that the 
transfer control elements 31a are of the p-channel type and 
thus the polarity is opposite to that of the other drive pulses. 

In the period t14, similarly as in the period 112, the drive 
pulse <Pm1 is changed to the high level to bring the transfer 

60 gates 3 in the first row into the non-conductive ( off) state 
whereby the charges photoelectrically converted in the pho
todiodes 1 are kept as stored, and the drive pulse <I>Rv is 
changed to the low level to bring the reset transistors TRvl 

to T RV3 to the interrupted ( off) state whereby the JFE Ts 2 in 
65 the first row perform the source-follower operation. 

Since during this period t14 the drive pulse <Prs is at the 
high level, the MOS transistors for transfer of light signal 
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output T51 , T52, T53 are kept in the conductive state (on), and 
output (signal output) voltages corresponding to potentials 
after the charges are transferred to the control regions of the 
respective JFETs 2 are stored in the capacitors for storage of 
light signal output C51 , C52, C53 . 

In the period t15, the drive pulses <l>Rm, <l>RG, <Prs are 
each changed to the low level and the drive pulse <l>Rv to the 
high level, so that the output voltages (image signals) stored 
in the capacitors for storage of light signal output C51 to C53 

and capacitors for storage of dark output Cm to CD3 are 
ready to be output to the output terminals Vos, V oD· 

TI1en sequentially outputting the drive pulses <l>m to <l>H3 

from the horizontal scanning circuit 40 and the drive pulse 
([>RH from the drive pulse generating circuit 43, the image 
signals stored in the capacitors for storage of light signal 
output C81 to C83 and the capacitors for storage of dark 
output Cm to C D 3 are read out into the horizontal reading 
lines of signal output line 38 and dark output line 39, 
respectively, then, the image signals are output from the 
terminals V 05, V oD, while horizontal reading lines of signal 
output line 38 and dark output line 39 arc reset. 

The image signals obtained from the output terminals 
V 05, V OD are subjected to arithmetic processing by an 
external arithmetic circuit not shown. This is effected as 
follows. Since an image signal obtained from the output 
terminal V us contains a charge component (S) and a dark 
component (D) am! an image signal obtained from the 
output terminal V oD contains only the dark component (D), 
only the image signal according to the charge component (S) 
is extracted by the arithmetic processing of the image signals 
obtained from the output terminals Vos, V oD (by subtraction 
processing (V 08-V oD)). 

The above reading operation for the first row in the 
periods 111 to 115 is repeated similarly for the second row and 
the third row in the periods t21 to t25 and in the periods t31 , 

to t35, respectively. Since the photoelectric conversion appa
ratus shown in FIG. 8 is arranged in such a manner that the 
reset element 31b is provided for each pixel 31 and the reset 
drains 4 of all the pixels are arranged in parallel with each 
other, the reset operation becomes very fast and the total 
time of the periods t11 to t15 , t21 to t25 , t31 to t35 becomes 
shorter than those of the conventional photoelectric conver
sion apparatus. 

Embodiment 8 

FIGS. lOA-lOC are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 8 of the present invention, wherein FIG. lOA 
is a plan view of the schematic structure to show the 
photoelectric conversion element, FIG. 10B a cross section 
along Xl-X2 line in FIG. lOA, and FIG. lOC a cross section 
along Yl-Y2 line in FIG. lOA. The photoelectric conversion 
element according to this Embodiment 8 is different from the 
above embodiments in that a depletion type MOS transistor 
52 is used for the amplifying portion. 

The MOS transistor performs so-called non-destructive 
amplification operation without destroying the charge 
(signal charge) during amplification operation, similarly as 
JFET 2, and thus has a property of rarely causing FPN. 
Further, the MOS transistor has no residual charge in the 
control region (the surface of silicon (n-type silicon layer) 
under the gate electrode) upon reset of signal charge, thus 
having a property of rarely causing lag and reset noise. 
Accordingly, it is suitable for example for forming a solid 
state image sensing device capable of performing electronic 
shutter operation by keeping simultaneity in a frame. 

26 
Embodiment 9 

FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram to show the schematic 
structure of the photoelectric conversion apparatus accord
ing to Embodiment 9 of the present invention, in which the 

5 photoelectric conversion elements shown in FIGS. 
l0A-l0C are arranged in a two-dimensional matrix. FIG. 12 
is a pulse timing chart for explaining the operation of the 
circuit diagram shown in FIG. 11. 

The photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in FIG. 11 
10 is different from the photoelectric conversion apparatus as 

explained in FIG. 5 (Embodiment 5) and in FIG. 8 
(Embodiment 7) in that the amplifying portions of pixels 31 
are MOS transistors (MOS), the transfer gates 3 of transfer 
control elements 31a of all the pixels are connected in 

15 common through a row line 51a to the drive pulse generating 
circuit 51, and the reset gates 5 of the reset elements 31b in 
each row are arranged to be operated by the drive pulse 
(<l>RGl-<l>RG3 ) sent from the vertical scanning circuit 34 
through the clock line 52a, 52b, 52c. Employing the arrange-

20 ment of the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in 
FIG. 11, the photoelectric conversion apparatus can realize 
the electronic shutter operation with simultaneity in a frame. 

Now, the operation of the photoelectric conversion appa-
25 ratus shown in FIG. 11 is explained referring to the pulse 

timing chart shown in FIG. 12. First, as shown in FIG. 12, 
in the period 110 the drive pulses <l>rG and <l>RG1-<l>RGJ are 
changed to the low level, whereby the transfer gates 3 and 
reset gates 5 of the respective pixels 31 are changed from the 

30 
non-conductive (off) state into the conductive (on) state. 

As a result, not only the control regions of the MOS 
transistors (MOS) but also the photodiodes 1 are electrically 
connected to the reset drains 4, whereby the photodiodes 1 
are depleted to be initialized and the control regions of the 

35 
MOS transistors (MOS) are initialized to the potential of the 
reset drains 4. 

Then, in the period t11 the drive pulses <l>rG and 
<l>RG1-<l>RG3 are changed to the high level to change the 
transfer gates 3 and reset gates 5 of the respective pixels 31 

40 into the non-conductive ( off) state and to bring the photo
diodes 1 into a charge storing state. The period 111 becomes 
a shutter time. 

Next, in the period t12, the drive pulses <l>RG1-<l>RGJ are 
again set to the low level to change the reset gates 5 of the 

45 respective pixels 31 from the non-conductive ( off) state to 
the conductive ( on) state. As a result, the potential of the 
control regions of the MOS transistors (MOS) turn to the 
potential of the reset drains 4 connected through the row line 
36 to the power-supply voltage V RD, and dark currents 

50 occurring in the MOS transistors (MOS) during the period 
111 are eliminated, thus again initializing the MOS transistors 
(MOS). This initialization operation of the MOS transistors 
(MOS) is a necessary operation for long-term storage in the 
photodiodes 1 in the case of image pickup in a still picture 

55 mode. 
In the period 113 the drive pulse <I>rs is set to the high level 

to change the MOS transistors for transfer of light signal 
output T51 , T52, T53 into the conductive (on) state, the drive 
pulses <I>w,,-<I>Rm are set to the high level to tum the reset 

60 gates 5 of the respective pixels 31 into the non-conductive 
( off) state, and the drive pulse <l>rG is set to the low level to 
turn the transfer gates 3 of the respective pixels 31 into the 
conductive (on) state. As a result, the charges generated and 
stored in the period t11 are transferred from the photodiodes 

65 1 to the control regions of MOS transistors. 
In the periods t14 to t17 the reading operation of the pixels 

31 in the first row is carried out substantially in the same 
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picking up a moving picture. Namely, the electronic shutter 
operation can be applied to the cases for picking up the 
moving picture. However, in the cases for picking up the 
moving picture, the operation in the periods t10-t13 shown in 

manner as in the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown 
in FIG. 5 and FIG. 8. Namely, the operation in the periods 
t14-t1 7 in the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in 
FIG. 11 corresponds to the operation in the periods t12-t15 in 
the photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in FIG. 5 and 
FIG. 8. 

Namely, in the period t14 of the photoelectric conversion 
apparatus shown in FIG. 10, the drive pulse <1>a1 is set to the 
high level to raise the potential of the gate electrodes 
operated by capacitive coupling, and the drive pulse <l>Rv is 
set to the low level to tum the reset transistors T Rvc T RV3 

into the interrupted state ( off), whereby the MOS transistors 
(MOS) in the first row perform the source-follower opera
tion ( charge amplification operation by capacitive load). 
Here, selection (on) or non-selection (off) of MOS transis
tors (MOS) in each row is determined by the drive pulses 
(<I>m--<I>m) to the gate electrodes. 

5 FIG. 12 (among which the period 112 is not necessary in the 
case of the moving picture) needs to be performed within the 
vertical blanking period. Thus, there is a certain limitation 
on the variable range of shutter speed. 

The photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in FIG. 11 
10 ( capable of perfom1ing the electronic shutter operation with 

simultaneity in a frame) can employ not only the MOS type 
photoelectric conversion elements, but also the JFET type or 
the bipolar type photoelectric conversion elements, as long 
as they are constructed in the structure operable by capaci-

During this period 114 the drive pulse <I>rs is already set at 
the high level so as to keep the MOS transistors for transfer 

15 tive coupling. However, the most preferred elements are the 
MOS type photoelectric conversion clements causing no 
reset noise, because the reset operation is interposed 
between two source-follower operations. 

of light signal output T 5 1 , T 52, T 83 in the conductive state 20 

(on), and output (signal output) voltages corresponding to 
potentials after the charges are transferred lo the control 
regions of MOS transistors are stored in the capacitors for 
storage of light signal output C, 1 , C52, C53 . 

Next, in the period t15 , the drive pulse <I>rn is set to the 25 

high level to turn the MOS transistors for transfer of dark 
output T ni, T n 2 , T n 3 into the conductive state ( on), and the 
drive pulse <DRc to the low level to tum the reset gates 5 in 
the first row into the conductive state (on), whereby the 

30 control regions of the MOS transistors (MOS) in the first 
row are reset (the charges are drained). 

Further, in the period t16 , the drive pulse <l>Rv is again set 
to the low level to tum the reset transistors T Rv1-T RV3 into 
the interrupted state ( off), and the MOS transistors (MOS) in 

35 
the first row perform the source-follower operation after 
reset. 

During this period 116 the drive pulse <Dm is already set 

Embodiment 10 

FIGS. 13A to 13C are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 10 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 13A 
is a plan view of the schematic structure to show the 
photoelectric conversion element, FIG. 13B a cross section 
along Xl-X2 line in FIG. 13A, and FIG. 13C a cross section 
along Yl-Y2 line in FIG. 13A. The photoelectric conversion 
element shown in FIGS. 13A to 13C is different from the 
above embodiments in that a bipolar transistor 53 is used for 
the amplifying portion. The emitter 54, collector 55, and 
base 56 are constructed as shown in the drawings, and the 
emitter electrode 57 and emitter line 58 are formed as 
shown. 

In the bipolar transistor 53 shown in FIGS. 13A to 13C, 
the collector region is formed in the silicon (n-well region 
14) surface layer part without forming the n+-lype buried 
collector or the collector using the high-concentration n-type 
substrate usually used. This arrangement thus enables the 
combination of the bipolar transistor 53 with the photodiode at the high level to keep the MOS transistors for transfer of 

dark output T ni, T n 2 , T n 3 in the conductive state ( on), and 
output ( output at dark) voltages corresponding to the poten
tials after reset of the control regions of MOS transistors 
(MOS) are stored in the capacitors for storage of dark output 
Cn1, Cn2, Cn3• 

40 1 in the vertical overflow structure, which can suppress the 
variations in the output signals due to blooming, smear or 
the like. 

Then in the period t17 the drive pulses <Pa1 , <Prn are set 45 

each to the low level and the drive pulse <I>Rv to the high 
level so as to get ready to output the output voltages (image 
signals) stored in the capacitors for storage of light signal 
output C51-C53 and the capacitors for storage of dark output 
Cm-Cm to the output terminals Vos, Von· Then sequen- so 
tially outputting the drive pulses <1>m-<l>H3 from the hori
zontal scanning circuit 40 and the drive pulse <l>RH from the 
drive pulse generating circuit 43, the image signals stored in 
the capacitors for storage of light signal output C81-C83 and 

Since Embodiment 10 excludes the electrode for driving 
the base region by capacitive coupling, the capacitance of 
the control region becomes small and high sensitivity can be 
secured. 

Embodiment 11 

FIGS. 14A to 14C are schematic structural drawings to 
show the photoelectric conversion element according to 
Embodiment 11 of the present invention, wherein FIG. 14A 
is a plan view of the schematic structure to show the 
photoelectric conversion element, FIG. 14B a cross section 
along Xl-X2 line in FIG. 14A, and FIG. 14C a cross section 
along Yl-Y2 linc in FIG. 14A. In the photoelectric conver
sion element shown in FIGS. 14A-14C, a metal line con-
nected to the reset-purpose charge draining means (reset 
drain 4) also serving as a light-shielding film (aluminum film 
20) may be collllected directly to the p-type reset drain 

the capacitors for storage of dark output Cn1-Cn3 arc 55 

transferred to the horizontal reading lines of signal output 
line 38 and dark output line 39, respectively, then the image 
signals are output from the terminals V 05, Von, while 
horizontal reading lines of signal output line 38 and dark 
output line 39 are reset. 60 region 15 through a contact hole 59, which is different from 

FIGS. lA to lC in Embodiment 1. The above completes the reading operation of the first 
row, and the reading operation is then carried out for the 
second row in the periods 124-127 and for the third line in the 
periods t34-t37. 

The photoelectric conversion apparatus shown in FIG. 11 65 

was explained as to the case of image pickup mainly of still 
pictures, but the apparatus can be applied to the cases for 

In each of the above embodiments the transfer control 
element 31a and reset element 31h were explained as MOS 
type field effect transistors (MOSFETs), but the same effects 
can be attained when they are formed as bipolar transistors. 

As explained above, the photoelectric conversion ele
ments according to the present invention are provided with 
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ments with the reset-purpose charge draining means for 
draining the charges transferred to the control regions of the 
amplifying portions and the above reset-purpose control 
means are arranged in a two-dimensional matrix, and thus 

the reset-purpose charge draining means for draining the 
charge transferred to the control region of the amplifying 
portion and the above reset-purpose control means, which 
presents the effect that the reset operation can be performed 
without operating the amplifying portion. 

This achieves the effect to suppress the variations of the 
amplification factor due to large transient fluctuations of bias 
point (operating point) of the amplifying portion with flow 
of a large current in the amplifying portion itself. 

5 have the effects of suppressing degradation of performance 
(for example, S/N ratios) of the apparatus and of increasing 
dissipation power. 

The photoelectric conversion apparatus according to the 
present invention has the effect of performing a high-speed 

Since the photoelectric conversion elements according to 
the present invention have the amplifying portion formed of 
the field effect transistor (FET), they have the effects that the 
charge (signal charge) is not destroyed in the amplifying 
operation and occurrence of fixed pattern noise (FPN) can he 
suppressed. 

10 
reset operation, because the photoelectric conversion appa
ratus is constructed in such a manner that the reset-purpose 
charge draining means of the photoelectric conversion cle
ments arrayed in the horizontal scanning direction are 
arranged in parallel to each other. 

15 
The photoelectric conversion apparatus according to the 

present invention is constructed in such an arrangement that 
the apparatus has the first memory means for storing signal 
outputs for one horizontal line immediately after the control 
regions of the above amplifying portions are initialized 
according Lo vertical scanning and the second memory 

Further, the photoelectric conversion elements according 
to the present invention have the effects of increases of the 
aperture ratio and the degree of integration, because the 
element isolation region of the predetermined conductivity 
type is formed between the mutual regions of the photo
electric conversion portion, the amplifying portion, the 
transfer control portion, the reset-purpose charge draining 
means, and the reset-purpose control means. 

Since in the photoelectric conversion elements according 
to the present invention the metal interconnection connected 
to the reset-purpose charge draining means is formed as a 
lighl-shidding film for shidding incident light lo the ampli
fying portion, the transfer control portion, the reset-purpose 
charge draining means, and reset-purpose control means, 
they also have the effect of suppressing the phenomenon of 
blur such as blooming due to obliquely incident light. 

20 means for storing signal outputs for one horizontal line 
immediately after the above charges are transferred to the 
control regions of the above amplifying portions according 
lo vertical scanning and that the apparatus obtains dilfor
ences between the signal outputs stored in these memory 

25 means. Therefore, the apparatus has the effect that the signal 
outputs according to only the photogenerated charge com
ponents can be obtained. 

From the invention thus described, it will be obvious that 
the invention may be varied in many ways. Such variations 

Since in the photoelectric conversion elements according 
to the present invention the photoelectric conversion portion 
is the buried photodiode in the vertical overflow structure, 
they have the effects of suppressing the phenomenon of blur 
such as blooming and smear and achieving ideal character
istics by suppressing the dark current, lag, and reset noise. 

30 are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit and 
scope of the invention, and all such modifications as would 
be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to be 
included within the scope of the following claims. 

The basic Japanese Application No. 60034/1995 filed on 

35 Feb. 24, 1995 is hereby incorporated by reference. 
What is claimed is: 

Since the photoelectric conversion elements according to 
the present invention are constructed in such a structure that 40 
the channel forming portion of the amplifying portion of the 
photoelectric conversion element is formed of the first 
conductivity type shallow gate region, the second conduc
tivity type shallow channel region, the first conductivity type 
gate region, the second conductivity type well region, and 45 
the first conductivity type semiconductor substrate in order 
from the semiconductor surface toward the inside of sub
strate. Therefore, the elements have the effects that the 
degree of integration and the aperture ratio can be improved 
and the sensitivity can be enhanced. 50 

The photoelectric conversion elements according to the 
present invention are constructed in such a structure that the 
channel forming portion of the amplifying portion of the 
photoelectric conversion element is formed of the first 
conductivity type shallow gate region, the second conduc- 55 

tivity type shallow channel region, the first conductivity type 
gate region, the second conductivity type well region, and 
the first conductivity type semiconductor substrate in order 
from the semiconductor surface toward the inside of sub
strate and that the first conductivity type shallow gate region 60 

is electrically connected with the first conductivity type gate 
region. Therefore, the elements have the effects that the 
degree of integration and the aperture ratio can he improved 
and the sensitivity can be enhanced. 

As explained above, the photoelectric conversion appa- 65 

ratus according to the present invention is constructed in 
such an arrangement that the photoelectric conversion ele-

1. A photoelectric conversion element comprising: 
a photoelectric conversion portion for generating a charge 

according to incident light and storing the charge 
therein; 

an amplifying portion having a control region for gener
ating a signal output according to the charge received 
in the gate region from said photoelectric conversion 
portion; 

a transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a reset control region for draining the charge transferred 
to the control region of said amplifying portion; and 

a reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 
connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, 

wherein said amplifying portion is comprised of a junc
tion field effect transistor having a vertical semicon
ductor structure composed of a first conductivity type 
gate region, a second conductivity type channel region, 
and a first conductivity type semiconductot substrate, in 
order from the semiconductor surface toward the inside 
of the semiconductor substrate. 

2. A photoelectric conversion element, comprising: 
a photoelectric conversion portion for generating a charge 

according to incident light and storing the charge 
therein; 

an amplifying portion having a control region for gener
ating a signal output according to the charge received 
in the control region from said photoelectric conversion 
portion; 
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a transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a reset control region for draining the charge transferred 
to the control region of said amplifying portion; and 5 

a reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 
connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, 

wherein said amplifying portion is a junction field effect 
10 

transistor having a vertical semiconductor structure 
composed of a first conductivity type shallow gate 
region, a second conductivity type shallow channel 
region, a first conductivity type gate region, a second 
conductivity type well region, and a first conductivity 

15 
type semiconductor substrate in the order from the 
semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semi
conductor substrate. 

3. A photoelectric conversion element, comprising: 
a photoelectric conversion portion for generating a charge 20 

according to incident light and storing the charge 
therein; 

an amplifying portion having a control region for gener
ating a signal output according to the charge received 
in the control region from said photoelectric conversion 25 

portion; 

a transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a reset control region for draining the charge transferred 30 

lo the control region of said amplifying portion; and 
a reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 

connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, 

35 
wherein said amplifying portion is a junction field effect 

transistor having a vertical semiconductor structure 
composed of a first conductivity type shallow gate 
region, a second conductivity type shallow channel 
region, a first conductivity type gate region, a second 40 
conductivity type well region, and a first conductivity 
type semiconductor substrate in the order from the 
semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semi
conductor substrate, and wherein said first conductivity 
type shallow gate region and said first conductivity type 45 
gate region are electrically connected with each other in 
a portion other than the channel forming portion. 

4. A photoelectric conversion element, comprising: 
a photoelectric conversion portion for generating a charge 

according to incident light and storing the charge so 
therein; 

an amplifying portion having a control region for gener
ating a signal output according to the charge received 
in the control region from said photoelectric conversion 
portion; 55 

a transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a reset control region for draining the charge transferred 
60 

to the control region of said amplifying portion; and 

a reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 
connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, 

wherein said photoelectric conversion portion is a buried 65 

photodiode having a vertical overflow structure, 
wherein said amplifying portion is a junction field 

32 
effect transistor having a vertical semiconductor struc
ture composed of a first conductivity type shallow gate 
region, a second conductivity type shallow channel 
region, a first conductivity type gate region, a second 
conductivity type well region, and a first conductivity 
type semiconductor substrate in the order from the 
semiconductor surface toward the inside of the semi
conductor substrate, wherein said first conductivity 
type shallow gate region and said first conductivity type 
gate region are electrically connected with each other in 
a portion other than the channel forming portion, and 
wherein an impurity concentration of said first conduc
tivity type gate region is different from an impurity 
concentration of a charge storing portion of said buried 
photodiode. 

5. The photoelectric conversion element according to 
claim 4, wherein the impurity concentration of said first 
conductivity type gate region is in the range of 6xl015 cm-3 

to 3xl016 cm-3 and the impurity concentration of said 
charge storing portion of the buried photodiode is in the 
range of :'ix1015 cm-3 to 3x1016 cm-3

. 

6. A photoelectric conversion apparatus comprising: 
a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements arranged 

in a two-dimensional matrix, each said photoelectric 
conversion element comprising a photoelectric conver
sion portion for generating a charge according to inci
dent light and storing the charge therein, an amplifying 
portion having a control region for generating a signal 
output according to the charge received in the control 
region from said photoelectric conversion portion, a 
transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
a reset control region for draining the charge trans
ferred to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
and a reset control electrode for controlling the elec
trical connection between said reset control region and 
the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a vertical scanning circuit; and 
a pulse drive source; 
wherein each of transfer control portions and reset control 

regions of said photoelectric conversion elements is 
respectively connected commonly along a horizontal 
scanning direction, thereby connecting to said vertical 
scanning circuit for pulse driving, and 

wherein a reset control electrode of each of said photo
electric conversion elements is connected commonly to 
said pulse drive source. 

7. A photoelectric conversion apparatus comprising: 
a plurality of photoelectric conversion element-; arranged 

in a two-dimensional matrix, each said photoelectric 
conversion element comprising a photoelectric conver
sion portion for generating a charge according to inci
dent light and storing the charge therein, an amplifying 
portion having a control region for generating a signal 
output according to the charge received in the control 
region from said photoelectric conversion portion, a 
transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion 
reset control region for draining the charge transferred 
to the control region of said amplifying portion, and a 
reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 
connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, and a control 
means for controlling the control region of said ampli
fying portion by capacitive coupling; 
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a vertical scanning circuit; 
a pulse drive source; and 

a power supply; 
wherein each of transfer control portions and control 

mt:ans for controlling tht: control rt:gions of said ampli-
5 

fying portions by capacitive coupling of said photo
electric conversion elements is respectively connected 
commonly along a horizontal scanning direction, 
thereby connecting to said vertical scanning circuit for 
pulse driving, and wherein a reset control electrode and 

10 

a reset control region of each of said photoelectric 
conversion elements is respectively connected 
commonly, such that each of said reset control elec
trodes is connected to said pulse drive source and each 

15 
of said reset control regions is connected to said power 
supply. 

8. A photoelectric conversion apparatus comprising: 

a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements arranged 
in a two-dimensional matrix, each said photoelectric 20 
conversion element comprising a photoelectric conver
sion portion for generating a charge according to inci
dent light and storing the charge therein, an amplifying 
portion having a control rt:gion for grnt:rating a signal 
output according to the charge received in the control 25 
region from said photoelectric conversion portion, a 
transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
generated and stored in said photoelectric conversion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
a reset control region for draining the charge trans- 30 
ferred to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
a reset control electrode for controlling the electrical 
connection between said reset control region and the 
control region of said amplifying portion, and a control 
means for controlling the control region of said ampli- 35 
fying portion by capacitive coupling; 

a vertical scanning circuit; 
a pulse drive source; and 
a power supply; 

wherein a control means for controlling the control region 
40 

of said amplifying portion by capacitive coupling and 

34 
a reset control electrode of each of said photoelectric 
conversion elements is respectively connected com
monly along a horizontal scanning direction, thereby 
connecting to said vertical scanning circuit for pulse 
driving, and 

wherein each of transfer control portions and reset control 
regions of each of said photoelectric conversion ele
ments is respectively connected commonly, such that 
each of said transfer control portions is connected to 
said pubt: drivt: sourct: and t:ach of said rt:st:L control 
regions is connected to said power supply. 

9. A photoelectric conversion apparatus comprising: 
a plurality of photoelectric conversion elements arranged 

in a two-dimensional matrix, each said photoelectric 
conversion element comprising a photoelectric conver
sion portion for generating a charge according to inci
dent light and storing the charge therein, an amplifying 
portion having a control region for generating a signal 
output according to the charge received in the control 
region from said photoelectric conversion portion, a 
transfer control portion for transferring the charge 
gt:nt:ratt:d and sturt:d in said photot:kclric convt:rsion 
portion to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
a reset control region for draining the charge trans
ferred to the control region of said amplifying portion, 
and a reset control electrode for controlling the elec
trical connection between said reset control region and 
the control region of said amplifying portion; 

a vertical scanning circuit for commonly driving said 
photoelectric conversion elements along a horizontal 
scanning dirt:cLion; 

first memory means for storing signal outputs for one 
horizontal line immediately after control regions of said 
amplifying portions are initialized according to vertical 
scanning; and 

second memory means for storing signal outputs for one 
horizontal line immediately after said charges are trans
ferred to the control regions of said amplifying portions 
according to vertical scanning. 

* * * * * 
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PRELIMINARY INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS – SUBJECT TO CHANGE

a third step of forming (F) a gate electrode on the gate insulating film; after the third step, a fourth step of forming (X) an insulating 

film on the substrate; a fifth step of anisotropically etching the insulating film so as to form (X1) first sidewalls on both side surfaces 
of the gate electrode and form (X2) second sidewalls on a side surface of a step portion in the boundary between the trench isolation 
and the active area; and

7

Claim 12

(X1) 

(A) a trench isolation 

(D) a gate insulating film 

(F)

(A)

(X2) 

(E) an active area 

(X1) (X2) 

(A)(E)  

(X) 

The gate electrode (F) is formed on the gate insulating film (D).
An insulating film (X) is etched to form first sidewalls (X1) on the gate electrode 
(F) and second sidewalls (X2) on the step between the STI and active areas.
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PRELIMINARY INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS – SUBJECT TO CHANGE

such that a sum perimeter of (B) the first linear pattern, (E) the second linear pattern, and (G) the dummy pattern per unit area is 
equal to or less than a perimeter of (B) the first linear pattern per unit area.

7

Claim 1

(A) (B) (D) (E) 
(G) 

The first linear pattern (B) density is greater than the average pattern density of (B) the first linear pattern, (E) the second
linear pattern, and (G) the dummy pattern.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 
GODO KAISHA IP BRIDGE 1, 
 
Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 
 
Defendant. 
 

Case No. 1:16-cv-00290-MN
 
 
 
 
 
DECLARATION OF DR. JACK C. LEE, 
PH.D., IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT 
OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.’S 
ANSWERING CLAIM CONSTRUCTION 
BRIEF 

I, Dr. Jack C. Lee, declare as follows: 

I. Personal Background 

1. I am a professor in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at The 

University of Texas at Austin.  I have over 35 years of experience as a researcher, educator, and 

consultant in the field of semiconductor process technology and semiconductor design. I have 

attached a current copy of my curriculum vitae (“CV”), a true and correct copy of which is 

attached as Exhibit A. The relevant highlights are summarized below.  

2. I received a B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering, with highest honors, in 1980, 

and an M.S. degree in Electrical Engineering in 1981, both from the University of California, 

Los Angeles.  I received a Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering in 1988 from the University of 

California, Berkeley (“UC Berkeley”).  

3. From 1979 to 1984, I was a Member of Technical Staff at the TRW 

Microelectronics Center, in the High-Speed Bipolar Device Program.  I worked on bipolar 

device/circuit design, fabrication, and testing.  I was promoted to Engineering Group Leader 

level in 1983.  
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4. After receiving my Ph.D. in August 1988, I joined the faculty at The University 

of Texas at Austin (“UT Austin”).  As a faculty member, I have taught numerous courses in 

semiconductor device fabrication and design, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.  I 

have supervised 40 students who received a doctoral degree under my guidance.  I am 

currently the Cullen Trust for Higher Education Endowed Professor in Engineering in the 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at UT Austin. 

5. My current research interests include: semiconductor fabrication processes 

including device isolation and contact formation; semiconductor device characterization and 

modeling; dielectric processes, characterization and reliability; high-K gate dielectrics and metal 

gate electrodes in semiconductor devices (“CMOS/MOSFETs”); and alternative transistor 

channel materials.  My research has been partially supported by grants from the National Science 

Foundation, the Texas Advanced Research Program, the Semiconductor Research Corporation 

(“SRC”), SEMATECH, Texas Emerging Technology Funds, and others. My research is 

conducted in our nanofabrication facility with approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of Class 1000/100 

clean room space, which is located in the Microelectronics Research Center (“MRC”) at The 

University of Texas at Austin. The MRC is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment for 

nanofabrication including a CMP machine, capability for nanoscale lithography, etching, 

deposition of various materials such as polysilicon, insulator, and metal, silicide layer formation, 

etc. Characterization tools such as optical microscopes, probe stations, an HP 4155A 

semiconductor parameter analyzer, curve tracers, stylus profilometer, etc. are available in the 

laboratory. Device packaging facilities include wire bonding and dicing.  

6. I am a named inventor on at least seven U.S. patents pertaining to 

semiconductor and dielectric technology, which are listed in my CV (Exhibit A).  
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7. To date, I have authored over 500 journal publications and conference proceeding 

papers, and have coauthored seven books and book chapters on semiconductor processes and 

devices.  Much of my research and publications since about 1998 focus on the topic of 

semiconductor devices, semiconductor memory and fabrication processes. I have also been 

recognized with numerous research awards including the prestigious SRC Inventor Recognition 

Award from Semiconductor Research Corporation for my work on dielectric technology and 

characterization.  

8. In 2002, I became an IEEE fellow for my contributions to the understanding and 

development of ultra-thin dielectrics and their application to silicon devices.  I was awarded the 

IEEE Electron Devices Society Distinguished Lecturer from 2004-2016.  

9. I have served in various technology consulting and business advisor roles.  

For example, I have taught short courses on semiconductor devices, memory devices and 

technologies (e.g., Flash memory devices and CMP processes), at various semiconductor 

companies and consortiums (e.g., SEMATECH).  I have also organized several international 

conferences and have given lectures at some of the most prestigious conferences and symposia in 

the field, including the International Symposium on VLSI Technologies, the IEEE Symposia on 

VLSI Technology, and the IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting.  

10. Plaintiff Godo Kaisha IP Bridge 1 (“IP Bridge”) has asserted U.S. Patent Nos. 

6,538,324 (“the’324 patent”), 6,709,950 (“the ’950 patent”), 6,794,677 (“the ’677 patent”), 

8,084,796 (“the ’796 patent”), 8,106,431 (“the ’431 patent”), 8,378,401 (“the ’401 patent”) 

(collectively, the “Asserted Patents”).  I have been asked by counsel for Defendant OmniVision 

Technologies, Inc. (“OmniVision”) to review the ’324 patent and the ’950 patent and to opine on 

how certain terms in those patents would be understood by a person of ordinary skill in the field 
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of the asserted patents. I have also been asked to opine on the plain and ordinary meaning of 

certain terms in the ’324 and ’950 patents as they would have been understood by a person of 

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged invention for those patents in light of the 

specification and patent file history for the respective patents.  

11. I am being compensated for the work I have performed on this matter at my 

standard rate of $575 per hour. My compensation is not in any way dependent on the outcome of 

this litigation. 

12. In preparing this declaration, I have considered the asserted patents, their 

prosecution histories, and the attached exhibits. 

13. I reserve the right to supplement this declaration to address any further 

information that I become aware of in the future. 

II. Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

14. I understand that “a person of ordinary skill in the art” is a hypothetical person 

who is presumed to have known the relevant art at the time of the invention. 

15. In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art for the ’324 and ’950 patents 

would have a Master’s Degree in electrical engineering, applied physics, material science or 

equivalent and at least two years of industrial or commercial experience in the design, 

development, and fabrication of semiconductor devices.  

III. Background of the Technology 

16. The ’324 and ’950 patents are directed to two types of technology relating to 

semiconductor devices: (1) barrier structures for semiconductor devices (the ’324 patent); and 

(2) semiconductor devices and processes for manufacturing semiconductor devices for 

integrated circuits (the ’950 patent).  
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17. The ’324 patent discloses “a barrier film preventing diffusion of copper from a 

copper wiring layer formed on a semiconductor substrate.”  ’324 patent at Abstract; see also id. 

at 1:22-33, 2:2-6.  The diffusion barrier film is “a multi-layered structure of first and second 

films wherein the first film is composed of crystalline metal containing nitrogen therein, and the 

second film is composed of amorphous metal nitride.”  Id.  The crystalline film serves to adhere 

the barrier film to the copper wiring layer and the amorphous metal nitride film serves to prevent 

diffusion of copper through the barrier film.  See id. at 6:32-52 (“In the diffusion-barrier film in 

accordance with the present invention, a copper film makes direct contact with a crystalline 

metal film containing nitrogen therein, ensuring high adhesion therebetween ….In the diffusion-

barrier film in accordance with the present invention, an amorphous metal film containing 

nitrogen therein lies under a crystalline metal film containing nitrogen therein…That is, by 

forming a copper wiring layer on the diffusion-barrier film in accordance with the present 

invention, it is possible to not only ensure high crystallinity and high adhesion of a copper wiring 

layer, but also to prevent copper diffusion.”).  The diffusion barrier film lines the surfaces of 

recesses or holes formed in an interlayer insulating film, which are then filled with a copper 

wiring layer.  See id. at 2:2-6 (“Then, a thin diffusion-barrier film is formed on surfaces of the 

recess and the through-hole therewith such that the recess and the through-hole is completely 

covered at surfaces thereof with the diffusion-barrier film in order to prevent copper diffusion 

from uncovered region”) (emphasis added), 14:45-49 (“The first insulating film 12a is formed 

with via-holes which is filled with a copper wiring layer 44 with a diffusion-barrier film 17 

being sandwiched between an inner surface of each of the via-holes and the copper wiring 

layer 44”) (emphasis added); see also id. at 2:6-15, 9:26-33, 10:60-64, 11:8-12, 11:26-34, 13:46-

50, 14:50-59, 15:9-16.  The ’324 patent describes how incomplete coverage was a problem with 
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conventional barrier films at that time.  See id. at 4:1-31 (“The third problem relates to coverage 

of a film formed by sputtering…it would almost impossible to deposit a metal film such that 

such a recess or hole is completely covered with the metal film…In accordance with the 

collimate sputtering, it is possible to deposit a metal film on a bottom of a recess formed at a 

surface of a substrate, but it is not possible to deposit a metal film onto an inner sidewall of the 

recess.”) (emphasis added).  The ’324 patent describes methods for forming the barrier film 

along the entire bottom and sidewalls of the insulating film and the copper wiring layer that is 

formed in the barrier-film-lined hole or recess.  See id. at 7:13-22 (“The method of fabricating a 

diffusion-barrier film employs...sputtering where a nitrogen-containing gas has a pressure equal 

to or greater than 5 Pa,…thus, there can be obtained coverage for entirely covering a recess or 

hole formed at a surface of a substrate, with the diffusion-barrier film.”) (emphasis added); see 

also id.. at 9:26-42, 10:52-11:53, 12:33-49, 13:66-14:11, 16:29-53.  The diffusion barrier film is 

needed along the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer to prevent the copper 

from diffusing into the insulating film, which can lead to short circuiting with other copper 

wiring layers in the insulating film, and from diffusing into the semiconductor substrate, which 

can “induce reduction in carrier lifetime” leading to degraded transistor performance and 

increased power consumption.  See id. 1:22-25. 

18. The ’950 patent discloses semiconductor devices and processes for 

manufacturing semiconductor devices for integrated circuits, such as those for preventing the 

problems resulting from over-etching of isolation regions due to alignment mask shift.  See id. 

’950 Patent 3:4-23 (“…a part of the isolation 2b is included in the connection hole 14 when the 

exposing area of the resist film 25a is shifted toward the isolation 2b due to the mask alignment 

shift in the photolithography”), 5:50-54 (“The object of the present invention is improving the 
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structure of an isolation, so as to prevent the problems caused because the edge of the isolation is 

trenched in etching for the formation of a connection hole or sidewalls.”).  Transistors in a 

semiconductor device are created through a series of deposition, etching, and doping steps.  See 

id. at 12:12-13:40. Transistors in a semiconductor substrate are separated by isolation regions to 

prevent them from electrically interfering with each other.  See id. at 7:63-65 (“ In this manner, 

the function of the trench isolation to isolate each semiconductor element can be prevented from 

degrading.”).  In order to provide an electrical connection to a transistor, a mask must be applied 

to allow an etching process to remove insulating material over the source or drain region of the 

transistor.  See id. at 1:40-47, 2:62-65.  If this mask shifts from its intended alignment, the 

isolation region can be over-etched, which can cause the source or drain contact to extend below 

the top surface of the semiconductor substrate.  See id. at 3:4-23.  This incorrect source/drain 

contact placement can result in increased junction leakage current, which increases power 

consumption, and short circuiting the source or drain contact with the semiconductor substrate, 

which can cause the circuit to malfunction.  See id. at 3:4-23, 7:60-65.  The ’950 patent 

implements a raised isolation region, a laminated film composed of two different films with 

different etching properties, and insulating sidewalls to address the issues related to over-etching 

due to mask alignment shift.  See id. at 5:59-64, 7:15-20, 7:55-60, 20:38-61, 23:17-22, 23:56-63. 

IV. Analysis of the Barrier Film Patent 

a. “multi-layered structure of first and second films” 

19. I have examined the ’324 patent and its file history, and in particular the claim 

term “multi-layered structure of first and second films” in claims 1 and 5.  In my opinion, a 

person of ordinary skill in the art would understand this term to mean “multi-layered structure of 

first and second films covering the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer” 
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because a diffusion barrier film cannot prevent the diffusion of copper from a copper wiring 

layer if it does not completely cover the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer.  

20. Copper (Cu) has low resistivity.  This means that for wiring having the same 

dimensions, copper has lower resistance than gold, aluminum, and tungsten.  With lower 

resistance, semiconductor devices using copper interconnects exhibit higher speed than 

aluminum (Al) interconnects.  Copper also has better reliability (i.e., less electro-migration) than 

aluminum. 

 

21. One problem with copper interconnects is that copper has a high diffusion rate 

into interlayer insulating films (“dielectrics”), such as those composed of silicon oxide (SiO2) 

and semiconductor substrates, such as those composed of silicon.  Transistors are generally 

formed in a semiconductor substrate and additional levels of circuitry, which are separated by 

interlayer insulating films, are layered over the semiconductor substrate.  Copper diffusion into 

the interlayer insulating films can lead to unintended electrical shorting between neighboring 

interconnect wires, causing circuit malfunction.  Copper diffusion into the semiconductor 

substrate at the transistor level can “induce reduction in carrier lifetime,” which can degrade 

transistor performance and increase leakage current and power consumption of the 

semiconductor device.  ’324 patent at 1:22-25. 
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22. Thus, it is my opinion that the claimed diffusion barrier film in the ’324 patent 

must be present on the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer (i.e., the interface 

between the interlayer insulating films and the copper wiring layer) to prevent the diffusion of 

copper into the interlayer insulating films or further down into the semiconductor substrate.  If 

the diffusion barrier film is not present on the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring 

layer, i.e., there is a place between the interlayer insulating film and the copper wiring layer 

where the diffusion barrier film is not present, the copper can diffuse through the space not 

covered by the diffusion barrier film and cause the problems discussed above, such as the 

degradation of transistor performance and the increase of leakage current and power 

consumption of the semiconductor device. 

23. Incomplete coverage is a problem with the conventional barrier films at the time 

that the ’324 patent was meant to specifically address.  See e.g. ’324 patent at 4:1-31.  In view of 

this problem regarding incomplete coverage, the ’324 specification discloses barrier films that 

cover the entire bottoms and sidewalls of the holes in which the copper wiring layer is deposited 

(i.e. barrier films that cover the bottoms and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer).  See ’324 

patent at 2:2-15, 11:11-12, 14:62-65, 14:45-49, 15:9-14.  The ’324 patent also explains that “[i]n 

the diffusion-barrier film in accordance with the present invention, a copper film makes direct 

contact with a crystalline metal film containing nitrogen therein, ensuring high adhesion 

therebetween and high crystallinity of a copper film.”  ’324 patent at 6:32-36 (emphasis added).  

The ’324 patent discloses a number of techniques, such as increasing the sputtering pressure, 

controlling the concentration of nitrogen gas, or switching the RF power, for covering the entire 

bottom and sidewalls of the recesses and holes, which the copper wiring layers occupy, with the 

claimed diffusion barrier film.  See ’324 patent at 7:13-22 (“The method of fabricating a 
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diffusion-barrier film employs...sputtering where a nitrogen-containing gas has a pressure equal 

to or greater than 5 Pa,…thus, there can be obtained coverage for entirely covering a recess or 

hole formed at a surface of a substrate, with the diffusion-barrier film.”) (emphasis added), 

12:33-42 (“As mentioned above, when the tantalum target is selected, a crystalline structure, 

composition and resistivity of a film to be formed by sputtering vary in dependence on both a 

concentration of nitrogen gas in sputtering gas and RF power. Conversely speaking, this means 

that it is possible to control characteristics of a film to be formed by sputtering, by controlling 

both a concentration of nitrogen gas in sputtering gas and RF power. The present invention is 

based on this discovery”); see also id. at 9:26-42, 11:1-34, 12:42-49.  In addition, every 

embodiment illustrated in the patent shows the barrier film covering the entire sidewalls and 

bottom of the copper wiring layer.  See ’324 patent at Figs. 4B-4D, 7-8, 23, 25-26, 30-31. 

24. It is my opinion that the ’324 patent seeks to provide a solution to the problem of 

incomplete coverage for diffusion barrier films and that this solution requires the diffusion 

barrier film to cover the entire bottoms and sidewalls of the holes in which the copper wiring 

layer is deposited.  This diffusion barrier film is comprised of a crystalline metal film, which 

serves to adhere the barrier film to the copper wiring layer, and an amorphous metal nitride film, 

which serves to prevent the diffusion of copper beyond the barrier film.  See ’324 patent at 6:32-

52. 

25. In the “Summary of the Invention” section of the ’324 patent, the ’324 patent 

explains that the copper wiring layer must be formed on the diffusion barrier film and that the 

diffusion barrier film must cover a recess or hole that is subsequently filled with a copper wiring 

layer.  See ’324 patent at 6:42-52 (explaining that “by forming a copper wiring layer on the 

diffusion-barrier film in accordance with the present invention, it is possible to not only ensure 
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high crystallinity and high adhesion of a copper wiring layer, but also to prevent copper 

diffusion.”) (emphasis added); see also id. at 7:39-44 (“Summary of Invention” section 

explaining that “a thin copper film is formed on the diffusion-barrier film in vacuum. As a 

result, there is obtained a multi-layered structure comprised of the diffusion-barrier film and the 

copper wiring film without a metal oxide layer being sandwiched therebetween.”) (emphasis 

added), 6:13-18 (“forming a diffusion-barrier film to cover the recess or hole therewith without 

exposing to atmosphere, the diffusion-barrier film having a multi-layered structure of first and 

second films, the first film being composed of crystalline metal containing nitrogen therein, the 

second film being composed of amorphous metal nitride…forming a copper film on the 

diffusion-barrier film”) (emphasis added); see also id. at 7:19-22 (“thus, there can be obtained 

coverage for entirely covering a recess or hole formed at a surface of a substrate, with the 

diffusion-barrier film.”) (emphasis added).  It is my opinion that such disclosures indicate that 

the invention claimed in the ’324 patent requires the barrier film to cover the entire bottom and 

sidewalls of the copper wiring layer and that such coverage is not limited to a preferred 

embodiment of the ’324 patent, though all of the preferred embodiments in the ’324 patent 

illustrate a barrier film that covers the entire bottom and sidewalls of the copper wiring layer. 

V. Analysis of the Isolation Region Patent (’950 patent) 

a. “second sidewalls on a side surface of a step portion” 

26. I have examined the ’950 patent’s term “second sidewalls on a side surface of a 

step portion” in claim 12.  In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand 

this term to mean “second sidewalls substantially covering a side surface of a step portion” in 

view of the context of the claims, specification, and prosecution history. 
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27. A purpose of the step sidewall is to provide a gradual decrease in height from the 

raised isolation region to the top of the semiconductor substrate such that a metal layer (e.g., an 

“interconnection” for electrically connecting transistors to make an electronic circuit) will not be 

disconnected when going from the raised isolation region down to the substrate.  See ’950 patent 

at 7:15-20 (“…the abrupt level difference between the surfaces of the isolation and the active 

area can be released by the step sidewall…[t]herefore…an upper interconnection is prevented 

from being disconnected and increasing in its resistance.”).  The step sidewall in the ’950 patent 

provides a gradual decrease in height from the isolation region to the top of the semiconductor 

substrate because it is made from an insulating film, which has been deposited conformally over 

the entire semiconductor substrate, that is anisotropically etched.  As shown in the image below, 

the insulating film follows the contour of the surface it is being deposited over; thus, the height 

(i.e. vertical dimension) of the insulating film adjacent to the step of the isolation region is larger 

than the height of the insulating film on the planar region (i.e., on the substrate surface and on 

top of the isolation region). 

 

28. Next, the insulating film is anisotropically etched. “Anisotropically etched” 

means that the insulating film is etched directionally, e.g. it etches in the downward direction.  

Because the height of the insulating film adjacent to the step of the isolation region is larger than 
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the height of the insulating film on the planar region, when the insulating film on the planar 

region is etched away, a “rounded” sidewall remains adjacent to the step that gradually decreases 

in height from the raised isolation region to the top of the semiconductor substrate, for example, 

as shown in the image below.   

 

29. A sharp drop (as opposed to a gradual decline) from the top of the isolation region 

to the top of the semiconductor substrate can cause a disconnect in a metal layer formed over this 

drop because the thickness of the metal layer during deposition decreases as it crosses an abrupt 

step, for example, as shown in the image below.   

 

30. This decrease in thickness can lead to high electrical resistance in metal lines and 

mechanical cracking and failure, i.e. a disconnect.  On the other hand, if the decrease in height 

from the top of the isolation region to the top of the semiconductor substrate is more gradual, the 
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thickness of an overlying metal layer is more uniform during deposition.  Thus, the step sidewall 

needs to substantially cover the step side surface of the isolation region to prevent a sharp drop 

from the top of the isolation region to the top of the semiconductor substrate, which would 

increase the resistance of or completely disconnect an overlying metal layer thereby degrading 

the performance or even causing a malfunction of the semiconductor device.  

31. Another purpose of the step sidewalls, as evidenced by the claim language, is to 

insulate, as they are formed from an “insulating film.”  The ’950 patent explains that “the step 

sidewall disposed at the edge of the trench isolation can prevent the impurity ions from being 

implanted below the edge of the isolation.”  ’950 patent at 7:55-57; see also id. at 26:43-49, 

27:49-54.  In other words, the step sidewall acts as a buffer during the doping of the source and 

drain (“S/D”) regions of a transistor that prevents the doping ions from being implanted below 

the isolation region, which could result in increased junction leakage current and power 

consumption.  Ion implantation is a process by which ions of an impurity, such as phosphorus or 

boron, are accelerated into a semiconductor substrate, thereby changing the properties of the 

implanted regions (e.g., doping concentration and electrical resistance).  It is important to note 

that the ions are implanted over the entire semiconductor substrate.  Thus, to dope a specific 

localized region, a mask is needed to block the ions from being implanted into certain portions 

the semiconductor substrate.  The mask can be a photoresist, polysilicon, or an insulator, such as 

a sidewall.  For example, as shown in the image below, the sidewalls are used to block the 

heavily doped n+ ion implantation from encroaching underneath the gate electrode or isolation 

region.  
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32. As discussed above, the isolation region is used to prevent the transistors in a 

semiconductor device from electrically interfering with each other.  In other words, the isolation 

region serves to minimize any leakage current between transistors through the semiconductor 

substrate. Lower leakage current means lower power consumption for the semiconductor device.  

The effectiveness of the isolation region depends on the impurity concentration below the 

isolation region such that any unintended implantation of doping ions below the isolation region 

can result in increased junction leakage and power consumption.   If the sidewall does not 

substantially cover the side surface of the isolation region step, impurity ions can be implanted 

below the isolation region.  Thus, the sidewalls need to substantially cover the side surface of a 

step portion of the isolation region in order to prevent doping ions from being implanted below 

the isolation region. 

33. The ’950 patent further explains that “the step sidewall can prevent the silicide 

layer from being formed at a deep portion” of the isolation region.  ’950 patent at 7:59-60; see 

also id. at 23:56-63.  In other words, when forming silicide over the source/drain (“S/D”) region 

of the transistor, the step sidewall can prevent the silicide from being formed in the boundary 
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between the silicon substrate and the isolation region, which can effectively prevent a short 

circuit from occurring between the S/D electrode and the channel stop region.  Silicide is a 

highly conductive layer of compound material composed of silicon and metal. For example, 

TiSi2 is a titanium-silicon compound called titanium silicide; and likewise, WSi2 (tungsten 

silicide) is another common silicide used in semiconductor devices.  Silicides are used in 

semiconductor technology to reduce the resistance of polysilicon lines and dopant regions.  They 

are also used to form a better contact (i.e., lower resistance) between a semiconductor region and 

a metal layer.  A common method of forming a silicide layer in semiconductor devices is by 

chemical reaction.  First, a metal, such as titanium, is deposited over the entire semiconductor 

substrate.  The semiconductor substrate is then annealed at a high temperature, which causes 

silicide to form wherever the semiconductor and metal are in contact, for example, on the 

source/drain regions of the transistors.  The unreacted metal, such as the titanium on the top of 

the isolation region, is then selectively etched away.  If the sidewall does not substantially cover 

the side surface of the isolation region, silicide can be formed at the boundary between the 

isolation region and the semiconductor substrate, which can cause a short circuit from between 

the source/drain electrode and the semiconductor region under the isolation region, commonly 

referred to as the “channel stop region.”  This short-circuit can cause the semiconductor device to 

malfunction.  Thus, the sidewalls need to substantially cover the side surface of a step portion of 

the isolation region in order to prevent silicide from forming at the boundary between the 

isolation region and the semiconductor substrate.  

34. Every embodiment in the ’950 patent illustrates that etching the insulating film to 

form sidewalls results in sidewalls covering the entire side surface of either the gate electrode or 
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step portion of the isolation.  See ’950 patent at Figs. 3(c), 4(a), 5(a), 6(c), 7(a), 9(a), 10(a), 11(a), 

12, 13(e), 14(d), 15(c), 16(b), 17, 18(a), 19, 20(e), 21(a)). 

35. It is my opinion that a person of ordinary skill in the art would reasonable 

understand the scope of sidewalls that substantially cover the side surface of a step portion of a 

boundary between a trench isolation and an active area in light of the specification and 

prosecution history of the ’950 patent.   

 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed at Austin, TX on September 26, 2018. 

  
Jack C. Lee, Ph.D. 
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